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Abstract
e goal of my Ph.D. thesis is to achieve a better understanding of the process of pair creation in
strong laser elds. Due to the advance in laser technology the currently attainable eld strengths
start to approach the predicted limit where positron-electron pair production could appear.e
available theoretical results so far are based onwork done by Schwinger (ÔÀ Ô) and Brezin& Itzyk-
son (ÔÀÞý). It is questionable, though, wether these results are applicable to electromagnetic waves
at all. Hence, we believe there is a need for a rigorous treatment of this process. We start with
a dierent ansatz and develop an adiabatic perturbation theory with respect to Hilbert-Schmidt
norm which is applicable to electromagnetic waves. We implement this into the Fock space for-
malism of external eld QED and rigorously derive estimates on the transistion amplitudes from
the vacuum state into every (n,m)-particle-antiparticle state for nite times. An order of mag-
nitude estimate, using these results, shows for common laser parameters that the necessary eld
strengths most likely have to be at least a couple of orders of magnitude higher than what has
been suggested so far. In the adiabatic limit of vanishing frequencies there is no pair creation at
all.
Zusammenfassung (Translation of Abstract)
Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist es, ein besseres Verst"ndnis der Paarerzeugung in starken
Laserfeldern zu etablieren. Durch den Fortschritt in der Lasertechnologie werden die verfXg-
baren Feldst"rken in absehbarer Zeit die notwendige Grenzen erreichen werden, die fXr diesen
Prozess vorhergesagt wurde. Die bisher verfXgbaren Resultat hierzu basieren haupts"chlich auf
zwei Arbeiten von Schwinger (ÔÀ Ô) und Brezin & Itzykson (ÔÀÞý). Es ist jedoch fragwXrdig ob
die Ergebnisse dieser beiden Arbeiten korrekterweise auf elektromagnetische Wellen angewandt
werden kHnnen. Daher glauben wir, dass eine rigorose Behandlung dieses Prozesses notwendig
ist. Wir verfolgen einen anderen Ansatz und entwickeln eine adiabatische StHrungstheorie bzgl.
der Hilbert-Schmidt Norm, die auf elektromagnetische Wellen anwendbar ist. Wir implemen-
tieren diese im Anschluss in den Fockraum Formalismus der externen Feld QED und leiten,
in mathematisch rigoroser Form, Absch"tzungen fXr die bergangsamplituden vom Vakuum
in jeden (n,m)-Teilchen-Antiteilchen Zustand ab. Mithilfe dieser Ergebnisse fXhren wir eine
GrHûenordnungsabsch"tzung fXr Xbliche Laserparameter durch. Diese zeigt bereits, dass die
notwendigen Feldst"rken sehr wahrscheinlich mehrere GrHûenordnungen hHher seien mXssen
als bisher vorhergesagt. Im adiabatischen Limes von verschwindenden Frequenzen ist die Paar-
erzeugungsrate identisch null.
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Preface
Pair creation is a feature of quantum electrodynamics (QED) which has thrilled physicists since
the discovery of the Dirac equation Àý years ago. Numerous experiments and theoretical stud-
ies have been carried out to investigate this phenomenon. Whereas in high energy physics pair
creation is a well established and understood eect this cannot be truly said about strong eld
QED. In this region, where the electromagnetic elds are of low energy but high intensity, we still
lack experimental verication of many theoretical predictions. e necessary eld strengths are
simply to high to have been produced in the laboratory up to now.
Since the ÔÀâý's high intensity lasers have been suggested as a possible source of strong electri-
cal elds to produce electron-positron pairs in the vacuum. While the necessary eld strengths of
around ÔýÔ V
m
have been out of reach for the last decades, current technological progress in laser
technology starts to approach this limit.e ELI-NP facilityÔ in Romania reaches eld strengths
of ÔýÔ  V
m
and the fourth ELI Pillar currently in the development stage will add one more order
of magnitude. Hence, at least the next generation laser facility should bring this side of QED
into the realm of experimental verication. Almost all available theoretical studies (see [MPÞÞ],
[AHR+ýÔ], [PopýÔ], [RinýÔ], [NBMPý¥], [BPR+ýâ], [BET+Ôý]) concerning this topic are based
on a computation by Schwinger [Sch Ô] from ÔÀ Ô. In that paper Schwinger computes the pair-
creation capability of a static, homogenous electrical eld. Such a eld, however, describes ap-
proximately the situation in a plate capacitor but is certainly qualitatively dierent than an elec-
tromagnetic wave. Because of this theoretical ambiguity and the upcoming possibility of experi-
mental verication, we feel the need of a thorough analysis of the current state of research and a
rigorous treatment of the process of pair creation by strong laser elds.is eort will prove to be
a challenging theoretical exercise, touching various elds of mathematical physics and hopefully
helps to shed a little bit more light onto the process of pair creation by strong elds in QED in
general.
e intuitive picture we have in mind is Dirac's hole theory which is common in strong eld
QED (see e.g. [GMR ]). Heuristically speaking, pair creation happens if a negative electron
from the Dirac sea is lied to positive energies. In principle, there are two processes which could
be responsible for such a behavior. Either the electromagnetic eld creates bound states in the
mass gap which wander from the negative energy continuum to the positive over the course of
time. Given this, it has been proven by Pickl [Picý ] that pair creation actually exists. is is
usually referred to as spontaneous or adiabatic pair creation. However, analyzing the spectrum of
the Dirac operator corresponding to an electromagnetic wave reveals that no eigenstates exist in
the gap at any time (see Chapter ç). Hence, this is ruled out. e remaining second possibility
of crossing the mass gap would be due to a tunneling process. An electromagnetic eld generally
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changes the spectral subspaces. us, if the eld is time-dependent the negative and positive
spectral subspace can rotate into each other which in turn could result in a production of an
electron-positron pair. To control such a behavior we observe that usual lasers in the range of
" = Ônm − Ô½m vary a thousand to a million times slower with respect to time than solutions of
the Dirac equation. We can therefore employ adiabatic perturbation theory to control the time
evolution of a solution to the Dirac equation.
e major diculty hereby is that we have to control the time evolution for any electron in the
Dirac sea, i.e. for the whole negative energy spectral subspace. It turns out that the most chal-
lenging obstacle for a rigoros proof of adiabatic behavior is to show the regularity of the spectral
projections onto this subspace.e usual method which employs Cauchy-Riesz integral formula
only works if the spectral subspace corresponds to an isolated part of the spectrum. is is cer-
tainly not the case for the complete negative energy subspace. Hence, we have to develop a new
method to prove the dierentiability of the spectral projections in dependence of the external
eld.
To establish this method we have to switch to generalized Fourier space for the Dirac operator.
For the theory of generalized Fourier transform for the SchrHdinger operator one needs a result
from Kato concerning the behavior of solutions to the SchrHdigner equation at innity. ere
exits no comparable result for the Dirac operator. erefore, we prove in Chapter ò a similar
result (eorem ò.â) for the Dirac equation. Chapter ç is then devoted to develop the theory
of eigenfunction expansion for the Dirac operator with vector potential together with certain
regularity properties of the generalized eigenfunctions. In Chapter ¥ we introduce the spectral
projections onto positive and negative subspaces. Due to the inuence of the external eld they
will be explicitly time-dependent. Furthermore, we explain how electrons with negative energy
are connected to positive energy particles with positive charge.
We go on and use this preliminarywork to develop ourmethod for the regularity of the spectral
projections with respect to time-derivatives. is is the content of Chapter  . We then conclude
the rst part of this thesis with Chapter â and a thorough discussion of the adiabatic theorem.
We start of with a detailed heuristic argument and explain how adiabatic behavior arises from
negative interference. e two main results are then given ineorem â.Ô andeorem â.ç. In
the rst theoremwe use the previous work to prove a rst order adiabatic theorem for the negative
energy subspace of the Dirac operator with vector potential. We are able to state the error in a
concise form. Furthermore, we nd that with our method of deriving the time-derivatives of the
spectral projections it is easy to extend the adiabatic theorem to Hilbert-Schmidt norm. is is
the content of the second theorem and is very important in the context of second quantization.
A nice by-product of the second theorem is the Hilbert-Schmidt property of the odd terms of
the time evolution, P±t U(t, s)P∓t for a wide range of vector potentials. is is important for the
existence of a time evolution in the second quantized theory. We therefore state it as a single result
in Corollary â.¥. We nally also give a rigorous procedure how both theorems can be extended
to higher order adiabatic perturbation theory depending solely on the regularity of the external
eld. We work it out explicitly up to second order including all error estimates.
Preface ç
e second part of this thesis is devoted to the external eld model of QED which is the com-
mon theory to describe strong eld eects in QED (see e.g. [GMR ]). e formulation of our
problem in the second quantized context poses some diculties. Usually, external eld QED
is stated for one xed Hilbert space ± the Fock space. However, due to Shale and Stinespring's
criterion [SSâ ] and results of Ruijsenaars [RuiÞÞ] we know that the time evolution can only be
implemented on Fock space if the vector potential vanishes. Hence, we are not able to describe
the time evolution of an electromagnetic wave in external eld QED with a time-independent
Fock space.
However, this problem can be overcome if one requires the Hilbert space of the second quan-
tized theory to be time-dependent as well. is suggestion was rst developed by Deckert et al.
[DDMSÔý] in context of a rigorous formulation of the Dirac sea ± called innite wedge spaces.
We adopt this idea of time-dependent Hilbert spaces and develop a time-dependent Fock space
formalism in a constructive way in Chapter Þ. We proceed with a motivation and denition of a
time evolution on such a family of Fock spaces in Chapter . Ineorem .â andeorem .Þ
we prove the Shale-Stinespring criterion for such a time-dependent Fock space formalism. To-
gether with Corollary â.¥ from before this shows that the time evolution in such a context indeed
exists for a wide range of vector potentials as external elds. Furthermore,eorem .â gives an
explicit expression of the time evolution of the vacuum. is state is in general not the vacuum
state anymore which is the key dierence to the usual time-independent Fock space theory and
allows for e.g. pair creation. Moreover, as the time evolution of the creation and annihilation
operators is known due to Denition .Ô, one can useeorem .â to state the explicit form of
the time evolution of any state in closed form. Chapter À closes the second part of the thesis with
an application of the previous results to establish what we call ªAdiabatic perturbation theory in
QEDº.eorem À.Ô combined with the results from Chapter â can be used to show an adiabatic
behavior for the particle-number subspaces of the Fock space. However, the results fromeo-
rem À.Ô andeorem À.¥ are more general than adiabatic perturbation theory. ey establish an
explicit and direct connection between the transitions of the one-particle Dirac equation and the
second quantized theory, proving that the intuitive picture of the Dirac sea is indeed correct in
terms of the second quantized theory. Furthermore, they can be used to compute the explicit pair
creation rates directly from the one-particle transition amplitudes.
In the third part of the thesis we nally analyze the pair creation capabilities of strong laser
elds. We start o with Chapter Ôý and ÔÔ where we examine the current state of research on this
topic. We explain how the Klein paradox and the Schwinger mechanism are connected and how
their physical origin can be understood. In Chapter Ôò we examine the possibility of testing the
Schwinger mechanism with the help of lasers. To this end, we apply the theoretical framework
which we developed in the rst two parts and formulate the main result of this thesis ineorem
Ôò.Ô. is allows one to estimate pair creation probabilities in principle for arbitrary changing
electromagnetic elds.rough a rst order of magnitude estimate using common laser param-
eters we nd that the necessary eld strengths to observe eects of pair creation most likely have
to be at least multiple orders higher than what has been proposed so far.

Part I.
One particle equation

1. The Dirac equation
1.1. Introduction
Aer the discovery of the SchrHdinger equation and the rise of quantummechanics people started
to look for a relativistic analog. Due to the correspondence principle of quantum mechanics,
where we replace classical quantities with operators, in particular E → i< K
Kt
and p → −i<∇, we
see that the SchrHdinger equation amounts to the non- relativistic energy- momentum relation
E = p
ò
òm
+ V .
Hence, an equation which stems from the relativistic relation
Eò = còpò +mòc¥
had to be found.e closest guess is probably the Klein- Gordon equation
−<ò K
ò
Kòt
, = cò (−<ò∇ò), +mòc¥, ,
which was actually discovered by SchrHdinger before his famous non-relativistic equation. e
Klein-Gordon equation certainly fullls the relativistic energy momentum relation but poses
problems if one would like to interpret it as a quantum mechanical evolution equation. For a
solid probabilistic interpretation one would like to have a continuity equation for the probability
density.e continuity equation corresponding to the Klein- Gordon equation is
∇ j + K
Kt
- = ý with - = i<
òmcò
(, ⋅ Kt, − Kt, ⋅ ,) .
As the Klein- Gordon equation is a second order dierential equation we can choose the initial
values , and Kt, arbitrarily at some point in time and thus - can very well be negative which
makes no sense in a probabilistic interpretation. e equation was therefore rejected as a rela-
tivistic quantummechanical evolution equation. Dirac saw that one needs a wave equation which
is of rst order in time to avoid such problems. His ingenius idea was to linearize the energy- mo-
mentum relation
E = cp +mcò ,
such that its square yields the right result. is is certainly not possible for  and  being plain
vectors or scalars as one obtains the following necessary conditions
{i ,  j} = òi j , {i , } = ý and ò = Ô .
 Ô.e Dirac equation
It can be shown that in three dimensions these matrices have to be at least ¥ × ¥ matrices (see
e.g. [aÀò]). Dirac himself introduced a set of matrices which fulll the relation above and are
nowadays called the standard representation,
i = (
ý .i
.i ý
) ,  = (1 ý
ý −1) ,
where .i are the well- known Pauli matrices and 1 is the ò × ò identity matrix. Following the
correspondence principle we arrive at the famous Dirac equation
i<
K
Kt
, = −i<c∇, +mcò, . (Ô.Ô)
We see that , is not a complex valued scalar function anymore but instead a four component
vector. ese extra degrees of freedom can be expected to decribe the spin of an electron. Why
we end up with a four component object instead of two will be discussed in the next chapters.
e associated continuity equation has now a clearly non- negative density
- = ,², =
¥
∑
j=Ô
, j, j = ∣,∣ò ,
and can therefore be interpreted as a probability density.
In theoretical physics one oen sets the physical constants which appear in equations equal
to one out of notational convenience. is corresponds to a change of the units we measure the
physical quantities with. We can do so explicitly with Dirac equation by dividing it with mcò
which yields
i
<
mcò
K
Kt
, = (−i <
mc
∇x + ), .
By choosing new variables of time and space
t′ = mc
ò
<
t and x′ = mc
<
x ,
we get the Dirac equation in natural units
i
K
Kt′
, = (−i∇x′ + ), .
Our choice of units simply means that we measure time and space in quanta of the natural time
and the reduced Compton wave length
t′ = t
0
and x′ = x
"̵C
,
Ô.ò Free Dirac equation À
with
0 = <
mcò
and "̵C =
<
mc
.
Besides notational simplication there is more to this choice of units.ink of a time dependent
plane wave
sin( t
T
− x
ò+"
) .
e scaling constants T and " determine the scale on which this plane wave varies signicantly.
Assume furthermore that this plane wave is a solution to a dierential equation. en the only
way these scaling constants can enter the solution is if they where already present in the partial
dierential equation (PDE) like
T
K
Kt
, = −ò+" K
Kx
, .
e rescaledDirac equation above is free of any constants.us, any solution,(t′) is a solution of
solely t′ without any additional scaling constants.us, we can deduce that wave functions which
are solutions to the Dirac equation ªliveº on the time scale t′ which is measured in terms of the
natural time 0. In SI units we have approximately 0 ≈ Ô, òÀ ⋅ Ôý−òÔ s.is becomes important when
we add a time- dependent external eld to the Dirac equation which varies slowly compared to
the wave function.is is covered in detail in Chapter â. For the remainder of this work we will
always use natural units unless explicitly stated otherwise.
1.2. Free Dirac equation
We give a brief review of themathematical basis of the free Dirac equation in this section. Amore
thorough discussion of the Dirac equation can be found in [aÀò]. To use the Dirac equation
in a quantum mechanical context we need a proper Hilbert space to formulate our theory on. In
ordinary quantummechanics this is the space of square integrable functions Lò(Rç → C). As we
have seen in the previous section the Dirac hamiltonian acts on four-component functions.us,
the natural choice is a four-component function with each entry being square integrable,
H ∶= Lò(Rç → C)⊗C¥ .
e canonical inner product on this space is given by
⟨*,,⟩ =  Rç *
²(x),(x)dçx =  Rç
¥
∑
j=Ô
*i(x),i(x)d
çx .
Ôý Ô.e Dirac equation
Like in SchrHdinger mechanics, we would like the dierential operator D = −i∇ + , which
appears in the Dirac equation, to be self-adjoint, so we can formulate a quantum mechanical
theory in the usual manner.is is the case as −i∇+ is essentially self-adjoint onC∞ý (Rç)×C¥.
Its closure , which we denote by Hý, is then self-adjoint and its domain is given by D (Hý) =
HÔ(Rç)⊗C¥ which is a dense subspace ofH. For a proof of this see e.g. [aÀò, Sec. Ô.¥.¥]. e
free Dirac equation on this Hilbert space is then
i
K
Kt
,(t) = Hý,(t) , (Ô.ò)
where (,(t))t∈R is a family of wave functions in D (Hý). Due to Stone's theorem we know that
every solution is given by,(t) = exp (−iHý t), with initial state,(ý) = ,.is setup now allows
for the usual Born interpretations of quantummechanics. In particular, ∣⟨*,,⟩∣ò is the probability
to nd the wave function , to be in the state * and for any self-adjoint operator A
⟨,, A,⟩ for , ∈ D(A) ,
is the expectation value of the measurement of the observable A. Furthermore, it follows from
Born's general rule that the result of every measurement of the observable A has to be in the spec-
trum of the operator A (see [aÀò]).e troubles with the one-particle Dirac theory start here.
e spectrum of the free Dirac hamiltonian is . (Hý) = (−∞,−Ô] ∪ [Ô,∞) and as the hamilto-
nian is usually interpreted as the energy operator an electron can be measured to have arbitrary
negative energy. is is actually a relativistic eect which also appears in classical mechanics
and stems from the energy- momentum relation which has positive and negative solutions. In
classical mechanics however we have a sharp distinction between positive and negative energy
solutions and the latter ones are simply discarded as unphysical.is is not so easy in a quantum
theory. Assume that the electron is coupled to an electromagnetic eld which obeys the laws of
quantummechanics. It could then spontaneously emit radiation and thus become a negative en-
ergy solution. If the electromagnetic eld is not quantized but behaves classically, i.e. if we have
an external eld such a transition is still possible if this perturbation varies with time. is will
be the context of the remainder of this work. Only for a constant electromagnetic eld one can
distinguish solutions according to their energy which is done e.g. when one applies the Dirac
equation to the Hydrogen atom. But even then (or in the free eld case), if we restrict the Hilbert
space to only positive energies one can show that either the usual concept of localization breaks
down, i.e. every electron has a non-vanishing probability to be everywhere in space or particles
have non-vanishing probability of superluminal propagation and thus violate the concept of rel-
ativity (see [aÀò]). Hence, we can conclude that it is in general not possible to simply neglect
the negative energies. In turn, not only does this bring up the obvious question what negative
energies are supposed to mean but it would lead to a radiation catastropheÔ where the electron
falls down the energy ladder trying to reach the ground state and thereby radiating an innite
amount of energy. is is a scenario which does not take place in nature. All of this cannot be
ÔIf the electron is coupled to a radiation eld.
Ô.ò Free Dirac equation ÔÔ
really resolved within the framework of the one particle Dirac theory. We will discuss this in the
last section of this chapter and nish here our brief survey of the free Dirac equation with the
Green's function for the Dirac equation.
e resolvent of the free Dirac hamiltonian is dened as the inverse operator of Hý −z for all
z ∈ C ∖ . (Hý). It is a bounded operator on the Hilbert space H, and has the following integral
representation (see e.g [aÀò])
(Hý −z)−Ô [,] (x) =  Rç Gz(x − y),(y)d
çx ,
with
Gz(x) = (i
x
∣x∣ò
+ kx
∣x∣
+  + z) e
ik(z)∣x∣
¥+ ∣x∣
(Ô.ç)
where k(z) =
√
zò − Ô and the branch of the square root is chosen such that Ik(z) ≥ ý. If we allow
z to take on any values thenGz is certainly not the resolvent kernel anymore but we can still make
sense out of it if we change the function space of the resulting integral operator. Let f ∈ Lp
loc
(Rç →
C¥) for any Ô ≤ p ≤∞ and let D − z = −i∇+  − z be the Dirac dierential operator. We would
like to nd solutions in LÔ
loc
(Rç → C¥) to the inhomogeneous partial dierential equation (PDE)
(D − z)u = f ,
for some z ∈ C. A commonmethod to solve such equations is by the fundamental solution which
can be understood as the integral kernel of the inverse of the dierential operator D−z. For then,
up(x) = (D − z)−Ô f (x) =   G(x , y) f (y)dçy ,
is a particular solution of the PDE and G(x , y) is the integral kernel of the inverse of (D − z). A
general solution is achieved if we add the solution of the homogeneous equation
u = uh(x) + up(x) .
To impose any boundary conditions one uses the solution of the homogeneous equation with
boundary conditions and requires that G(x , y) = ý for x on the boundary of the domain. Such a
G(x , y) is then called Green's function of the problem. To nd the fundamental solution to the
free Dirac equation we start with the resolvent kernel as it certainly has the desired properties on
Lò already. Let
Gz(x) = (i
x
∣x∣ò
+ kx
∣x∣
+  + z) e
ik(z)∣x∣
¥+ ∣x∣
for all z ∈ C ,
with k(z) as above and Gz(ý) ∶= ý for x = ý. An easy computation shows that
(D − z)Gz(x) = ý
for x /= ý. e next lemma proves that this denition is indeed the fundamental solution for the
free Dirac equation.
Ôò Ô.e Dirac equation
Lemma Ô.Ô. Let z ∈ C, f ∈ Lp
loc
(Rç → C¥), and such that
 Rç Gz(x − y) f (y)d
çy ∈ LÔloc(Rç,C¥) ,
for any Ô ≤ p ≤∞.en the following holds in a weak sense,
[−i∇+  − z]  Rç Gz(x − y) f (y)d
çy = f (x) .
Proof. Note rst, that
 Rç *(x)Gz(x − y)d
çx ,  Rç *(x)Gz(x − y) f (y)d
çy dçx and  Rç *(x) f (x)d
çx ,
are well dened for any * ∈ C∞ý (Rç → C¥).us, we have for all * ∈ C∞ý (Rç → C¥)
 Rç ([−i∇x +  − z]*(x))
²
Gz(x − y)dçx =
=  Rç∖B(y) ([−i∇x +  − z]*(x))
²
Gz(x − y) f (y)dçx
+  
B(y)
([−i∇x +  − z]*(x))²Gz(x − y)dçx =
= IÔ(y) + Iò(y) .
For the rst term IÔ(y) we get with integration by partsò
IÔ(y) =  
KB(y)
*²(x) (−i) x − y
∣x − y∣
Gz(x − y)d
+  Rç∖B(y) *
²(x) (Dx − z)Gz(x − y)dçx =
= JÔ (y) + Jò(y) .
e rst term is with the denition of the Green's function equivalent to
JÔ (y) =  
KB(ý)
*²(x + y) (−i) x
∣x∣
Gz(x)d =
=  
KB(ý)
*²(x + y) (−i) x
∣x∣
(i x
∣x∣ò
+ k(z)x
∣x∣
+  + z) e
ik(z)∣x∣
¥+ ∣x∣
d =
= KÔ (y) + Kò(y) + Kç(y) + K¥(y) .
ò
e outward pointing unit vector n to the subset  = Rç ∖B(y) is minus the outward pointing unit vector to the
sphere B(y), thus n = − x−y∣x−y∣ .
Ô.ò Free Dirac equation Ôç
Using the anti-commutation relations for the Dirac matrices, {l , k} = òkl , we can evaluate KÔ
to be
KÔ (y) =  
KB(ý)
*²(x + y) ∣x∣
ò
∣x∣ç
e ik(z)∣x∣
¥+ ∣x∣
d = e
ik
¥+ò  KB(ý) *
²(x + y)d =
= e
ik
¥+ò  KB(y) *
²(x)d .
e three terms Kò, K

ç, K

¥ can be easily determined by noting that * is bounded onRç.us we
can e.g. estimate Kò by
∣Kò(y)∣ ≤ k(z)  
KB(ý)
∣*(x + y)∣ ∣x∣
ò
∣x∣ò
Ô
¥+ ∣x∣
d ≤ k(z) sup
x∈Rç
∣*(x)∣ Ô
¥+  KB(ý) d =
= k(z) sup
x∈Rç
∣*(x)∣ 
where ∣⋅∣ is the usual euclidean norm extended to matrices(also called Frobenius norm). ere-
fore, we have
lim
→ý
Kò(y) = ý .
uniformly in y.e other two terms are treated completely analogous. As (Dx − z)Gz(x − y) = ý
for x /= y we immediately have Jò(y) = ý for all y and  > ý. For Iò(y) we have
Iò(y) =  
B(y)
([−i∇x +  − z]*(x))²Gz(x − y)dçx =
=  
B(ý)
([−i∇x +  − z]*(x + y))² (i
x
∣x∣ò
+ k(z)x
∣x∣
+  + z) e
ik(z)∣x∣
¥+ ∣x∣
dçx =
= LÔ(y) + Lò(y) + Lç(y) + L¥(y).
For the rst term we get again by noting that * and ∇* are bounded
∣LÔ(y)∣ ≤ C  
B(ý)
(∣∇x*(x + y)∣ + ∣ − z∣ ∣*(x + y)∣)
Ô
¥+ ∣x∣ò
dçx ≤
≤ C (sup
x∈Rç
∣∇x*(x)∣ + ∣ − z∣ sup
x∈Rç
∣*(x)∣)  
B(ý)
Ô
¥+ ∣x∣ò
dçx =
= C (sup
x∈Rç
∣∇x*(x)∣ + ∣ − z∣ sup
x∈Rç
∣*(x)∣)  ,
hence
lim
→ý
LÔ(y) = ý .
Ô¥ Ô.e Dirac equation
uniformly in y.e same argument holds for Lò through L

¥. Because all vanishing terms tend to
zero uniformly in y we have
 Rç ([−i∇x +  − z]*(x))
²
Gz(x − y)dçx =
= lim
→ý
e ik
¥+ò  KB(y) *
²(x)d = *²(y) ,
where we used the spherical mean in the last step.is then proves the statement as
 Rç ([−i∇x +  − z]*(x))
² (  Rç Gz(x − y) f (y)d
çy) dçx =  Rç *
²(x) f (x)dçx .
1.3. External fields
In this chapter we will extend the previous discussion on the free Dirac equation to external
elds. We denote a possible time dependency of the external eld by adding a subscript t to all
the entities. In general one has an electric potential ^ and amagnetic vector potential A for which
the free Dirac equation changes to
i
K
Kt
,(t) = (Hý + /At),(t) = Ht ,(t) , (Ô.¥)
where /At is the operator of multiplication dened by the function /A(x , t) = ^(x , t) − A(x , t).
As before we would like to have a unitary operator which gives the time- evolution of any wave
function , but due to the time dependency of the hamiltonian this cannot be a one-parameter
group anymore as the initial state of the hamiltonian is now part of the initial condition. e
necessary features of a so called time evolution for a time-dependent hamiltonian are captured in
the following denition.
Denition Ô.ò. A time evolution on aHilbertspaceH is a two-parameter familyU(s, t) of operators
satisfying
Ô. U(s, r)U(r, t) = U(s, t) for all s, r, t ∈ R
ò. U(s, s) = idH for all s ∈ R
ç. the mapping (s, t)→ U(s, t), is continuous for all , ∈ H
¥. U(s, t) is unitary for all s, t ∈ R.
To ensure the existence of such a time evolution for our case we need to impose some technical
properties on the external eld.e next condition is certainly not the most general one but it is
nice and simple and will suce our needs.
Ô.ç External elds Ô 
Condition A. Let the external eld ^(x , t) and A(x , t) be real valued, continuous in t and such
that /At is a bounded operator on Lò(Rç → C¥)⊗C¥ for all times t ∈ R.
In this case it is easy to see that the hamiltonian is self-adjoint on a common domain for all
times.
Proposition Ô.ç. Let the external eld fulll Condition A.en the operator
Ht = Hý + /At (Ô. )
is self-adjoint on D(Ht) = D(Hý) = HÔ(Rç)⊗C¥ for all t ∈ R.
Proof. Use Kato-Rellich.
e next proposition ensures the existence of a time evolution to eq. (Ô.¥).
Proposition Ô.¥. Let the external eld fulll Condition A. en there exists a time evolution satis-
fying
i
K
Kt
U(t, s) = Ht U(t, s) (Ô.â)
i
K
Ks
U(t, s) = −U(t, s)Hs
and D(Hý) = U(t, s)D(Hý) for all t, s ∈ R.e solution to eq. (Ô.¥) is given by
,(t) = U(t, s), with initial conditon , ∈ H .
Proof. Due to Condition A the prerequisites of [aÀò,m ¥.Ôý] are fullled.us, there exists
a time evolution and ,(t) = U(t, s), is a strong solution to eq. (Ô.¥).

2. Kato’s theorem for the Dirac equation
In the subsequent chapter we will introduce the so called eigenfunction expansion of the Dirac
operator with external vector potential. An important ingredient in the theory of eigenfunction
expansion for the SchrHdinger operator is a result of Kato [Kat À] concerning the asymptotic
behavior for ∣x∣ → ∞ of solutions of the stationary SchrHdinger equation. No such result ex-
ists for the Dirac equation. Hence, we prove a similar theorem for the Dirac equation in this
chapter, which is of interest on its own. e important consequences regarding the theory of
eigenfunction expansion and the Dirac equation are stated in Corollary ò.Þ and Corollary ò..
We set the electrical potential to zero as this is the setup for electromagnetic waves which we are
concerned with later.e stationary Dirac equation, understood as a partial dierential equation
on CÔ(Rç → C¥) is
ý = (−i∇− A(x) +  − Ek) f , (ò.Ô)
with Ek = ±
√
kò + Ô and k being a xed positive number. We are interested in the asymptotic
behavior at innity, hence we investigate the equation on the domain B(Rý, ý)C = Rç ∖ B(Rý, ý)
for some radius Rý. Assume f is a solution to the Dirac equation and A ∈ C∞(B(Rý, ý)C → Rç).
en it is well known that f is also smooth (see e.g. [RudÀÔ]). In particular f also satises the
following equation
ý = (−i∇− A(x) +  + Ek) (−i∇− A(x) +  − Ek) f =
= (− + D(x) ⋅ ∇ + P′(x) − kò) f , (ò.ò)
where D(x) = −òiA(x) and P′(x) = Aò(x)+ i (∇ ⋅ A(x))−  B(x). If the A- eld is compactly
supported, we can choose Rý big enough such that D(x) = ý and P(x) = ý for ∣x∣ > Rý. Hence,
these equations reduce to four independent equations,
ý = ( + kò) f j ,
with j = Ô, . . . , ¥. is is just the ordinary free SchrHdinger equation to which Kato's result al-
ready applies. e task for a non-compactly supported potential is thus to incorporate the rst
derivative of f which now appears. As ∇ f is bounded by f through the Dirac equation and the
rst derivative is multiplied by the potential D in eq. (ò.ò), this contribution to the equation can
be made arbitrarily small at innity if the A-eld decays fast enough. Hence, we expect a similar
asymptotic result as for a compactly supported potential. We will therefore use Kato's original
proof and massage it appropriately where it is necessary.
Let us start with a brief review of his approach. Kato separates the radial and spherical part of
the SchrHdinger equation by introducing the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the
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unit sphere,H = Lò(). e solutions f (r, ^, 1) are then interpreted as vector elements f (r) of
this Hilbert space and the variable r is simply a parametrization.e SchrHdinger equation
 f + (kò − p(x)) f = ý
can then be rewritten into an ordinary dierential equation on this parameter r including linear
operators acting on the Hilbert space elements f (r)
f ′′ + ò
r
f ′ − Ô
rò
L f (r) + (kò − P(r)) f (r) = ý ,
where L is the negative Laplace-Beltrami operator on the unit sphere
L = − Ô
sin 1
K
K1
sin 1
K
K1
− Ô
sinò 1
Kò
K*ò
in spherical coordinates and P(r) is an operator of multiplication on the Hilbert space dened
by p(x) for ∣x∣ = r. e operator L is independent of r, symmetric on the Hilbert space and
non-negative.is is all which Kato uses in his proof regarding L. Using the scaled functions
g(r) ∶= r f (r) and gm(r) ∶= rmg(r)
the SchrHdinger equation turns into
g′′ − Ô
rò
L g + (kò − P) g = ý ,
and
g′′m −
òm
r
g′m +
Ô
rò
(m(m + Ô) − L) gm + (kò − P) gm = ý .
Kato then goes on to prove a series of lemmas concerning the growth properties of the function
F(m, t, r) ∶= ∥g′m∥
ò + (kò − òkt
r
+ m(m + Ô)
rò
) ∥gm∥ò −
Ô
rò
⟨L gm , gm⟩ (ò.ç)
and can conclude his theorem straightforward. Here, ∥⋅∥ and ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ are the norm and inner product
on the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the unit sphere.
We will proceed in a similar way.e Hilbert spaceH is now given by four-component square
integrable functions on the unit sphere,H = Lò ()⊗C¥ and the inner product is for two func-
tions f , g ∈ H given as
⟨ f , g⟩ =  

f ²g sin 1 d1 d* =  

¥
∑
i=Ô
f i gi sin 1 d1 d*
ÔÀ
where fi and gi are the spinor components.
In the spirit of Kato's notation we dene
pk(r) ∶= sup
∣x∣=r
∣Aò(x) −  B(x)∣ + sup
∣x∣=r
∣A(x)∣ ∣A(x) −  + Ek ∣ + sup
∣x∣=r
∣∇ ⋅ A(x)∣ ,
and
½ ∶= Ô
òk
lim sup
r→∞
rpk(r) (ò.¥)
where ∣⋅∣ is the Euclidean or Frobenius norm. We assume the vector potential to fulll the follow-
ing condition
Condition B. Let A ∈ C∞ (B(Rý, ý)C → Rç) and A be such that ½ < Ô.
For example, a smooth function which, together with its rst derivatives, decays faster than
r−Ô for suciently large r yields ½ = ý for any k > ý. Hence, e.g. the Gaussian function or any
Schwartz function fullls Condition B.
Rewriting eq. (ò.ò) yields
( K
ò
Krò
+ ò
r
K
Kr
− Ô
rò
L−Dr(r)
K
Kr
− Ô
r
B(r) + (kò − P(r))) f = ý .
As before, L is the negative Laplace-Beltrami operator on the unit sphere, B(r) is the dierential
operator given by
B(r) ∶= D1(r)
K
K1
+D*(r)
Ô
sin 1
K
K*
+ i (∇ ⋅ A) (r) .
and Dr(r), D1(r), D*(r), (∇ ⋅ A) (r) and P(r) are multiplication operators on H dened by the
spherical components of D(x) and the functions ∇ ⋅ A(x) and P(x) = P′(x) − i (∇ ⋅ A(x)) at
∣x∣ = r. Introducing the function gm(r) = rm+Ô f (r) the equation above turns into
g′′m −
òm
r
g′m +
Ô
rò
(m(m + Ô) − L) gm + (kò − P) gm −Dr g′m +Dr
m + Ô
r
gm −
Ô
r
B gm = ý .
(ò. )
We now prove the same lemmas on the growth property of F(m, t, r) in eq. (ò.ç) as Kato. Most
parts of his proof can simply be copied. In general we have for any real number s
dròsF(m, t, r)
dr
= òròsR⟨g′m , g′′m + (kò −
òkt
r
+ m(m + Ô)
rò
) gm −
Ô
rò
L gm⟩
+ òròs−Ô {s ∥g′m∥
ò + (skò − (òs − Ô) kt
r
+ (s − Ô) m (m + Ô)
rò
) ∥gm∥ò −
(s − Ô)
rò
⟨L gm , gm⟩}
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where we have used the symmetry of L. If we substitute g′′m by the dierential equation we get
dròsF(m, t, r)
dr
= ò(Ô − s)ròs−ç⟨L gm , gm⟩ + òròs−Ô{ (òm + s) ∥g′m∥
ò +R⟨g′m , (r P−òkt) gm⟩
+ (skò − (òs − Ô)kt
r
− (Ô − s)m(m + Ô)
rò
) ∥gm∥ò } + òròsR⟨g′m , Dr(r)g′m⟩
+ òròsR⟨g′m , (
Ô
r
B(r) − m + Ô
r
Dr(r)) gm⟩ . (ò.â)
Substituting back
gm = rm+Ô f and g′m = (m + Ô)rm f + rm+Ô f ′
into the last two terms above yields
R⟨g′m , Dr(r)g′m⟩ +R⟨g′m , (
Ô
r
B(r) − m + Ô
r
Dr(r)) gm⟩ =
= rm+ÔR⟨g′m , Dr(r) f ′⟩ + rm+ÔR⟨g′m ,
Ô
r
B(r) f ⟩ =
= rm+ÔR  

(g′m)
² (x)(Dr(x)
K
Kr
+ D1(x)
Ô
r
K
K1
+ D*(x)
Ô
r sin 1
K
K*
+ i (∇ ⋅ A(x))) f (x) sin 1d1d*
rm+ÔR  

(g′m)
² (x)(D(x) ⋅ ∇ + i (∇ ⋅ A(x)) ) f (x) sin 1d1d* . (ò.Þ)
Using the HHlder inequality gives
∣R⟨g′m , Dr(r)g′m⟩ +R⟨g′m , (
Ô
r
B(r) − m + Ô
r
Dr(r)) gm⟩∣ ≤
≤ sup
∣x∣=r
∣∇ ⋅ A(x)∣ ∥g′m∥ ∥gm∥ + ∥g′m∥ (  

∣D(x)∣ò ∣rm+Ô∇ f (x)∣ò sin 1d1d*)
Ô
ò
. (ò.)
Remember that f is a solution of the Dirac equation and as such obeys
∣∇ f (x)∣ò = ∣−i ⋅ ∇ f (x)∣ò = ∣(A(x) −  + Ek) f (x)∣ò ≤ ∣A(x) −  + Ek ∣ò ∣ f (x)∣ò ,
where we used the sub-multiplicity of the Euclidean norm. Hence, we have
∣R⟨g′m , Dr(r)g′m⟩ +R⟨g′m , (
Ô
r
B(r) − m + Ô
r
Dr(r)) gm⟩∣ ≤
≤ (sup
∣x∣=r
∣∇ ⋅ A(x)∣ + ò sup
∣x∣=r
∣A(x)∣ ∣A(x) −  + Ek ∣) ∥g′m∥ ∥gm∥ .
òÔ
If t ≥ ý we have
∣R⟨g′m , (r P(r) − òkt) gm⟩∣ ≤ (r sup
∣x∣=r
∣P(x)∣ + òkt)∥g′m∥ ∥gm∥ ,
and thus
R⟨g′m , (r P(r) − òkt) gm⟩ + rR⟨g′m , Dr(r)g′m⟩ + rR⟨g′m , (
Ô
r
B(r) − m + Ô
r
Dr(r)) gm⟩ ≥
≥ −(rpk(r) + òkt) ∥g′m∥ ∥gm∥ . (ò.À)
Provided that òm + s ≥ ý and that
(rpk(r) + òkt)ò ≤ ¥(òm + s) (skò −
(òs − Ô)kt
r
− (Ô − s)m(m + Ô)
rò
) , (ò.Ôý)
we get a lower estimate for eq. (ò.â)
dròsF(m, t, r)
dr
≥
≥ ò(Ô − s)ròs−ç⟨L gm , gm⟩ +
òrs−Ô
¥(òm + s)
(ò(òm + s) ∥g′m∥ − (rpk(r) + òkt) ∥gm∥)
ò . (ò.ÔÔ)
is is the same lower bound which Kato derives. e only dierence in our case is the deni-
tion of pk(r). Nevertheless, it fullls the same property Ôòk lim supr→∞ rpk(r) < Ô by assumption.
Hence, the proofs of the following lemmas can either be copied from Kato or only require minor
changes.
Lemma ò.Ô. Let tý be a constant such that ý < tý < kRý. en there exists a constant mý ≥ ý such
that
dròF(m, tý, r)
dr
≥ ý for all m ≥ mý , r ≥ Rý .
Proof. See [Kat À, Lemma Ô].
Lemma ò.ò. ere are constants mÔ ≥ ý and RÔ ≥ Rý such that
F(mý, tý, r) > ý for r ≥ RÔ .
Proof. See [Kat À, Lemma ò].
Lemma ò.ç. Assume that ∥g∥ò is not monotone increasing in any semi-innite interval of the form
r ≥ R.en there are arbitrarily large values of r for which
F(ý, ý, r) > ý .
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Proof. See [Kat À, Lemma ç].
Lemma ò.¥. For any  > ý we have
lim
r→∞
rò½+ (∥g′∥ò + kò ∥g∥ò) =∞ .
Proof. We can restrict the proof to the case where ∥g∥ò is notmonotone increasing.e statement
is obvious if that is not the case. Hence, we can use Lemma ò.ç in this proof. Set m = t = ý and
recall eq. (ò.ÔÔ),
dròsF(m, t, r)
dr
≥ ò(Ô − s)ròs−ç⟨L g , g⟩ + òr
s−Ô
¥s
(òs ∥g′∥ − rpk(r) ∥g∥)ò ,
which holds if s ≥ ý and if eq. (ò.Ôý),
(rpk(r))ò ≤ (òsk)ò ,
is fullled. As ½ < Ô, we can choose an s satisfying ½ < s ≤ Ô. As lim sup rpk = òk½ < òks there is
an RÔ ≥ Rý such that rpk < òks for all r ≥ RÔ. Using ⟨L g , g⟩ ≥ ý yields
dròsF(ý, ý, r)
dr
≥ ý for r ≥ RÔ .
e rest of the proof is identical to Kato. Lemma ò.ç tells us that there is an Rò ≥ RÔ such that
F(ý, ý, Rò) > ý. It follows that ròsF(ý, ý, r) ≥ c > ý for all r ≥ Rò. F(ý, ý, r) is given by
F(ý, ý, r) = ∥g′∥ò + kò ∥g∥ò − Ô
rò
⟨L g , g⟩
and as ⟨L g , g⟩ ≥ ý we have ∥g′∥ò+kò ∥g∥ò ≥ F(ý, ý, r). If we set òs = ò½+ 
ò
for any ý <  < ¥(Ô−½)
we end up with
rò½+ ∥g′∥ò + kò ∥g∥ò ≥ cr ò ,
which proves the statement for ý <  < ¥(Ô − ½). It is then, of course, also true for all  > ý.
Lemma ò. . If
 
∞
Rý
pk(r)dr <∞ we have lim inf
r→∞
∥g′∥ò + kò ∥g∥ò > ý .
Proof. Combining eq. (ò.â) with s = m = t = ý and the estimate in eq. (ò.À) we get
dF(ý, ý, r)
dr
≥ ò
rç
⟨L g , g⟩ − òpk(r) ∥g′∥ ∥g∥ .
òç
Note that
òpk(r) ∥g′∥ ∥g∥ ≤ òpk(r) ∥g′∥ ∥g∥ +
Ô
k
pk(r) (∥g′∥ − k ∥g∥)ò =
Ô
k
pk(r) (∥g′∥ò + k ∥g∥ò) ,
and thus
dF(ý, ý, r)
dr
≥ ò
rç
⟨L g , g⟩ − Ô
k
pk (∥g′∥ò + kò ∥g∥ò) .
As F(ý, ý, r) = ∥g′∥ò + k ∥g∥ò − Ô
rò
⟨L g , g⟩ we have
dF(ý, ý, r)
dr
≥ − Ô
k
pkF(ý, ý, r) +
Ô
krç
⟨L g , g⟩ (òk − rpk) .
Because of eq. (ò.¥) and ½ < Ô there exists an R  ≥ Rý such that rpk < òk and since ⟨L g , g⟩ ≥ ý
this yields
dF(ý, ý, r)
dr
≥ − Ô
k
p(r)F(ý, ý, r) for r ≥ R  .
e rest is then identical to [Kat À, Lemma  ]. From there we know that the solution of this
inequality is
F(ý, ý, r) ≥ F(ý, ý, R) exp(− Ô
k  
r
R
pk(r)dr) for r ≥ R ≥ R  .
We can use Lemma ò.ç again (the statement is obviously fullled if the prerequisites of Lemma ò.ç
are not met) to choose an Râ ≥ R  such that F(ý, ý, Râ) > ý. As pk(r) is integrable by assumption
we have
F(ý, ý, r) ≥ c = F(ý, ý, Râ) exp(−
Ô
k  
∞
Râ
pk(r)dr) > ý for r ≥ Râ
Note nally that ∥g′∥ò + kò ∥g∥ò ≥ F(ý, ý, r) which proves the statement.
We can now prove the main theorem of this section.
eorem ò.â. Let f ∈ CÔ(B(Rý, ý)C → C¥) be a non-trivial solution to eq. (ò.Ô) on the domain
B(Rý, ý)C and let the A-eld fulll Condition B. We then have
lim
R→∞
Rò½+  
R+
R
(rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d*) dr =∞ (ò.Ôò)
for any given ,  > ý.
ò¥ ò. Kato's theorem for the Dirac equation
Proof. Like Kato we rst compute the following expression
dòrs ∥g∥ò
drò
= rs (ò ∥g′∥ò + òR⟨g , g′′⟩ + ¥s
r
R⟨g , g′⟩ + s(s − Ô)
rò
∥g∥ò) .
Substituting g′′ by eq. (ò. ) and noting that ⟨g , L g⟩ ≥ ý and ( òs
r
∥g∥ − ∥g′∥)ò ≥ ý yields
dòrs ∥g∥ò
drò
= rs (ò ∥g′∥ò + ò
r
⟨g , L g⟩ − (òkò − s(s − Ô)
rò
) ∥g∥ò + ¥s
r
R⟨g , g′⟩ + òR⟨g, P(r)g⟩)
+ òrs (R⟨g , Dr(r)g′⟩ +
Ô
r
R⟨g , (B(r) −Dr(r)) g⟩) ≥
≥ rs (∥g′∥ò − (òkò + s(çs + Ô)
rò
) ∥g∥ò)
+ òrs (R⟨g , P(r)g⟩ +R⟨g , Dr(r)g′⟩ +
Ô
r
R⟨g , (B(r) −Dr(r)) g⟩) .
If we go back to eq. (ò.Þ), (ò.) and (ò.À) with m = ý and t = ý and replace g′ in the le slot of the
inner product with g we get by the very same argument that
(R⟨g , P(r)g⟩ +R⟨g , Dr(r)g′⟩ +
Ô
r
R⟨g , (B(r) −Dr(r)) g⟩) ≥ −pk(r) ∥g∥ò
and therefore
dòrs ∥g∥ò
drò
− rs ∥g′∥ò + çkòrs ∥g∥ò ≥ rs (kò − s(çs + Ô)
rò
− òpk(r)) ∥g∥ò .
As s(çs+Ô)
rò
+ òpk(r)→ ý for r →∞, there exists an Rç ≥ Rý such that
dòrs ∥g∥ò
drò
− rs ∥g′∥ò + çkòrs ∥g∥ò ≥ ý for r ≥ Rç .
From Lemma ò.¥ we know that
rò½+ (∥g′∥ò + kò ∥g∥ò) ≥ c > ý ,
for r suciently large. Hence, there exists an R¥ ≥ Rç such that
dòrò½+ ∥g∥ò
drò
+ ¥kòrò½+ ∥g∥ò ≥ c for r ≥ R¥ .
According to Kato, the solution of such a dierential inequality is given by
 
R+
R
rò½+ ∥g∥ò dr ≥ hc for R ≥ R¥
ò 
with h = h(, k) being an R- and -independent constant. Note that
∥g∥ò = rò ∥ f ∥ò = rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d* ,
which yields
 
R+
R
rò½+ (rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d*) dr ≥ hcò for all  > ý and R ≥ R¥ .
Trivially, it follows that this inequality also holds for 
ò
 
R+
R
rò½+

ò (rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d*) dr ≥ hcò
and thus
(R + )ò½+

ò  
R+
R
(rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d*) dr ≥ hcò .
Multiplying with R

ò yields
Rò½+  
R+
R
(rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d*) dr ≥ R ò hcò ( Ô
Ô + 
R
)
ò½+ 
ò
,
which proves eq. (ò.Ôò). Noting that  > ý was arbitrary concludes the proof of the theorem.
e following two corollaries are an important consequence from preceding discussion.
Corollary ò.Þ. Let f ∈ CÔ(B(Rý, ý)C → C¥) be a non-trivial solution to eq. (ò.Ô) on the domain
B(Rý, ý)C and let the A-eld fulll Condition B. Let furthermore
 
∞
Rý
pk(r)dr <∞ .
We then have
lim inf
R→∞
Rò  ∣x∣=R k
ò ∣ f (x)∣ò + ∣ K
Kr
f (x)∣
ò
sin 1 d1d* > ý .
Proof. As before we have
rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d* = rò ∥ f ∥ò = ∥g∥ò .
òâ ò. Kato's theorem for the Dirac equation
Futhermore,
rò  ∣x∣=r ∣
K
Kr
f (x)∣
ò
sin 1 d1d* = rò ∥ f ′∥ò = ∥g′ − g
r
∥
ò
.
erefore, we get
rò  ∣x∣=r k
ò ∣ f (x)∣ò + ∣ K
Kr
f (x)∣
ò
sin 1 d1d* = kò ∥g∥ò + ∥g′ − g
r
∥
ò
=
= kò ∥g∥ò + ∥g′∥ò + Ô
rò
∥g∥ò − ò
r
R⟨g′, g⟩ ≥
≥ kò ∥g∥ò + ∥g′∥ò + Ô
rò
∥g∥ò − ò
r
∥g′∥ ∥g∥ =
= (kò − Ô
rò
) ∥g∥ò + Ô
ò
∥g′∥ò + Ô
ò
(∥g′∥ − ò
r
∥g∥)
ò
≥
≥ (kò − Ô
rò
) ∥g∥ò + Ô
ò
∥g′∥ò .
Observe that kò − Ô
rò
> kò
ò
for suciently large r. Application of Lemma ò.  then proves the
statement.
Corollary ò.. Let f ∈ CÔ(Rç → C¥) be a solution to eq. (ò.Ô) and let the A-eld fulll Condition
B. We then have:
Ô. if f ∈ o ( Ô∣x∣½+Ô ) for large x then f ≡ ý on all of R
ç.
ò. if f ∈ Lò(Rç → C¥) and ½ < Ô
ò
then f ≡ ý on all of Rç.
ç. the Dirac operator has no eigenvalues outside the gap (i.e. ∣Ek ∣ > Ô) if pk(r) = o ( Ôr).
Proof. It suces to show that f ≡ ý only outside a ball of radius Rý for then we can apply the
unique continuation property of the Dirac operator (see e.g. [Jerâ]) to obtain that f vanishes
everywhere. Now, let f ∈ o ( Ô∣x∣½+Ô ), i.e. there exists an h > ý such that ∣ f (x)∣ ≤
C
∣x∣½+Ô+h
for ∣x∣ large
enough. We then have
rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d* ≤ ¥+C
rò(½+h)
,
for suciently large r. Hence, we get
¥+C lim
R→∞
Rò½+  
R+
R
(rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d*) dr ≤ ¥+C lim
R→∞
Rò½+  
R+
R
Ô
rò(½+h)
dr ≤
≤ ¥+C lim
R→∞
Rò½+
Rò(½+h)  
R+
R
dr = ¥+C lim
R→∞
Ô
Ròh−
= ý ,
òÞ
for  < òh.us, f can only be the trivial solution according toeorem ò.â. To prove the second
statement, assume that ½ < Ô
ò
and f /≡ ý. Due to eorem ò.â we get with  = Ô − ò½ > ý and
suciently large R (see also [Kat À])
 
R+Ô
R
(rò  ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò sin 1 d1d*) dr ≥ c
R
with c > ý and independent of R. Hence,
 ∣x∣≥Rý ∣ f (x)∣
ò dçx =  
∞
Rý
 ∣x∣=r ∣ f (x)∣
ò
rò sin 1 d1d*dr ≥ c
∞
∑
n≥R
Ô
n
=∞ ,
with R > Rý large enough but xed. e third statement is a direct consequence of the second
statement, because if pk(r) ∈ o ( Ôr) we have ½ = ý.

3. Eigenfunction expansion
3.1. Introduction
We now turn to the theory of eigenfunction expansion for the Dirac operator with a vector po-
tential. Eigenfunction expansion can be a useful instrument in quantum theory as it allows us
to dene unitary transformations which diagonalize operators of interest like the hamiltonian.
Assume, {^n}n∈N is an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions of some hamiltonian H. For any ,
we have
, =∑
n
⟨^n ,,⟩^n .
us, we can dene the map F ∶ H → $ò via
F[,](n) = ⟨^n ,,⟩ .
e inverse is then given by
F−Ô[,̂](x) =∑
n
^n(x),̂(n) .
A short computation shows that the transformed hamiltonian Ĥ = F H F−Ô is then diagonal on
the sequence space $ò,
Ĥ,̂(n) = "n,̂(n) ,
for any ,̂(n) ∈ $ò with "n being the eigenvalue associated with ^n. Unfortunately, it is in general
not possible to nd an eigenbasis for an arbitrary hamiltonian. e reason is that the spectrum
of a hamiltonian is usually not purely discrete but also contains a continuous part. Nevertheless,
we can generalize the previous idea if we allow "k ∈ . (H) to take on any value in the spectrum
and look for solutions of
H^k = "k^k ,
where H is now to be understood as a general dierential operator. If ^k exists and is not an
element of the Hilbert space we call it generalized eigenfunction. Drawing further the analogy
from the discrete case we expect the maps F , F−Ô formally to be
F[,](k) = ⟨^k ,,⟩ ,
çý ç. Eigenfunction expansion
and
F−Ô[,̂](x) =   ^k(x),̂(k)dk .
Of course, it is a priori not clear what ⟨^k ,,⟩ is supposed to mean as the inner product is only
dened for functions in H. Assume, e.g. the Hilbert space is the Lò-function space. One thus
would have to make sense of
F[,](k) =   ^²k(x),(x)dçx .
e content of the theory of generalized eigenfunction expansion is thus to establish the existence
of generalized eigenfunctions, the mapF and their properties. For example, the free SchrHdinger
hamiltonian has the spectrum . (HSch) = [ý,∞) and e−ikx fullls
−e−ikx = kòe−ikx
for any kò ∈ . (HSch). us, the map F is simply the ordinary Fourier transformation. For the
general SchrHdinger hamiltonian including a potential term, the theory was mainly initiated by
Ikebe [Ikeâý]. Since then, it developed to a satisfying degree and was also applied to the Dirac
equation (see [NenÞ ] and [EckÞ¥]). Nevertheless, it is still lacking certain regularity properties
for the Dirac hamiltonian with a magnetic potential which we need in the subsequent chapters.
Hence, we will thoroughly investigate the generalized eigenfunctions for this case in a similar
manner as Ikebe has.
For the free Dirac hamiltonian the spectrum is given by (−∞,−Ô]∪ [Ô,∞) and it is well known
that
^+,Ôý (x , k) =
e ik⋅x√
òEk (Ek + Ô)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝
Ek + Ô
ý
kç
kÔ + ikò
⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
, ^+,òý (x , k) =
e ik⋅x√
òEk (Ek + Ô)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝
ý
Ek + Ô
kÔ − ikç
−kç
⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
,
^−,Ôý (x , k) =
e ik⋅x√
òEk (Ek + Ô)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝
−kç
−kÔ − ikò
Ek + Ô
ý
⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
, ^−,òý (x , k) =
e ik⋅x√
òEk (Ek + Ô)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝
−kÔ + ikò
kç
ý
Ek + Ô
⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
,
fulll the stationary Dirac equation
(−i∇+ )^±, jý (x , k) = ±Ek^
±, j
ý (x , k)
with Ek =
√
kò + Ô and k ≥ ý.is can be written more compactly
(−i∇+ )^
ý
(x , k) = ^
ý
(x , k)Ek
ç.ò Generalized eigenfunctions çÔ
with the matrices Ek = Ek and
^
ý
(x , k) = (^+,Ôý , ^
+,ò
ý , ^
−,Ô
ý , ^
−,ò
ý ) (x , k) = (a+(k) − a−(k)
k
k
) e ikx = u(k)e ikx
where
a±(k) =
Ô√
òEk
√
Ek ± Ô .
With a vector potential the generalized eigenfunctions have to fulll
(−i∇+  − A(x))^(x , k) = ^(x , k)Ek . (ç.Ô)
e ansatz is to rewrite this equation into
(−i∇+  ∓ Ek)^±, j(x , k) = A(x)^±, j(x , k)
and interpret the right-hand side as an inhomogeneity to the free Dirac equation. As we have seen
in Chapter Ô.ò the solution of the inhomogeneous Dirac equation is given by the convolution of
the inhomogeneity with the fundamental solution. Hence, we formally get
^±, j(x , k) = ^±, jý (x , k) +  Rç G
±
k (x − y)A(y)^±, j(y, k)dçy .
where G±
k
(x) is the fundamental solution from eq. (Ô.ç) with z = ±
√
kò + Ô. We write
^(x , k) = ^
ý
(x , k) +  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y)^(y, k)d
çy .
in matrix notation where z from the fundamental solution is replaced by Ek which is understood
to act from the right side onto ^(x , k) like in eq. (ç.Ô).is iterative equation is called Lippmann-
Schwinger equation and will be our starting point in the analysis of generalized eigenfunctions.
3.2. Generalized eigenfunctions
In this section we prove that, under certain conditions on the external eld, there exist unique
solutions to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation and they solve the stationaryDirac equation. Fur-
thermore, we will show the uniform boundedness of the eigenfunctions which becomes impor-
tant for the second quantized Dirac theory.e following space is a useful tool to establishing the
theory of eigenfunction expansion.
Denition andLemmaç.Ô. LetB be the space of ¥×¥matrices with their elements being continuous
functions tending uniformly to zero as ∣x∣→∞, equipped with the following norm
∥M∥B ∶= ∥M(x)∥∞ = sup
x∈Rç
∣M(x)∣ .
e space B is a Banach space.
çò ç. Eigenfunction expansion
Proof. It is well known that the space of continuous functions tending uniformly to zero at innity
equipped with the innity norm is a Banach space.e same arguments apply here.
We begin with an analysis of the integral operator dened by the convolution of the funda-
mental solution with the vector potential and the eigenfunctions in the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation.
Lemma ç.ò. Let the vector potential A(x) be bounded and of order ∣x∣−ò−h (h > ý) at innity and
let f ∈ B.e family of operators Tk dened by
Tk[ f ](x) ∶=  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y) f (y)d
çy
for k ≥ ý are compact linear operators on B to B and continuous in the parameter k. e function
Tk[ f ](x) is HHlder-continuous in x with degree Ôò .
Proof. e proof consists of four steps:
Ô. Vanishing at innity
Let f ∈ B. For Gk(x) we write
Gk(x) =
e ik∣x∣
¥+ ∣x∣
(SÔk(x) + Sòk(x))
with
SÔk(x) = ±Ek +  + k
x
x
and Sò(x) = i x
xò
.
We have SÔ
k
(x − y)A(y) f (y) = O(∣y∣−ò−h) (h > ý) for ∣y∣ →∞, independently of x, and
all the matrix elements are obviously locally integrable for all k, x ∈ Rç. us, we obtain
from [Ikeâý, Lemma ç.Ô] that
∣  Rç
e ik∣x−y∣
∣x − y∣
SÔk(x − y)A(y) f (y)dçy∣→ ý
as ∣x∣→∞. For the second term we have
∣ Ô
¥+  Rç
e ik∣x−y∣
∣x − y∣ò

x − y
∣x − y∣
A(y) f (y)dçy∣ ≤
≤ Ô
+  B(x ,Ô)
∣A(y) f (y)∣
∣x − y∣ò
dçy + Ô
+  Rç∖B(x ,Ô)
∣A(y) f (y)∣
∣x − y∣ò
dçy = IÔ + Iò .
ç.ò Generalized eigenfunctions çç
Let R be such that ∣A(x) f (x)∣ ≤ C ∣x∣−Ô for all ∣x∣ ≥ R. If we choose ∣x∣ ≥ Ô + R we get for
the rst integral
IÔ =
Ô
+  B(ý,Ô)
∣A(x − y) f (x − y)∣
∣y∣ò
dçy ≤ C Ô
+  B(ý,Ô) ∣y∣
−ò ∣x − y∣−Ô dçy =
= C Ô
∣x∣  
Ô
ý
Ô
r
(∣x∣ + r − ∣∣x∣ − r∣) dr = C
∣x∣
.
We can estimate the second integral by
Iò ≤
Ô
ò+  Rç
∣A(y) f (y)∣
∣x − y∣
dçy
because the integrand is positive and Ô ≤ ∣x − y∣. Again, [Ikeâý, Lemma ç.Ô] tells us that the
right hand side vanishes as ∣x∣→∞. Putting it all together we have
∣Tk[ f ](x)∣→ ý
as ∣x∣→∞ for every k ≥ ý.
ò. HHlder continuity
Next, we have to prove the HHlder-continuity of Tk[ f ](x) in x. We proceed in similar
fashion as in [Ikeâý, Lemma ¥.Ô] and take a look at the dierence
Tk[ f ](x) − Tk[ f ](x′) = −
Ô
¥+  Rç (e
ik∣x−y∣ − e ik∣x′−y∣) Sk(x − y)
∣x − y∣
A(y) f (y)dçy
− (Ek + )
¥+  Rç e
ik∣x′−y∣ ( Ô
∣x − y∣
− Ô
∣x′ − y∣
) A(y) f (y)dçy
− k
¥+  Rç e
ik∣x′−y∣
 ((x − y)
∣x − y∣ò
− (x
′ − y)
∣x′ − y∣ò
) A(y) f (y)dçy
− i
¥+  Rç e
ik∣x′−y∣
 ((x − y)
∣x − y∣ç
− (x
′ − y)
∣x′ − y∣ç
) A(y) f (y)dçy =
= IÔ + Iò + Iç + I¥ .
Using following two inequalities
∣e ik∣x−y∣ − e ik∣x′−y∣∣ ≤ k ∣x − x′∣
and
∣ Ô
∣x − y∣
− Ô
∣x′ − y∣
∣ ≤ ∣x − x
′∣
∣x − y∣ ∣x′ − y∣
,
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we get for the rst two Integrals,
∣IÔ∣ ≤ ∣x − x′∣ ∥ f ∥B (C  Rç
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣
dçy + C  Rç
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣ò
dçy) = ∣x − x′∣ ∥ f ∥B (JÔ + Jò) ,
∣Iò∣ ≤ ∣x − x′∣ ∥ f ∥B (C  Rç
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣ ∣x′ − y∣
dçy) = ∣x − x′∣ ∥ f ∥B Jç .
Ikebe proved in [Ikeâý, Lemma ò.ò] that JÔ ≤ C < ∞ with C independent of x. For Jò we
get
 Rç
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣ò
dçy =  
B(x ,Ô)
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣ò
dçy +  Rç∖B(x ,Ô)
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣ò
dçy ≤
≤ sup
x∈Rç
∣A(x)∣  
B(x ,Ô)
Ô
∣x − y∣ò
dçy +  Rç∖B(x ,Ô)
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣
dçy ≤
≤ sup
x∈Rç
∣A(x)∣ + JÔ <∞ ,
as the A-eld is bounded. Finally, Jç can be bounded by multiples of Jò. us, we are le
to prove the HHlder-continuity of Iç and I¥. It is clear that they are bounded (by above
computations). us, we can restrict ourselves to  = ∣∣ < Ô where  ∶= Ô
ò
(x − x′). With
j = ò, ç and z = x −  = x′ +  we have
 Rç  (
(x − y)
∣x − y∣ j
− (x
′ − y)
∣x′ − y∣ j
) ∣A(y)∣ dçy =  
B(z ,
√
)
 ((x − y)
∣x − y∣ j
− (x
′ − y)
∣x′ − y∣ j
) ∣A(y)∣ dçy
+  Rç∖B(z ,√)  (
(x − y)
∣x − y∣ j
− (x
′ − y)
∣x′ − y∣ j
) ∣A(y)∣ dçy =
= KÔ + Kò .
For KÔ we get
∣KÔ∣ ≤ sup
x∈R
∣A(x)∣ (  
B(z ,
√
)
Ô
∣x − y∣ j−Ô
dçy +  
B(z ,
√
)
Ô
∣x′ − y∣ j−Ô
dçy) =
= sup
x∈R
∣A(x)∣ (  
B(,
√
)
Ô
∣y∣ j−Ô
dçy +  
B(−,
√
)
Ô
∣y∣ j−Ô
dçy) ≤
≤ ò sup
x∈R
∣A(x)∣  
B(ý,
√
)
Ô
∣y∣ j−Ô
dçy = + sup
x∈R
∣A(x)∣ Ô
¥ − j

¥− j
ò ≤ C
√

as  < Ô. In the third step we used that for a given radius the integral of Ô
∣y∣ j−Ô
is maximal
if the ball is centered at the singularity, y = ý. For the constant we have C < ∞ and it is
ç.ò Generalized eigenfunctions ç 
independent of x. Using the following inequality
∣(x − y)
∣x − y∣ j
− (x
′ − y)
∣x′ − y∣ j
∣ =
RRRRRRRRRRR
x − x′
∣x − y∣ j
+
(x′ − y) (∣x′ − y∣ j − ∣x − y∣ j)
∣x − y∣ j ∣x′ − y∣ j
RRRRRRRRRRR
≤
≤ ∣x − x
′∣
∣x − y∣ j
+
∣∣x′ − y∣ j − ∣x − y∣ j∣
∣x − y∣ j ∣x′ − y∣ j−Ô
=
= ∣x − x
′∣
∣x − y∣ j
+
∣∣x − y∣ − ∣x′ − y∣∣∑ j−Ôn=ý ∣x − y∣
n ∣x′ − y∣ j−Ô−n
∣x − y∣ j ∣x′ − y∣ j−Ô
≤
≤ ∣x − x
′∣
∣x − y∣ j
+
j−Ô
∑
n=ý
∣x − x′∣
∣x − y∣ j−n ∣x′ − y∣n
≤
≤
j
∑
n=ý
∣x − x′∣
∣x − y∣ j−n ∣x′ − y∣n
,
we get for Kò
∣Kò∣ ≤ ò  Rç∖B(z ,√) ∣
(x − y)
∣x − y∣ j
− (x
′ − y)
∣x′ − y∣ j
∣ ∣A(y)∣ dçy ≤
≤ C ∣x − x′∣  Rç∖B(z ,√)
j
∑
n=ý
Ô
∣x − y∣ j−n ∣x′ − y∣n
∣A(y)∣ dçy ≤
≤ ( j + Ô)C ∣x − x′∣  Rç∖B(ý,√)
Ô
∣y∣ j
∣A(z − y)∣ dçy ≤
≤ C ∣x − x′∣ sup
x∈R
∣A(x)∣  
Ô
√

Ô
y
dy + C ∣x − x′∣  Rç∖B(ý,Ô)
∣A(z − y)∣
∣y∣ j
dçy ≤
≤ C
√
 + C  Rç∖B(ý,Ô)
∣A(z − y)∣
∣y∣
dçy
≤ C
√
 + C  Rç
∣A(z − y)∣
∣y∣
dçy ≤ C
√
 + C JÔ  .
In the third inequality we again observed that the center of the ball of integration is away
from the singularities. In the h step we used that ∣Ô − ln(
√
)∣ ≤ Ô√

and we have already
shown that JÔ is uniformly bounded.erefore we have for Iç and I¥,
∣Iç/¥∣ ≤ C ∣x − x′∣
Ô
ò ∥ f ∥B .
us, Tk[ f ](x) is continuous in x and thereforeTk maps fromB ontoB. MoreoverTk[ f ](x)
is even HHlder continuous of degree Ô
ò
.
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ç. Continuity in k
We have to show that
sup
x∈Rç
∣Tk[ f ](x) − Tk′[ f ](x)∣
∥ f ∥B
Ð→
k′→k
ý ,
which is easy with help of the computations carried out above.
∣Tk[ f ](x) − Tk′[ f ](x)∣ ≤ ò ∥ f ∥B  
∣e ik∣x−y∣ − e ik′∣x−y∣∣
∣x − y∣
∣Sk(x − y)∣ ∣A(y)∣ dçy
+ ò ∥ f ∥B  
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣
∣Ek − Ek′ + 
x − y
∣x − y∣
(k − k′)∣ dçy .
In the proof of HHlder continuity we have shown that
 
∣A(y)∣
∣x − y∣
dçy
is uniformly bounded in x. us, the last integral vanishes uniformly in x for k′ → k. For
the rst integral remember that
 
∣e ik∣x−y∣ − e ik′∣x−y∣∣
∣x − y∣
∣Sk(x − y)∣ ∣A(y)∣ dçy Ð→
∣x∣→∞
ý
uniformly in k′.us, there exists an R > ý such that for all k′
sup
x∈Rç
 
∣e ik∣x−y∣ − e ik′∣x−y∣∣
∣x − y∣
∣Sk(x − y)∣ ∣A(y)∣ dçy =
= sup
x∈B(R,ý)
 
∣e ik∣x−y∣ − e ik′∣x−y∣∣
∣x − y∣
∣Sk(x − y)∣ ∣A(y)∣ dçy .
Now, let R′ > R and such that ∣A(y)∣ < C
∣y∣ò+h
for ∣y∣ > R′.en, for j = Ô, ò
sup
x∈B(R,ý)
 Rç∖B(R′ ,ý)
Ô
∣x − y∣ j
∣A(y)∣ dçy ≤ C sup
x∈B(R,ý)
 Rç∖B(R′ ,ý)
Ô
∣x − y∣ j
Ô
∣y∣ò+h
dçy ≤
≤ C  
∞
R′
Ô
(r − R) j
Ô
r
dr ≤ C Ô
h
Ô
(Ô − R
R′ )
ò
Ô
R′h
.
Finally, we have
sup
x∈B(R,ý)
 
B(R′ ,ý)
∣e ik∣x−y∣ − e ik′∣x−y∣∣
∣x − y∣
∣Sk(x − y)∣ ∣A(y)∣ dçy ≤
≤ ∣k − k′∣ sup
x∈B(R,ý)
 
B(R′ ,ý)
∣Sk(x − y)∣ ∣A(y)∣ dçy ≤ ∣k − k′∣ (C sup
x∈Rç
∣A(x)∣R′ò + JÔ)
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where we have used ∣e ik∣x−y∣ − e ik′∣x−y∣∣ ≤ ∣k − k′∣ ∣x − y∣ and that JÔ is uniformly bounded in
x.us, we can always choose R, R′ and k′ such that
sup
x∈Rç
∣Tk[ f ](x) − Tk′[ f ](x)∣
∥ f ∥B
becomes arbitrarily small.
¥. Compactness
It is clear by the computations above that Tk is a bounded operator. To prove compactness
we have to show that for every bounded sequence fn in B, there exists a norm-convergent
subsequence in (Tk[ fn])n∈N. Once again we will closely follow Ikebe, [Ikeâý, Lemma ¥.ò].
Let ( fn)n∈N be a family of functions in B with ∥ fn∥B ≤ M < ∞ for all n ∈ N. We denote
the image of these functions with gn = Tk[ fn]. By re-examining the proof of boundness
of Tk we see that ∥gn∥B ≤ M′ < ∞ independent of n. In particular the gn are uniformly
bounded (in n) on any compact domain ofRç. By the proof of the HHlder continuity above
it is also clear that they are uniformly continuous in x and n.us, they are uniformly equi-
continuous. erefore, by using Arzela-Ascolis theorem, on any compact domain K ⊂ Rç
there exists a subsequence gnk which converges uniformly to some g on K. As, again by
looking at the proof of the HHlder continuity, the gn(x)→ ý uniformly in n for ∣x∣→∞we
also have g(x)→ ý for ∣x∣→∞ and thus for all compact K ⊂ Rç
∥g − gnk∥B = sup
x∈K∪(Rç∖K)
∣g(x) − gnk(x)∣ ≤
≤ sup
x∈K
∣g(x) − gnk(x)∣ + sup
Rç∖K
∣g(x)∣ + sup
Rç∖K
∣gnk(x)∣ .
For any  > ý we can nd a K around the origin big enough such that the last two terms are
each smaller than 
ç
and for any given K there is an N ∈ N such that the rst term is smaller
than 
ç
for all k > N .
Remark. Note that the proof ofHHlder continuity andTk[ f ] vanishing at innity does not depend
on f being in B. It is only used that f ∈ B implies that f is bounded. us, for any bounded
function f we have that the function Tk[ f ](x) is HHlder continuous and vanishes at innity and
hence Tk[ f ] ∈ B.
To establish the existence of solutions to the Lippmann-Schwinger equationwemake use of the
Fredholm alternative which can be formulated as follows (see e.g. [Rusâ]). Let T be a compact
operator on a Banach space B and g ∈ B.e operator id −T is invertible if and only if
f ′ = T[ f ′]
implies that f ′ ≡ ý. In this case the equation
f = g + T[ f ]
ç ç. Eigenfunction expansion
has a unique solution in B which is given by
f = Ô
Ô − T
[g] .
We can now use this to prove the main theorem of this chapter.
eorem ç.ç. Let the vector potential A ∈ C∞(Rç → Rç) and be of order ∣x∣−ò−h (h > ý) at innity.
Let furthermore its rst partial derivatives be of order ∣x∣−Ô−h (h > ý) at innity. en there exist
unique solutions ^(⋅, k) ∈ C∞(Rç → C¥×¥) of
^(x , k) = ^
ý
(x , k) +  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y)^(y, k)d
çy . (ç.ò)
for all k ∈ Rç ∖ {ý}.ey fulll
[(−i∇− A(x)) + ]^(x , k) = ^(x , k)Ek , (ç.ç)
with Ek = Ek and Ek =
√
kò + Ô.ese solutions are continuous in k ∈ Rç ∖{ý} and are uniformly
bounded and uniformly continuous in x ∈ Rç.
Proof. To proof the existence of a solution we dene
fk(x) ∶= ^(x , k) − ^
ý
(x , k) .
It fullls
fk(x) = gk(x) +  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y) fk(x)d
çy =
= gk(x) + Tk[ fk](x) , (ç.¥)
with
gk(x) =  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y)^ý(y, k)d
çy .
It is sucient to proof that eq. (ç.¥) has a unique solution. As ^
ý
(x , k) is a bounded function it
is clear by the remark to the proof of Lemma ç.ò that gk ∈ B and as Tk is a compact operator on
B we can use the Fredholm alternative which leaves us to prove that
f (x) =  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y) f (y)d
çy
for any f ∈ B implies f (x) ≡ ý. If f ∈ B it follows that A(x) f (x) is locally integrable. Hence, we
can use Lemma Ô.Ô which shows that f fullls the Dirac equation. As f is continuous by assump-
tion and the A-eld is smooth it follows that f is also smooth (see [RudÀÔ]). We furthermore
ç.ò Generalized eigenfunctions çÀ
observe the following about the decay of f . Assume that f ∈ O(Ô) at innity and by assumption
we have A ∈ O(∣x∣−ò−h). Hence, f A ∈ O(∣x∣−ò−h) and it follows by our proof of Lemma ç.ò and
[Ikeâý, Lemma ç.Ô] that the decay of Tk[ f ] at innity is O(∣x∣−Ô) +O(∣x∣−h). As f = Tk[ f ], we
also have that f ∈ O(∣x∣−Ô) +O(∣x∣−h) and therefore f A ∈ O(∣x∣−ò−òh). is then implies that
Tk[ f ] ∈ O(∣x∣−Ô) +O(∣x∣−òh) and again this is also true for f . Repeating this argument over and
over we conclude that f ∈ O(∣x∣−Ô) at innity. Now, the Dirac kernel can be written as
G±k (x) = (−i∇+  ± Ek)
e ik∣x∣
¥+ ∣x∣
.
Hence, as f fullls the Dirac equation and A is dierentiable we nd
f (x) =  Rç G
±
k (x − y)A(y) f (y)dçy =
= (−i∇x +  ± Ek)  Rç
e ik∣x−y∣
¥+ ∣x − y∣
A(y) f (y)dçy =
= (−i∇x +  ± Ek)  Rç
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
A(x − y) f (x − y)dçy =
=  Rç
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
(−i∇x +  ± Ek) A(x − y) f (x − y)dçy =
= −  Rç
e ik∣x−y∣
¥+ ∣x − y∣
(−i∇y +  ± Ek) A(y) f (y)dçy .
As f fullls the Dirac equation we see that ∣∇ f ∣ can be bounded by ∣ f ∣ for ∣x∣ suciently large and
has therefore the same decay at innity. Furthermore, both A and KiA decay with ∣x∣−ò−h. us,
we have (−i∇y +  ± Ek) A(y) f (y) ∈ O(∣x∣−ç−h) and we can use [Ikeâý, Lemma ç.ç] which
shows that f fullls the radiation condition
lim
∣x∣→∞
∣x∣ ∣ K
K ∣x∣
f − ik f ∣ = ý .
A similar derivation as in [EckÞ¥, Lemma Cç] shows that
Rò  
S(R,ý)
∣ K
K ∣x∣
f − ik f ∣
ò
sin 1 d1 d* =
= Rò  
S(R,ý)
∣ K
K ∣x∣
f (x)∣
ò
+ kò ∣ f (x)∣ò sin 1 d1 d* +O(R−h)
where S(R, ý) is the sphere with radius R and the extra term comes from the non-compactness
of the A-eld during integration by parts. Using the radiation condition we conclude that
lim
R→∞
Rò  
S(R,ý)
∣ K
K ∣x∣
f (x)∣
ò
+ kò ∣ f (x)∣ò sin 1 d1 d* = ý .
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Corollary ò.Þ shows then that f has to be the trivial solution at least outside a suciently large
ball. Similarly as in Corollary ò. this implies that f vanishes everywhere by unique continuation.
Hence, the Fredholm alternative tells us that there is a unique solution to
fk(x) = Tk[^
ý
(⋅, k)](x) + Tk[ fk](x)
which can be written as
fk(x) = (idB −Tk)−Ô Tk[^
ý
(⋅, k)](x) .
By Lemma ç.ò we know that the operator Tk is continuous in k for all k ≥ ý and as (idB −Tk)−Ô
exists for all k > ý we nd by the resolvent identity that also (idB −Tk)−Ô is continuous for all
k > ý. e boundedness and uniform continuity for the generalized eigenfunctions in x follow
immediately from eq. (ç.¥), Lemma ç.ò and fk ∈ B.
To show that ^(x , k) fullls the Dirac equation we rst note that A(x)^(x , k) is locally in-
tegrable for every k ∈ Rç ∖ {ý} as it is continuous in x.us, Lemma Ô.Ô gives
[−i∇+ ]  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y)^(y, k)d
çy = A(x)^(x , k)
+  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y)^(y, k)d
çy Ek .
By the denition of ^
ý
(x , k) we have
[−i∇+ ]^
ý
(x , k) = ^
ý
(x , k)Ek .
Hence, we get
[−i∇+ ]^(x , k) =
= ^
ý
(x , k)Ek +  Rç Gk(x − y)A(y)^(y, k)d
çy Ek + A(x)^(x , k)
= ^(x , k)Ek + A(x)^(x , k) .
As before, the smoothness follows again from the regularity theorem for elliptic partial dierential
equations.
With further restrictions on the external eld we will able to show that the generalized eigen-
functions are uniformly bounded in k. We already know fromeorem ç.ç that the eigenfunc-
tions are bounded and continuous for every compact subset ofRç not containing the origin.us,
we have to investigate the behavior at innity and at zero. We start with the former.
Lemma ç.¥. Let the vector potential fulll the prerequisites ofeorem ç.ç. Let it furthermore be
such that all of its partial derivatives up to second order are integrable.en
lim
k→∞
∥ fk(⋅)∥B = ý .
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Proof. We start by showing that Tk[^
ý
(⋅, k)](x) vanishes for k →∞. Let for the moment A ∈ C∞ý
and note that the fundamental solution to the Dirac equation can be written as
G±k (x) = (Hý ± Ek)GSchrk (x) = (Hý ± Ek)
e ik∣x∣
¥+ ∣x∣
.
erefore, we have
  G±k (x − y)A(y)^±ý (k, y)dçy = (Hý ± Ek)  
e ik∣x−y∣
¥+ ∣x − y∣
A(y)^±ý (k, y)dçy =
= (Hý ± Ek)  
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
A(x − y)^±ý (k, x − y)dçy
= (Hý ± Ek)  
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
A(x − y)e−iy⋅k dçy ^±ý (k, x)
where we used ^±ý (k, x − y) = u±(k)e i(x−y)⋅k = e−iy⋅k^±ý (k, x) in the last step. Using the anti
commutation relations we get
  G±k (x − y)A(y)^±ý (k, y)dçy =  
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
(−i∇ A(x − y)) e−iy⋅k dçy ^±ý (k, x)
− òi  
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
Ai(x − y)e−iy⋅k dçy Ki^±ý (k, x)
+  
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
A(x − y)e−iy⋅k dçy (−Hý ± Ek)^±ý (k, x) =
=  
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
(−i∇ A(x − y)) e−iy⋅k dçy ^±ý (k, x)
+ ò  
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
k ⋅ A(x − y)e−iy⋅k dçy ^±ý (k, x) ,
where we used (Hý ∓ Ek)^±ý (k, x) = ý and ∇^±ý (k, x) = ik ^±ý (k, x). First, we will prove the
desired k-dependency for second term as it is of leading order in k. We choose the coordinate
system of the integral such that k is in the z-direction,
 
e ik∣y∣
¥+ ∣y∣
k ⋅ A(x − y)e−iy⋅k dçy =
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki  
e ik(∣y∣−yç)
¥+ ∣y∣
Ai(x − y)dçy .
Note that in polar coordinates we have
−i
k
∣y∣
-
d
d-
e ik(∣y∣−yç) = e ik(∣y∣−yç)
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and
d
d-
= KyÔ
K-
K
KyÔ
+ Kyò
K-
K
Kyò
+ Kyç
K-
K
Kyç
= yÔ
-
K
KyÔ
+ yò
-
K
Kyò
.
is gives
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki  
e ik(∣y∣−yç)
¥+ ∣y∣
Ai(x − y)dçy =
−i
¥+
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k  
d
d-
e ik(∣y∣−yç)
Ai(x − y)
-
dçy =
= −i
¥+
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k   (
K
KyÔ
e ik(∣y∣−yç)) yÔ
-ò
Ai(x − y) + (
K
Kyò
e ik(∣y∣−yç)) yò
-ò
Ai(x − y)dçy .
Integration by parts using the compact support of the A-eld yields
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k  
e ik(∣y∣−yç)
¥+ ∣y∣
Ai(x − y)dçy =
= i
¥+
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k   e
ik(∣y∣−yç) K
KyÔ
yÔ
-ò
Ai(x − y) + e ik(∣y∣−yç)
K
Kyò
yò
-ò
Ai(x − y)dçy =
= i
¥+
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k   e
ik(∣y∣−yç) Ô
-
( yÔ
-
K
KyÔ
+ yò
-
K
Kyò
)Ai(x − y)dçy
+ i
¥+
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k   e
ik(∣y∣−yç) ( ò
-ò
− ò y
ò
Ô + yòò
-¥
)Ai(x − y)dçy =
= i
¥+
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k   e
ik(
√
zò+-ò−z) d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)d- d^ dz ,
where we switched to polar coordinates in the last step. Substituting - with - ∣z∣ yields.
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k  
e ik(∣y∣−yç)
¥+ ∣y∣
Ai(x − y)dçy =
= i
¥+
ç
∑
i=Ô
ki
k  
∞
−∞  
∞
ý
 
ò+
ý
e
ik(∣z∣
√
Ô+-ò−z) ( d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)) ∣
-=-∣z∣
∣z∣ d- d^ dz .
For - /= ý and z on the positive axis we can use the oscillatory behavior to show that the integral
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vanishes for large k . Let ,  > ý
 
∞
k−  
∞
k−
e
ikz(
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) ( d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)) ∣
-=-z
z dz d- =
= −i
k  
∞
k−  
∞
k−
( d
dz
e
ik(z
√
Ô+-ò−Ô)) Ô√
Ô + -ò − Ô
(z d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)) ∣
-=-z
dz d- =
= i
k  
∞
k−  
∞
k−
e
ik(z
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) Ô√
Ô + -ò − Ô
d
dz
(z d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)) ∣
-=-z
dz d- =
= i
k  
∞
k−  
∞
zk−
e
ik(z
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) Ô√
zò + -ò − z
d
dz
z
d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)dz d- =
= i
k  
∞
k−  
∞
zk−
e
ik(z
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) Ô√
zò + -ò − z
d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)dz d-
+ i
k  
∞
k−  
∞
zk−
e
ik(z
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) z√
zò + -ò − z
d
dz
d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)dz d-
where we integrated by parts in the z variable and substituted back for -. We estimate the rst
term to be smaller than
RRRRRRRRRRR
i
k  
∞
k−  
∞
zk−
e
ik(z
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) Ô√
zò + -ò − z
d
d-
Ai(zx − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)dz d-
RRRRRRRRRRR
≤
≤ Ô
kÔ−−
Ô√
Ô + k−ò − Ô  
∞
ý
 
∞
ý
∣ d
d-
Ai(zx − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)∣ dz - d- .
For the second term we nd
RRRRRRRRRRR
i
k  
∞
k−  
∞
zk−
e
ik(z
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) z√
zò + -ò − z
d
dz
d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)dz d-
RRRRRRRRRRR
≤
≤ Ô
kÔ−
Ô√
Ô + k−ò − Ô  
∞
k−  
∞
zk−
∣ d
dz
d
d-
Ai(xç − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)∣ dz - d- .
e integral close to - = ý can be estimated by its volume
∣  
∞
ý
 
k−
ý
e
ikz(
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) ( d
d-
Ai(zx − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)) ∣
-=-z
z dz d-∣ ≤
≤ k−  
∞
ý
max
-
∣z d
d-
Ai(zx − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)∣ dz
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and similarly for z,
∣  
k−
ý
 
∞
ý
e
ikz(
√
Ô+-ò−Ô) ( d
d-
Ai(zx − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)) ∣
-=-z
z dz d-∣ ≤
≤ k−  
∞
ý
max
z
∣z d
d-
Ai(zx − z, ^x , ^, -x , -)∣ d- .
For the negative z-axis there is no singularity in -. Hence, an integration by parts as performed
above yields that this term is proportional to Ô
k
. Choosing  =  = Ô
 
we nd
∣  
e ik(∣y∣−yç)
¥+ ∣y∣
k ⋅ A(x − y)dçy∣ ≤ C
k
Ô
 
,
and C can be bounded according to the derivation above with
∑
i=Ô,...,ç
⎛
⎝∑x ,y
∥Dòx ,yAi∥LÔ + ∥
Ô
-
sup
z
∣zK-Ai ∣∥
LÔ(-,^)
+ ∥sup
-
∣zK-Ai ∣∥
LÔ(z,^)
⎞
⎠
.
Every function f ∈ Cò,Ô(Rç → Rç) can be approximated by a C∞ý function and the Sobolev norm.
Furthermore, every continuous function which goes to zero at innity can also be approximated
by C∞ý functions with the innity norm. Combining this with continuity and decay we see that
every potential which fullls the prerequisites ofeorem ç.ç and is furthermore in Cò,Ô can be
approximated in the norm above by C∞ý functions. Hence, we have for all such potentials that
∥Tk[^
ý
(k, ⋅)∥
B
vanishes for k →∞.
Now, similar as in [TeuÀÀ] we also have that ∥Tòk∥→ ý for k →∞. Hence, the Neumann series
of (idB −Tòk)
−Ô
exists and is uniformly bounded for k large enough.erefore, we conclude
∥ fk∥B = ∥
Ô
idB −Tk
Tk[^
ý
(k, ⋅)]∥
B
= ∥ Ô
idB −Tòk
(Tk[^
ý
(k, ⋅)] + Tòk [^ý(k, ⋅)])∥
B
≤
≤ ∥ Ô
Ô − Tòk
∥(∥Tk[^
ý
(k, ⋅)]∥
B
+ ∥Tòk∥)→ ý
for k →∞.
It remains to show that the generalized eigenfunctions are bounded in vicinity of the origin. For
this purpose it suces to prove the existence of eigenfunctions for k = ý. By the same argument as
in the proof ofeorem ç.ç we then obtain that fk is continuous for all k. Hence, the generalized
eigenfunctions are in particular bounded in k for any compact subset D containing the origin. In
the SchrHdinger case, singular behavior at the origin occurs if a zero energy eigenstate or a zero
resonance is present (see [TeuÀÀ], [JKÞÀ]).e zero resonances can be understood as eigenstates
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to zero kinetic energy in a slightly enlarged space, namely the weighted space Lò which is dened
as
Lò(Rç → C¥) = { f ∣ (Ô + ∣x∣
ò)−

ò f (x) ∈ Lò(Rç → C¥)}
for some  > ý. Hence, to avoid singular behavior at the spectral edge for the Dirac operator we
exclude eigenstates on such a space.
Proposition ç. . Let the A-eld fulll the prerequisites ofeorem ç.ç and Lemma ç.¥ and let it be
such that there are no eigenstates for zero kinetic energy of the extended Dirac operator to the space
Lò
Ô/ò+(Rç → C¥) for some  > ý. en, the generalized eigenfunctions exist for all (x , k) ∈ Rç ×Rç
and are uniformly bounded.
Proof. Let f ∈ B be a solution to f = Tý[ f ].en f is also a solution to
f = (Tý)n [ f ]
for any n ∈ N. Hence, by repeated application of [Ikeâý, Lemma ç.Ô] we nd that eventually
∣ f (x)∣ ≤ C∣x∣ for large ∣x∣ → ∞. erefore, we have f j ∈ LòÔ/ò+ for any  > ý where f j denotes the
j-th column of the matrix valued function f . Similar toeorem ç.ç and because of Lemma Ô.Ô,
we note that if f is a solution to f = Tý[ f ] it is also a solution to the Dirac equation
H f j(x) = ± f j(x)
with the extended Dirac operator and + for j = Ô, ò and − for j = ç, ¥. But by assumption there is
an  > ý such that there are no eigenstates of the extended Dirac operator in Lò
Ô/ò+ for zero kinetic
energy. We conclude that f = ý. Hence, the Fredholm alternative shows that id −Tý is invertible
and there exists a unique solution ^(x , ý) ∈ B to the Dirac equation.e continuity argument of
eorem ç.ç extends now also to k = ý and the uniform boundedness then follows from Lemma
ç.¥.
3.3. Generalized Fourier transform
Given the existence and boundedness of the generalized eigenfunctions we can return to our
initial idea and expand wave functions into generalized eigenfunctions via the map F , which we
call generalized Fourier transform.
Denition andeoremç.â. Let theA -eld fulll the prerequisites ofeoremç.ç andProposition
ç. . We then have:
i) Let , ∈ Lò(Rç → C¥).e generalized Fourier transformÔ
F[,](k) ∶= l.i.m.  Rç ^
²(k, x),(x)dçx
of , exists and is again in Lò(Rç → C¥).
Ôl.i.m. means limR→∞  B(R ,ý) in the L
ò- norm and stands for ªlimit in meanº. In the subsequent sections we will
usually suppress it.
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ii) Let ,̂ ∈ Lò(Rç → C¥).e inverse generalized Fourier transform
F−Ô[,̂](x) ∶= l.i.m.  Rç ^(x , k),̂(k)d
çk
of ,̂ exists and we have F−Ô[,̂] ∈ Lò(Rç → C¥).
iii) e generalized Fourier transform is unitary.
iv) For ,, ,̂ ∈ Lò(Rç → C¥) we have
, = F−Ô[F[,]]
,̂ = F[F−Ô[,̂]] .
v) Let , ∈ D(H), then
F[H,](k) = EkF[,](k) .
vi) H has only an absolute continuous spectrum.
Remark. According to general conventions we call the usual Hilbert space ªposition spaceº, de-
noted byH and the generalized Fourier transform thereof ªmomentum spaceº, denoted byFH. If
the external eld is time-dependent so are the generalized eigenfunctions and the Fourier trans-
form. We will denote this with a subscript t.
Proof. We start by showing that there are no eigenvalues in the mass gap under the conditions of
eorem ç.ç on the external eld. Note to this end that on C∞ý (Rç → C¥) we have
Hòt = kl (−iKk − Ak) (−iKl − Al) + ò + {k , } (−iKk − Ak)
= kl (−KkKl + AkAl + i (KkAl + AkKl)) + Ô
= − + Aò + ikl (KkAl + AkKl) + Ô
= − + Aò + i (∇ ⋅ A+ A ⋅ ∇) −  k ([∇× A]k + [A×∇]k) + Ô
where we applied the identity kl = (kl + i nkln) in the last step and with the denition of
  = −iÔòç = (
ý 1
1 ý
)
in standard representation. Using the identity ∇ × (A,) + A × (∇,) = (curlA), from vector
calculus we get
Hòt = (−i∇− A(x , t))
ò −  k (curlA(x , t))k + Ô
= (−i∇− A(x , t))ò −  B(x , t) + Ô
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with the magnetic eld strength B(x , t) = curlA(x , t).is is nothing else than the Pauli hamil-
tonian HP plus one.e Pauli hamiltonian is essentially self-adjoint on C∞ý (Rç → C¥) under the
conditions ofeorem ç.ç on the external eld. is can be seen as follows. If the vector poten-
tial is continuously dierentiable then the magnetic SchrHdinger hamiltonian, (−i∇− A(x , t))ò,
is essentially self-adjoint on C∞ý (Rç → C¥) (see [HunÞÀ]).e condition on the derivative of the
vector potential ensures that the symmetric operator of multiplication,  B(x , t), is a bounded
operator. Hence, the Pauli hamiltonian is essentially self-adjoint on C∞ý (Rç → C¥) and the equal-
ity above extends for the whole domain
Hòt = HP +Ô .
Now, repeat the derivation above with themassless Dirac hamiltonian and use the same argument
concerning self-adjointness again. is shows that the Pauli hamiltonian is also the same as the
square of the massless Dirac operator in the case of a vanishing electrical eld.erefore, we nd
Hòt = Hòm=ý +Ô .
By using the Borel functional calculus for unbounded functions (see [DSâç, m XII.ò.À]) we
conclude that
. (Ht)ò = . (Hm=ý)ò + Ô .
And as . (Hm=ý) ∈ R we have in particular . (Ht) ⊂ (−∞,−Ô] ∪ [Ô,∞). We also note that due to
Corollary ò. there are no embedded eigenvalues in the continuous spectrum and possible eigen-
values can only appear at the edge of the mass gap with " = ±Ô. e prerequisites of Proposition
ç.  forbid such a case. Hence, the point spectrum is empty.
We can now essentially adopt the results from [EckÞ¥] if we note the following. First, it is
easily seen that the A-eld fullls the prerequisites there, either directly because it is bounded
and vanishes at innity or by the computations carried out for the proof of Lemma ç.ò. Under
the conditions of Proposition ç.  we know that the eigenfunctions exist for all k ≥ ý which means
that the set Z in [EckÞ¥,eorem Ô] is empty. Combining the nonexistence of the point spectrum
with [EckÞ¥,eorem Ô,b)] then yields .(H)∩ .sing(H) = .ess(H)∩ .sing(H) = ∅. Hence, there is
also no singular continuous spectrum and we have .(H) = .a.c.(H).is leads to the conclusion
that Pa.c., the projection onto the absolute continuous subspace, is the identity. is observation
together with [EckÞ¥,eorem Ô, d)] proves i) and shows thatF is an isometry. In [EckÞ¥, Section
â] we nd thatF is onto which then nishes iii). Our denition of the inverse generalized Fourier
transform coincides with the adjoint of F given in [EckÞ¥, Section â] if one reminds oneself that
Z is empty. us, ii) is true and together with iii) we see F−Ô is indeed the inverse map of F .
Finally, part v) is a direct consequence of [EckÞ¥,eorem Ô, d)] together with F being unitary
and Pa.c. = idH.

4. Negative energies and the Dirac sea
We alreadymentioned the existence of negative energy solutions to theDirac equation in Chapter
Ô and explained why they cannot be simply rejected as unphysical like in classical relativistic me-
chanics. Hence, we have to include them in the physical andmathematical discussion of theDirac
theory. We start o by identifying the parts of the Hilbert space which correspond to negative
and positive energy states.
4.1. Spectral projections and subspaces
e denition of the spectral subspaces is very natural and straightforward in momentum space
where the upper two components of any state ,̂ correspond to positive energies and the lower
ones to negative energiesÔ. us, to ensure the existence of an appropriate Fourier transform we
assume the external eld to fulll the following condition.
Condition C. Let the external eld /At be such that there exists a generalized Fourier transform
with the properties ineorem ç.â.
Now, observe the following properties of the bounded operators on momentum space given
by P̂
± = Ô
ò
(Ô ± ), with  from the Dirac matrices, which are easy to verify
P̂
±
P̂
± = P̂± , P̂± = (P̂±)
²
.
ey are thus orthogonal projections on the Hilbert space FH (see e.g. [RSý, Chapter VI.ò]).
e corresponding projections on position space are then simply
P± = F−Ô P̂±F .
It is then also trivial to verify that
P± P∓ = ý , P+ +P− = idH ,
and therefore P+H⊕P−H is a complete orthogonal decomposition ofH. Finally, due toCondition
C we know that the hamiltonian is diagonal in FH and due to the unitarity of the generalized
Fourier transform, we get
⟨,, H,⟩ = ⟨F,,F HF−ÔF,⟩ = ⟨,̂, Ek,̂⟩ . (¥.Ô)
Ô
e upper two components are the amplitudes of the positive eigenfunction solutions in the eigenfunction expan-
sion and similar for the lower components.
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For , ∈ H+ = P+H we have ,̂ ∈ P̂+FH and due to EkP̂
± = Ek P̂
± = ±EkP̂
±
we nd that eq. (¥.Ô)
is non-negative. Similarly, the negative counterpart holds forH− and thus,H± are the subspaces
connected to the positive and negative part of the spectrum.
It is now easy to dene the absolute value of the hamiltonian via the spectral subspaces, which
is simply the hamiltonian on the positive subspace and the negative hamiltonian on the negative
energy subspace,
∣H∣ = H (P+ −P−) = HsgnH . (¥.ò)
For any , ∈ H we have
F[∣H∣,](k) = F[∣H∣ (P+ +P−),](k) = F[H(P+ −P−),](k) =
= EkF[(P+ −P−),](k) = Ek(P̂
+ − P̂−)F[,](k) = EkF[,](k) . (¥.ç)
In momentum space it is now also clear that the spectrum of ∣H∣ reduces to the positive part of
the spectrum of the Dirac hamiltonian. Note nally, if the external eld is time-dependent, so
is the generalized Fourier transform and hence the spectral projections and the subspaces. We
denote this by adding a subscript t to the entities when necessary.
4.2. Dirac sea
Dirac [Dirçý] himself proposed a heuristic solution in ÔÀçý to the dilemma of negative energies.
He suggested that all the states belonging to the negative part of the spectrumare already occupied
by electrons.us, a positive energy electron cannot fall down due to the Pauli exclusion principle
and the vacuum as we perceive it is not empty but rather lled with innitely many particles.
is idea might seem absurd at rst glance but has striking consequences. It obviously raises the
question why we do not see this so called Dirac sea. While this is not completely true as we will
explain in a second, there are two things one should be concerned about. is model results in
an innite energy density and innite charge density and we have to see how to deal with them.
Due to the Pauli principle and the electromagnetic repulsion the electrons in the sea are spread
out in a very homogeneous way. Hence, a positive energy test particle feels a net force of zero
and acts like a free particleò. Regarding the innite energy density we note that it is the energy
dierences that matter in physics, not the total energy. Hence, the total energy of the vacuum
is irrelevant. Only deviations thereof matterç. Mathematically speaking, these quantities can be
renormalized away.ough this might seem unsatisfactory at the beginning, the presence of the
Dirac sea leads to a whole branch of new phenomena. Most striking is probably the prediction
of pair creation which one can expect if a negative energy electron absorbs e.g. a photon with
ò
ere is no rigorous proof of that for the Dirac equation. A rst attempt with non-relativistic Fermions can be
found in [JMPPÔÞ] which shows that this topic is actually more subtle than explained here.
çNote, that this only true in a non-gravitational context. Hence, the vacuum energy has to be taken into account if
one wants incorporate gravitation.is is indeed one of the big puzzles in modern day physics.
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energy ≥ òmcò and is lied to the positive energy subspace. It should thus be visible now as a free
electron. But not only the electron, also the missing charge in the sea should be detectable as a
deviation from the lled sea which we assume to be the equilibrium - as a particle with the same
mass as the electron, but of opposite charge.e positron was then discovered two years aer the
proposal of the Dirac sea.
One should pause here for a moment and think about this achievement. e sole search for a
quantummechanical wave equation which obeys special relativity together with the fundamental
physical principal that any system strives towards its lowest state of energy has lead us directly to
a many body theory, predicting the antiparticle of the electron. It provides us for the rst time
with a non trivial model for the vacuum and opens up a bag of completely new physical eects,
most of which have been conrmed to an incredible precision up to this day. Surely, one of the
great triumphs of physics.
e only drawback to this model is that there is no good interpretation of the Dirac equation
as a one particle equation anymore. Even though it is believed to describe the behavior of an
electron correctly in certain situations like the Hydrogen atom we need the Dirac sea to give a
coherent physical interpretation.emodern view replaced the Dirac sea by QEDwhich is based
on the construction of a Fock space instead of the Dirac sea. is concept will be introduced in
Chapter Þ.ò. e reasons why the idea of the Dirac sea seemed to be abandoned over the course
of time are likely its heuristic character and lack of mathematical rigor as well as the inelegance
of the innitely many particle presumption in favor of a nitely many particle theory which QED
is. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that it is indeed possible to construct a mathematical
rigorous model of the Dirac sea as was done by Deckert et al. [DDMSÔý]. Furthermore, QED
contains not more physical insight¥ than the Dirac sea picture. It is rather derived from it by
a mathematical transformation. Hence, the same problems which come from the presence of
innitely many particles in the Dirac sea picture are still present in QED but swept under the rug.
In the context of external elds the two models are mathematically equivalent, and as the Dirac
sea provides one with a nice intuition we will refer to it frequently in the remainder of this work
which is not unusual in the discussion of strong eld QED, see e.g. [GMR ].
We nish this chapter with the mathematical connection between negative energy states and
positive energy states with positive charge and introduce thereby the concept of charge conjuga-
tion. We have for all ,+ ∈ P+D(H) that
⟨,+, H,+⟩ = ⟨,̂+, Ek,̂+⟩ = ⟨,̂+, Ek,̂+⟩ ≥ Ô
and similarly for all ,− ∈ P−D(H)
⟨,−, H,−⟩ = ⟨,̂−, Ek,̂−⟩ = −⟨,̂−, Ek,̂−⟩ ≤ −Ô .
Now, dene
HC = −CHC−Ô
¥At least the external eld model of QED. While it is true that there is no rigorous mathematical Dirac sea model
with interaction also QED with interaction can not be considered to be a rigorous mathematical theory.
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with C being some anti-unitary operator. We then have
⟨C,−, HC C,−⟩ = −⟨C,−,CH,−⟩ = −⟨H,−,,−⟩ ≥ Ô .
Hence, HC is bounded from below on CH−. Furthermore, let ,(t) be a solution to the Dirac
equation with external eld. We then have
i
K
Kt
C,(t) = −Ci K
Kt
,(t) = −CH,(t) = HC C,(t) .
erefore, by an anti-unitary transformation we can transform the space of negative energies into
one of positive energies. For the anti-unitary transformationC, = UC,whereUC is some unitary
¥ × ¥ matrix  fullling UC = −UC and iUC = UCi we nd a particular nice interpretation of
HC . Let , ∈ C∞ý (Rç → C¥). We then have
HC , = −CHC−Ô, = −UC(−i∇+  − A(x) + ^(x))U²C, =
= (−i∇+  + A(x) − ^(x)), = (Hý − /A), .
is relation then also holds for all , in the domain of H. Looking back at Section Ô.Ô we remem-
ber that the sign in front of the external eld corresponds to the charge. Hence, HC describes
a particle in an external eldâ with an opposite charge to the electron but otherwise exactly the
same behavior (governed by the Dirac equation). is particular choice for the operator C is
therefore called charge conjugation.
 In the standard representation we use throughout this work, take UC = iò.
âIf there is no external eld, then there is no way to distinguish particles with dierent charge as they have the same
mass.
5. Commutator relations
Aer having covered the Dirac equation with external potential and related topics we will now
discuss commutator relations of the following type which frequently appear in the proof of the
adiabatic theorem,
[Ht , A] = B ,
where Ht is the Dirac hamiltonian with time-dependent magnetic potential and A and B are
bounded operators such that the commutator is well dened. We will see that most of the time
only the o-diagonal parts, P±t AP
∓
t , are of real interest. For these, the above equation turns into
an anti-commutator relation
{∣Ht ∣ , P±t AP∓t } = ±P±t BP∓t .
We will see that it is important for us to be able to solve such operator equations for A given a
specic B. As ∣Ht ∣ is invertible but does not commute with A, it is a priori not clear how to achieve
this.erefore, this section is devoted to develop a method to unravel such relations which is the
main content ofeorem  .ò. e subsequent proofs are done in the momentum space, hence
the external eld has to be such that the generalized Fourier transform exists.
Condition D. Let the external eld /At be such that there exists a generalized Fourier transform
with the properties ineorem ç.â.
We already noted in the preceding chapter that the spectrum of the absolute value of the hamil-
tonian is non-negative. Hence, the resolvent, which we write as
Ô
∣Ht ∣ − z
,
is dened for all negative real numbers. In particular also for z = −Ô which we need in the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma  .Ô. Let the external eld fulll Condition D.e operator
Rt(n) =
Ô
(∣Ht ∣ + Ô)
((∣Ht ∣ − Ô)
Ô
(∣Ht ∣ + Ô)
)
n
is bounded onH for all n ∈ N with norm Ô
ò(n+Ô) (
n
n+Ô)
n
.
Remark. is formula holds also for the case n = ý with the convention ýý = Ô.
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Proof. First note, that the resolvent maps into the domain of the Hamiltonian, hence the operator
is dened on all ofH and maps into the domain of the hamiltonian again. Furthermore, we have
that (Ek−Ô)
n
(Ek+Ô)n+Ô
has amaximum as it is a positive continuous function which tends to zero for k →∞
and is equal to zero at k = ý. To determine the maximum we dierentiate which yields
d
dk
(Ek − Ô)n
(Ek + Ô)n+Ô
=
n (Ek − Ô)n−Ô ddkEk
(Ek + Ô)n+Ô
−
(n + Ô) (Ek − Ô)n ddkEk
(Ek + Ô)n+ò
=
= ( d
dk
Ek)
(Ek − Ô)n−Ô
(Ek+)n+ò
(n (Ek + Ô) − (n + Ô) (Ek − Ô))
!= ý .
e solutions are given by k = ý and Ek = òn + Ô which implies k /= ý. At k = ý the function
obviously has a minimum and it also turns to zero again for k →∞. Hence, we get
sup
k∈R+
ý
(Ek − Ô)n
(Ek + Ô)n+Ô
= (òn + Ô − Ô)
n
(òn + Ô + Ô)n+Ô
= Ô
ò(n + Ô)
(Ô + Ô
n
)
−n
for n ∈ N . ( .Ô)
Because the external eld fullls Condition D there exists a generalized Fourier transform. e
operatornorm is then easy to determine in momentum space as we have
∥Rt(n)∥H = ∥FRt(n)F−Ô∥FH = ∥
(Ek − Ô)n
(Ek + Ô)n+Ô
∥
FH
= sup
k∈R+
ý
(Ek − Ô)n
(Ek + Ô)n+Ô
.
e last equality holds because (Ek−Ô)
n
(Ek+Ô)n+Ô
acts as an operator of multiplication and is a bounded
function for all n.
e next lemma solves the anti-commutator relation problem.
eorem  .ò. Let A ∶ H → H be a bounded operator and let the external eld fulll Condition D.
We dene the operator SA to be
SA = ò
∞
∑
n=ý
Rt(n)ARt(n) . ( .ò)
It has the following properties:
Ô. SA is a bounded operator onH → H. Its norm can be estimated by
∥SA∥ ≤
Ô
ò
∞
∑
n=ý
Ô
(n + Ô)ò
( n
n + Ô
)
òn
∥A∥ .
ò. SA is continuous in its operator argument.
  
ç. We have the identity A = {∣Ht ∣, SA} on the domain of the hamiltonian, i.e. the operator
SB is a solution to the operator equation {∣Ht ∣, A} = B for any bounded operator B and A
unknown.is solution is unique in the Banach space of bounded operators.
Proof. Ô. It is clear that
SNA ∶= ò
N
∑
n=ý
R(n)AR(n)
is a bounded operator for all N ∈ N. e norm can be easily estimated with the help of
Lemma  .Ô as we have
∥SNA ∥ ≤ ò
N
∑
n=ý
∥Rt(n)ARt(n)∥ ≤ ò
N
∑
n=ý
∥Rt(n)∥ò ∥A∥ ≤
Ô
ò
N
∑
n=ý
Ô
(n + Ô)ò
( n
n + Ô
)
òn
∥A∥ .
As this last series obviously converges it is clear that (SNA )N∈N forms a Cauchy-sequence in
the Banach space of bounded operators,
∥SNA − SMA ∥ ≤
Ô
ò
N
∑
n=M+Ô
Ô
(n + Ô)ò
( n
n + Ô
)
òn
∥A∥ÐÐÐÐ→
N ,M→∞
ý .
Hence, the sequence (SNA )N∈N converges and eq. ( .ò) denes a bounded operator onH. For
the norm estimate, use the continuity of the operator norm and perform the limit N →∞
in the inequality above.
ò. Let (AN)N∈N be a sequence of bounded operators with AN → A in operatornorm. We have
∥SAN − SA∥ ≤ ò
∞
∑
n=ý
∥Rt(n) (AN −A)Rt(n)∥ ≤
≤ Ô
ò
∞
∑
n=ý
Ô
(n + Ô)ò
( n
n + Ô
)
òn
∥AN −A∥ÐÐÐ→
N→∞
ý .
ç. e operator SAmaps into the domain of the hamiltonian due to the same property of R(n).
Hence, the anticommutator is well dened on the domain. Because the Hamiltonian fullls
Condition D there exists a generalized Fourier transform which diagonalizes Ht according
toeorem ç.â. For every , ∈ D(Ht) with ,̂ = Ft, we have
Ft {∣Ht ∣, SA}F−Ôt [,̂](k) =
= Ek FtSAF−Ôt [,̂](k) +FtSAF−Ôt [E(⋅),̂](k) =
= ò
∞
∑
n=ý
(Ek − Ô)n
(Ek + Ô)n+Ô
⎛
⎝
EkÂ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(E(⋅) − Ô)
n
(E(⋅) + Ô)
n+Ô ,̂(⋅)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(k) + Â
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
E(⋅)
(E(⋅) − Ô)
n
(E(⋅) + Ô)
n+Ô ,̂(⋅)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(k)
⎞
⎠
=
= lim
N→∞
Â
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ò
N
∑
n=ý
(Ek + E(⋅))
(Ek − Ô)n
(Ek + Ô)n+Ô
(E(⋅) − Ô)
n
(E(⋅) + Ô)
n+Ô ,̂(⋅)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(k)
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where we pulled out the series in the rst step as the Fourier transform is continuous and
used the linearity of Â = F AF−Ô in the last equation (k acts like a xed parameter for the
operator Â). Note that by using the formula for the geometric sum we get for all k ∈ R+ý
ò
N
∑
n=ý
(Ek + Ek′)
(Ek − Ô)n
(Ek + Ô)n+Ô
(Ek′ − Ô)n
(Ek′ + Ô)n+Ô
,̂(k′) =
= ò Ek + Ek
′
(Ek + Ô) (Ek′ + Ô)
Ô − ( (Ek−Ô)(Ek+Ô)
(Ek′−Ô)
(Ek′+Ô)
)
N
Ô − (Ek−Ô)(Ek+Ô)
(Ek′−Ô)
(Ek′+Ô)
,̂(k′) =
= òEk + òEk
′
(Ek + Ô) (Ek′ + Ô) − (Ek − Ô) (Ek′ − Ô)
⎛
⎝
Ô − ((Ek − Ô)
(Ek + Ô)
(Ek′ − Ô)
(Ek′ + Ô)
)
N⎞
⎠
,̂(k′) =
= Ô − ((Ek − Ô)
(Ek + Ô)
(Ek′ − Ô)
(Ek′ + Ô)
)
N
,̂(k′) .
is converges to ,̂ in norm and uniformly in k as we have
XXXXXXXXXXXXX
⎛
⎝
(Ek − Ô)
(Ek + Ô)
(E(⋅) − Ô)
(E(⋅) + Ô)
⎞
⎠
N
,̂(⋅)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXFH
≤
XXXXXXXXXXX
(
E(⋅) − Ô
E(⋅) + Ô
)
N
,̂(⋅)
XXXXXXXXXXXFH
ÐÐÐ→
N→∞
ý
for every k ∈ R+ý .e last step can be seen by the following argument. For every * ∈ C∞ý we
have
XXXXXXXXXXX
(
E(⋅) − Ô
E(⋅) + Ô
)
N
*(⋅)
XXXXXXXXXXXFH
≤ max
k∈supp *
∣*(k)∣ Vol (supp*) max
k∈supp *
(Ek − Ô
Ek + Ô
)
N
ÐÐÐ→
N→∞
ý
and by a density argument the convergence also holds true for any ,̂ ∈ Lò. erefore, we
end up with
Ft {∣Ht ∣, SA}F−Ôt [,̂] = Ft AF−Ôt [,̂]
which proves the statement. Note furthermore that this also shows
A = {∣Ht ∣, SA} = S{∣Ht ∣,A}
on the domain of the hamiltonian.
Let the A′ be another bounded operator which fullls {∣Ht ∣, A′} = B. We have by using the
identity property twice
A′ = S{∣Ht ∣,A′} = SB = S{∣Ht ∣,A} = A .
 Þ
is method can now be used to show the existence and explicit form of operators which are
dened via commutator relations. We start with the projection and its time derivative.
Proposition  .ç. Let the external eld and its time derivative dene a bounded operator of multi-
plication.e limit of the following expression then exists with respect to the operator norm
ÇP
±
t ∶= lim
h→ý
Ô
h
(P±t+h −P±t )
and is given by
ÇP
±
t = ±S Ç/Aodd
where Ç/A
odd
t = P+t Ç/At P−t +P−t Ç/At P+t .
Remark. Note the following properties:
Ô. ÇP
±
t is a bounded operator
ò. ÇP
±
t = P+t ÇP
±
t P
−
t +P−t ÇP
±
t P
+
t is an odd operator.
Proof. As P+t is a projection we have
(P+t+h)
ò − (P+t )
ò = (P+t+h)
ç − (P+t )
ç .
is can be expanded to
(P+t+h −P+t )P+t+h +P+t (P+t+h −P+t )
= (P+t+h −P+t ) (P+t+h)
ò + P+t (P+t+h −P+t )P+t+h + (P+t )
ò (P+t+h −P+t ) .
Again, as (P+t )
ò = P+t , this implies
P+t (P+t+h −P+t )P+t+h = ý .
We get the following trivial relation for the other diagonal element
P−t (P+t+h −P+t )P−t+h = ý .
For the o-diagonal elements, we use [Ht , P+t ] = ý to derive
ý = Ht+h P+t+h −Ht P+t − (P+t+hHt+h −P+t Ht) =
= (Ht+h −Ht)P+t+h +Ht (P+t+h −P+t ) − (P+t+h −P+t )Ht+h −P+t (Ht+h −Ht)
   . Commutator relations
Using the dierentiability of the external eld with respect to time and introducing the notion
Pht = Ôh (P
+
t+h −P+t ) this is equivalent to
Ht P
h
t −Pht Ht+h = P+t Ç/At − Ç/At P+t+h +
Ô
h
o(h)
⇒ Ht Pht −Pht Ht = P+t Ç/At − Ç/At P+t+h +h Pht Ç/At +
Ô
h
o(h) = [P+t+h , Ç/At] +
Ô
h
o(h)
⇒ ± (∣Ht ∣P±t Pht P∓t +P±t Pht P∓t ∣Ht ∣) = P±t [P+t+h , Ç/At]P∓t +
Ô
h
o(h)
⇒ {∣Ht ∣ , P±t Pht P∓t } = ±P±t [P+t+h , Ç/At]P∓t +
Ô
h
o(h) .
e right-hand side is bounded. Hence, we can useeorem  .ò and get
P±t P
h
t P
∓
t = ±SP±t [P+t+h , Ç/A]P∓t +
Ô
h
o(h) .
Adding it all together, we end up with
Pht = SP+t [P+t+h , Ç/A]P−t −P−t [P+t+h , Ç/A]P+t +
Ô
h
o(h) .
e operators P±t and
Ç/At are bounded, S is continuous in its operator argument and
lim
h→ý
P±t [P+t+h , Ç/At]P∓t = ±P±t Ç/At P∓t
in operatornorm. We can therefore perform the limit h → ý and arrive at
d
dt
P+t = lim
h→ý
Pht = SP+t Ç/At P−t +P−t Ç/At P+t .
It is clear that ÇP
+
t = −ÇP
−
t because we have P
+
t +P−t = idH.
Using this method we can determine the time-derivative of the operator SA if A is an odd
operator.
Proposition  .¥. Let A be an odd and bounded time-dependent operator which is dierentiable
with respect to time such that its derivative also is a bounded operator. We then have
d
dt
SA = [ÇP
+
t , sgnHt SA] + S[sgnHt SA , Ç/At]odd
+ S( ÇA)odd .
Proof. If A is odd then so is SA.is means that the even part of the time derivative of SA is given
by [ÇP+t , sgnHt SA]. For the odd part we use the identity property of S which states that
A = {∣Ht ∣ , SA} = [Ht , SsgnHt A]
 À
where the last equality follows from SA being odd. To show that this expression is dierentiable
one can use the samemethod as in the previous proof. We therefore skip this part and dierentiate
this expression which yields
ÇA − [ Ç/At , SsgnHt A] = [Ht , (
d
dt
SsgnHt A)] .
By using sgnHt SA = SsgnHt A throughout the following computations we nd
( ÇA)odd − [ Ç/At , SsgnHt A]
odd
= {∣Ht ∣ , sgnHt (
d
dt
SsgnHt A)
odd
}
which we can solve by
( d
dt
SsgnHt A)
odd
= S
sgnHt( ÇA)
odd − S
[ Ç/At ,SA]
odd .
Now, note that
(( d
dt
sgnHt) SA)
odd
= (òÇP+t SA)
odd = ý
as ÇP
+
t SA is an even operator.us, we have
( d
dt
SA)
odd
= S( ÇA)odd − S[ Ç/At ,sgnHt SA]odd
.
Using the previous computations we can now easily determine the second derivative of the
spectral projections.
Corollary  . . Let the external eld and its rst and second time derivative dene bounded opera-
tors of multiplication.en the spectral projection is twice dierentiable and given by
ÈP
+
t = −ò sgnHt (ÇP
+
t )
ò + S
[sgnHt ÇP+t , Ç/At]
odd + S( ÈA)odd .
Proof. e rst derivative of the projection is
ÇP
+
t = S Ç/Aoddt .
As the external eld is twice dierentiable we can use Proposition  .¥ to derive the second deriva-
tive of the projection as
ÈP
+
t = [ÇP
+
t , sgnHt ÇP
+
t ] + S[sgnHt ÇP+t , Ç/At]
odd + S( ÈA)odd =
= −ò sgnHt (ÇP
+
t )
ò + S
[sgnHt ÇP+t , Ç/At]
odd + S( ÈA)odd .

6. Adiabatic theorem
We now come to the main chapter of the rst part of this thesis. Before we state the main result
ineorems â.Ô and â.ç we start with a short introduction to time-adiabatic perturbation theory
in general and then explain adiabatic behavior from a heuristic point of view.
6.1. Introduction
It is, in general, not possible to nd exact solutions to a quantummechanical system with a time-
dependent potential.is is what time- dependent perturbation theories are for. Time adiabatic
perturbation theory in particular applies to those cases where one has slowly varying external
potentials. Roughly speaking one could say that if a physical system is given enough time to adapt
to the external changes it will stay in an ªequilibirumº. Now, what does this mean for a quantum
system? For example, assume the initial state to be an eigenstate to some eigenvalue. We then
expect such a state to stay approximately an eigenstate to the time-evolved hamiltonian and that,
in particular, there appear no transitions to other subspaces . More generally speaking, an initial
state in some spectral subspace will stay in the corresponding time-evolved spectral subspace if
the external eld varies slowly and the change of the subspaces is regular enough.is is themain
content of (time-) adiabatic perturbation theory.
e question demanding an answer is obviously what does ªslowly enoughº mean? Let us as-
sume the external eld is an electromagnetic wave.e time scale on which this potential varies
is given by the frequency or period T of the wave. In SI-units we therefore have
A = A(ò+
T
t) .
On the contrary the time scale of a wave function fullling the Dirac equation is given by the
natural time 0 = <
mcò
as we explained in Chapter Ô.Ô.e external eld on this time scale reads
A = A(ò+0
T
t
0
) = A(ò+0
T
t′) = A(t′) ,
where t′ is now the time measured in natural units and the dimensionless constant  = ò+0
T
is
called adiabatic parameter. It is a measure for the separation of these two dierent time scales.
We call an electromagnetic wave adiabatic if  is close to zero, i.e. if the eld is almost constant
on the time scale of the wave function. e slow time scale is then also called macroscopic time
whereas the short time scale is called microscopic. e Dirac equation on the microscopic time
âò â. Adiabatic theorem
is then
i
K
Kt′
, = (−i∇− A(t′) + ), .
Usually, experiments are performed on the time-scale of the external eld. Hence, one is more
likely interested in solutions on the macroscopic time. To this end we rescale the Dirac equation
which yields
i
K
Kt
, = (−i∇− A(t) + ), ,
with
t = t′ .
e goal of any time-adiabatic theorem is now to nd approximate solutions to equations of such
a form and state the error in dependency of the adiabatic parameter .
e history of adiabatic perturbation theory goes back to a paper by Born and Fock [BFò]
in ÔÀò treating the SchrHdinger operator with distinct eigenvalues. e theory has developed
signicantly since then (see [Teuýç] for an in depth discussion) but it still seems necessary to
prove a new version of the adiabatic theorem for theDirac equationwith an electromagnetic wave
as external potential for several reasons. First of all, at the heart of time adiabatic theorems is the
change of the spectral subspaces under time. us, one has to show certain regularity features
of the spectral projections. is is mostly done via the Cauchy-Riesz integral formula(see e.g.
[Nený], [ASYÞ], [JoyýÞ]) which provides an explicit formula for the spectral projections. To be
able to use it one has to chose the path of integration such that it encircles the part of the spectrum
one is interested in. But this is only possible if this part is separated by a gap from the rest of the
spectrum. is is not the case for the Dirac operator when one would like to investigate the
evolution of the whole negative energy subspace. All other results, to the best of our knowledge,
assume the regularity of the projections or something similar to prove the adiabatic behavior (see
e.g. [NenÔ], [AEÀÀ], [TeuýÔ]). But this is indeed the most dicult part as we will see in Chapter
â.ç, for which we have to use the methods developed in Chapter  .
Furthermore, it is dicult enough to give explicit upper bounds on the constants which ap-
pear in estimating the error of the adiabatic evolution. For electromagnetic waves the adiabatic
parameter will scale with the frequency. But due the dispersion if one varies the frequency this
also aects the wave length. Hence, any external potential describing an electromagnetic wave
will also scale in the position variable with . is in turn means that the hamiltonian for such
a system, no matter what units we choose, always depends on the adiabatic parameter and thus
also the constants in the error estimate! Hence, one has to show that this -dependence does not
cancel the time adiabatic behavior. At last, if one likes to use adiabatic perturbation theory in
the context of second quantization one is usually not interested in the operator norm estimate of
the transitions to other subspaces anymore but in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. It turns out that
â.ò Heuristic explanation âç
our proof is easily extendable to this case yielding an Hilbert-Schmidt version of the adiabatic
theorem with explicit bounds.is result has, to the best of our knowledge, not been available at
all so far.
6.2. Heuristic explanation
We continue our discussion with a heuristic explanation of how the adiabatic theorem can be
understood physically. We focus again on the Dirac equation but our argument is not bound to
it. Aerwards, we will sketch how one can transform these ideas into a rigorous proof which is
the content of the subsequent chapter. Please note that, as this is a heuristic discussion, we do not
aim for mathematical rigorousness.
It is helpful to switch to the so called interaction picture which separates the time evolution
into two parts. e rst one which we call Ur(t, s) is mainly the intrinsic quantum mechanical
time evolution which every time-independent system also exhibits. e second one, written as
UA(t, s), adds the time dependent behavior and is thus governed mainly by the external eld. To
see this, x some r and dene Ur(t, s) through
i
K
Kt
Ur(t, s) = Hr Ur(t, s)
where r now acts as a parameter. Hence, we have
Ur(t, s) = exp [−
i

(t − s)Hr]
for any t, s ∈ R. We can evaluate Ur(t, s) at r = s and then dene UA(t, s) through
U(t, s) = Us(t, s)UA(t, s)
where U(t, s) is the full time evolution to the time dependent system. Applying the evolution
equation we get
Ht U(t, s) = i
K
Kt
U(t, s) = (i K
Kt
Us(t, s))UA(t, s) +Us(t, s)i
K
Kt
UA(t, s) =
= HsUs(t, s)UA(t, s) +Us(t, s)i
K
Kt
UA(t, s)
and thus
i
K
Kt
UA(t, s) = Us(s, t) (Ht −Hs)U(t, s) = Us(s, t) [A(t, x) − A(s, x)]Us(t, s)UA(t, s) =
= s(t)UA(t, s) .
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For small time intervalls ∣t − s∣ ≪ Ô we have that s(t) = O(∣t − s∣). Hence, by using the Dyson
series for UA(t, s),
UA(t, s) = Ô −
i
  
t
s
s(r)UA(r, s)dr
we see thatUA(t, s) = Ô+O( ∣t−s∣
ò

). On the other handwe have for the same time intervalUs(t, s) =
Ô+O( ∣t−s∣

).us, on the microscopic time scale and in the adiabatic setting i.e. where ∣t − s∣∝ 
and  ≪ Ô we see thatUA(t, s) ≈ Ô, i.e. the full time evolution is approximately the same asUs(t, s)
on this scale.is is, of course, no surprise as adiabatic setting means precisely that the external
eld is almost constant on the microscopic scale and as such the time evolution should only yield
a phase function due to the quantum mechanical evolution equation.
Assume now, that the time interval [s, t] is on the macroscopic level and start with a wave
function which is entirely in the negative subspace at time s. We are interested in parts of the
wave function which tunnel through the spectral gap during the time interval [s, t] and end up
in the positive energy subspace. As we have
U(t, s) = U(t, r)U(r, s)
we can split up the time interval into N smaller intervals of length s = t−s
N
and look at the
transitions there (Figure â.Ô).
−mcò
mcò
sý sÔ sò sç
Figure â.Ô.: Transitions of the wave function at dierent points in time.
It is not dicult to show (via a recursion relation) that the part of the wave function ending up
in the positive subspace is given by
P+t U(t, s)P−s =
N
∑
n=Ô
(
N−n−Ô
∏
m=ý
P+sN−m U(sN−m , sN−m−Ô))P
+
sn U(sn , sn−Ô)P
−
sn−Ô U(sn−Ô, s)P
−
s (â.Ô)
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with sn = sn−Ô + s and sý = s. By a brute force norm estimate we immediately see that
P+t U(t, s)P−s =
N
∑
n=Ô
O(P+sn+sU(sn + s, sn)P
−
sn) .
A Taylor expansion of P+s+s = P+s +O(s) yields
P+s+sU(s + s, s)P−s = P+s U(s + s, s)P−s +O(s) =
= P+s exp [−
i

sHs]UA(s + s, s)P−s +O(s) =
= exp [− i

s ∣Hs∣]P+s UA(s + s, s)P−s +O(s) = exp [−
i

s ∣Hs∣]O (
sò

) +O(s)
where we used the Dyson series estimate for UA(s + s, s) in the last step.us, a naive estimate
would yield
P+t U(t, s)P−s =
N
∑
n=Ô
O(P+sn+sU(sn + s, sn)P
−
sn) = O (N
sò

) +O(Ns)
= O (∣t − s∣
ò
N
) +O(∣t − s∣) = O(∣t − s∣)
for N →∞. Hence, we have transitions through the spectral gap which should not surprise us as
we have not taken adiabatic behavior into account. Transitions at each point in time simply stem
from the fact that the spectral subspaces change over time due to the time-dependent external
eld. With ∣t − s∣ being on the macroscopic scale the external eld changes signicantly and thus,
we could indeed expect the wave function to tunnel through the gap. However, a more careful
consideration shows that we missed an important eect. Let us take a look at pairs of transitions
(Figure â.ò) being (up to now) arbitrarily far apart.
−mcò
mcò
q ⋅ s
?
Figure â.ò.: A pair of transitions with (arbitrary) distance q ⋅ s
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e time evolution in the positive and negative subspace is given by
P±n⋅s+sU(n ⋅ s + s, s)P±s = P±s U(n ⋅ s + s, s)P±s +O (n ⋅ s) =
= exp [∓ i

n ⋅ s ∣Hs∣]P±s UA(n ⋅ s + s, s)P±s +O (n ⋅ s) =
= exp [∓ i

n ⋅ s ∣Hs∣] +O (n ⋅ s)
where n is an arbitrary integer. We switch to momentum space as it is easier to handle the phase
function there. We get for the rst path in gure â.ò
P̂
+
sn+ÔÛ(sn+Ô, sÔ)P̂
+
sÔ
Û(sÔ, s)P̂
−
s =
= (exp [− i

n ⋅ s Ek] +O (n ⋅ s)) P̂
+
sÔ
Û(sÔ, s)P̂
−
s =
= exp [− i

n ⋅ s Ek]O(s) +O (n ⋅ sò)
and similarly for the second one
P̂
+
sn+ÔÛ(sn+Ô, sn)P̂
−
snÛ(sn , sý)P̂
−
sý
=
= exp [+ i

n ⋅ s Ek′]O (s) +O (n ⋅ sò) .
e sum of the two then yields
(exp [− i

n ⋅ s Ek] + exp [+
i

n ⋅ s Ek′])O (s) +O (n ⋅ sò) .
Note that the rst term is proportional to
cos((Ek′ + Ek)
n ⋅ s

)O (s) = (n ⋅ s − +
ò

Ek + Ek′
)O (s) =
= ( n
N
− +
ò

Ek + Ek′
Ô
∣t − s∣
)O ( Ô
N
) ,
for
n
N
≈ +
ò

Ek′ + Ek
Ô
∣t − s∣
and it is well known that we can always nd two integers such that this is true up to order Ô
Nò
.
Hence, taking into account these phase cancellations we can always nd a pair of transitions that
add up to
(exp [− i

n ⋅ s Ek] + exp [+
i

n ⋅ s Ek′])O (s) +O (n ⋅ sò) =
= O ( Ô
Nç
) +O ( 
Ek + Ek′
∣t − s∣
N
)
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and as we have N
ò
of such pairs we get in total
N/ò
∑O (
Ô
Nç
) +O ( 
Ek + Ek′
∣t − s∣
N
) = O ( 
Ek + Ek′
∣t − s∣) +O ( Ô
Nò
) .
Finally, as N was completely arbitrary we must have for the full transition of a negative-energy
mode ,−s (k) to a positive energy mode ,+t (k
′)
P̂
+
t Û(t, s)P̂
−
s = O (

Ek + Ek′
∣t − s∣) .
Hence, the better the scales are separated, the more the tunneling is suppressed due to better
phase cancelation. is is the main content of adiabatic perturbation theory. Note furthermore
that transitions happenmost likely from the edge of the spectral gap and are less likely from ªdeep
out of the Dirac seaº. A fact which becomes important when one looks at the second quantized
theory.
In the remaining part of this section we show how this previous argument can be made rig-
orous. From a mathematical point of view the sum in eq. (â.Ô) is not a very smart place to start
as the computations get tedious very quickly. Also from a physical perspective, it seems counter-
intuitive to use a discrete splitting of time as we expect to have transitions at every moment of
time. Hence, aer the heuristic detour above we should take the limit N →∞ to replace the sum
with an integral. To be able to do so we have to nd a way to take the limit of the product which
appears in eq. (â.Ô). To gure out how to do this we look closer at what this product actually
does. Its job is to keep track only of the fraction that stays in the positive subspace. If we replace
the product by P+t U(t, sn)P+sn , then this would also include paths which go back to the negative
subspace and up again, see Figure â.ç.
−mcò
mcò
∏P+U(sN−m , sN−m−Ô)P+
P+U(s′, s)P+
s s′
Figure â.ç.:e expression P+s′ U(s′, s)P+s contains the path which stays in the positive subspace and others
which go back to the negative subspace and up again.
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Hence, in order to do the replacement we need to subtract all the paths which go back to neg-
ative spectrum and up again.e correction terms are given byÔ
N
∑
n=Ô
P+t U(t, sn−Ô)P−sn U(sn , sn−Ô)P
+
sn−Ô U(sn−Ô, s)P
−
s .
Replacing the product in eq. (â.Ô) by P+t U(t, sn)P+sn and subtracting the correction terms yields
P+t U(t, s)P−s =
N
∑
n=Ô
P+t U(t, sn−Ô) (P+sn U(sn , sn−Ô)P
−
sn−Ô −P
−
sn U(sn , sn−Ô)P
+
sn−Ô)U(sn−Ô, s)P
−
s .
With this trick, it is easy to take the limit N →∞ if we note the following
P+s+sU(s + s, s)P−s −P−s+sU(s + s, s)P+s =
= P+s U(s + s, s)P−s −P−s U(s + s, s)P+s
+ s (( d
ds
P+s )U(s + s, s)P−s −(
d
ds
P−s )U(s + s, s)P+s ) + o (s) =
= P+s exp [−
i

sHs]P−s −P−s exp [−
i

sHs]P+s +O (
ò

)
+ s (( d
ds
P+s )U(s + s, s)P−s −(
d
ds
P−s )U(s + s, s)P+s ) + o (s) .
Hence,
lim
s→ý
Ô
s
(P+s+sU(s + s, s)P−s −P−s+sU(s + s, s)P+s ) = (
d
ds
P+s )P−s −(
d
ds
P−s )P+s =∶ ÇP
+
s
which we denote for the time being with ÇP
+
s .e integral is then
P+t U(t, s)P−s = P+t  
t
s
U(t, r) ÇP+r U(r, s)dr P−s .
is equation is the starting point for the proof of the adiabatic theorem in Chapter â.ç, where
we will derive it in a much simpler and mathematical rigorous way. To see how we can derive
adiabatic behavior from this, we use the interaction picture again and switch tomomentum space
as before. e free part of the time evolution, Us(t, s), then yields a phase and the integral is
therefore similar to an oscillatory integral
 
t
s
e−
i

(Ek+Ek′)r,(r)dr .
ÔWe do not prove here that these are indeed the right terms because this chapter is thought of as a heuristic discus-
sion. Instead, they are incorporated in the rigoros proof in the next chapter which is simple and elegant. However,
if one sketches the extra paths one can convince oneself quickly that these are the right correction terms.
â.çe theorem âÀ
By writing
e−
i

(Ek+Ek′)r,(r) = i
Ek + Ek′
d
dr
e−
i

(Ek+Ek′)r,(r) − i
Ek + Ek′
e−
i

(Ek+Ek′)r d
dr
,(r) ,
we get
∣  
t
s
e−
i

(Ek+Ek′)r,(r)dr∣ ≤ 
Ek + Ek′
(∣,(t) − ,(s)∣ + ∣t − s∣ sup
r∈[s,t]
∣ d
dr
,(r)∣) .
Hence, if d
dr
,(r) is bounded in , i.e. if we are in the adiabatic regime, the integral vanishes for
small .us, to prove the adiabatic theorem we rst have to show rigorously that the integrand
can indeed be rewritten like we just did and, secondly, we need to prove the boundedness of the
derivative.ese two tasks are the content of following section.
6.3. The theorem
To begin with, we derive the expression for transitions through the gap which we have heuristi-
cally argued for in the preceding section. e transitions through the gap aer the time interval
[s, t] has passed are given by P±t U(t, s)P∓s . For the moment we restrict ourselves to the domain
D(Hý) of the free hamiltonian and remember that D(Hý) = D(Ht) for all t. Manipulating the
o-diagonal terms by using the properties of projections yields
P±t U(t, s)P∓s = P±t U(t, s)P∓s −P±t U(t, s)P±s P∓s =
= P±t (U(t, t)P±t U(t, s) −U(t, s)P±s U(s, s))P∓s =
= P±t  
t
s
d
dr
(U(t, r)P±r U(r, s)) dr P∓s =
= P±t  
t
s
(U(t, r) ÇP±r U(r, s) +U(t, r)
i

[Hr , P±r ]U(r, s)) dr P∓s =
= P±t  
t
s
U(t, r) ÇP±r U(r, s)dr P∓s
where the integral is understood as Bochner-integral on the Banach space of bounded linear oper-
ators. To evaluate this integral we assume that there exists a family of bounded operators (Xt)t∈R,
dierentiable with respect to t and such that the following relation holds on the domain of the
hamiltonian,
ÇP
±
t = ±[Ht , Xt] .
Dierentiating the expression U(t, r)XrU(r, s) yields
d
dr
U(t, r)XrU(r, s) =
i

U(t, r)[Hr , Xr]U(r, s) +U(t, r) (
d
dr
Xr)U(r, s)
Þý â. Adiabatic theorem
which is then equivalent to
U(t, r)ÇP±r U(r, s) = ±iU(t, r) (
d
dr
Xr)U(r, s) ∓ i
d
dr
U(t, r)XrU(r, s) .
We can now evaluate the above integral to be
P±t  
t
s
U(t, r)ÇP±r U(r, s)dr P∓s = ∓iP±t (XtU(t, s) −U(t, s)Xs)P∓s
± iP±t  
t
s
U(t, r) ( d
dr
Xr)U(r, s)dr P∓s .
As every operator in the term above is bounded we can estimate the norm of the transitions by
∥P±t U(t, s)P∓s ∥ ≤  (∥Xt∥ + ∥Xs∥ +  
t
s
∥ d
dr
Xr∥ dr) ,
where we used the unitarity of the time evolution, ∥P±t ∥ = Ô and the Minkowski inequality for
the Bochner integral. us, the remaining task for the adiabatic theorem is to show that there
exists such a family of operators (Xt)t∈R and to determine the bound and the bound of its time-
derivative.
eoremâ.Ô (Adiabatic theorem). Let the vector potential A(t, x) be such that there exists a gener-
alized Fourier transform according toeorem ç.â and that A(t, x) and its rst two time derivatives
dene bounded operators of multiplication.e Dirac time evolution has then the following property
∥P±t U(t, s)P∓s ∥ ≤ Cò (∥ Ç/At∥ + ∥ Ç/As∥ +  
t
s
âC ∥ Ç/Ar∥
ò
+ ∥ È/Ar∥ dr)
where C is
C =
∞
∑
n=ý
Ô
(n + Ô)ò
( n
n + Ô
)
òn
.
Proof. e prerequisites on the external eld guarantee the existence of the time evolution by
Proposition Ô.¥ and the existence and boundedness of ÇP
+
t by Proposition  .ç. us, we can use
the considerations above which leave to prove the existence and dierentiability of Xt . As ÇP
+
t has
only o-diagonal elements we can choose P±t Xt P
±
t = ý as well.e dening commutator relation
reduces then to the o-diagonal elements
P±t ÇP
+
t P
∓
t = P±t [Ht , Xt]P∓t = ±{∣Ht ∣ , P±t Xt P∓t } .
e le-hand side is bounded, therefore we can useeorem  .ò and get
Xt = SsgnHt ÇP+t = S
(ò)
sgnHt( Ç/At)
odd , (â.ò)
â.çe theorem ÞÔ
with S(ò)A = SSA . For the norm we have according toeorem  .ò,
∥Xt∥ ≤
Ô
ò
∞
∑
n=ý
Ô
(n + Ô)ò
( n
n + Ô
)
òn
∥ÇP+t ∥ = C ∥ÇP
+
t ∥ ≤ Cò ∥ Ç/At∥ . (â.ç)
e derivative of Xt is then derived with Proposition  .¥ and given by
ÇXt = [ÇP
+
t , sgnHt Xt] + S[sgnHt Xt , Ç/A]odd + SsgnHt(ÈP+)odd . (â.¥)
To estimate the norm of the derivative, we rst note that
∥S(ÈP+)odd∥ ≤ ∥S
(ò)
[sgnHt ÇP+ , Ç/At]
odd∥ + ∥S
(ò)
( È/At)
odd∥ ≤ òCç ∥ Ç/At∥
ò
+ Cò ∥ È/At∥ (â. )
due to Corollary  . .erefore, we nd
∥ ÇXt∥ ≤ ò (∥ÇP
+
t ∥ + C ∥ Ç/At∥) ∥Xt∥ + ∥S(ÈP+)odd∥ ≤
≤ ¥Cç ∥ Ç/At∥
ò
+ ∥S(ÈP+)odd∥ ≤ âC
ç ∥ Ç/At∥
ò
+ Cò ∥ È/At∥ . (â.â)
We can now extend the previous argument to higher orders in . To this end assume there exist
two families of bounded operators (Xn)n∈N and (Yn)n∈N which are time-dependent and dieren-
tiable with respect to time and such that
( ÇXn)
odd + {ÇP+t , sgnHt Yn} = [Ht , Xn+Ô] (â.Þ)
and
( ÇYn)
even + [ÇP+t , sgnHt Xn] = [Ht ,Yn+Ô] . (â.)
First, note that if XÔ is odd and YÔ is even than it follows by induction that Xn is odd and Yn is
even for all n. Secondly, we get that
d
dr
U(t, r) (Xn+Ô + Yn+Ô)U(r, s) =
i

U(t, r) ([Hr , Xn+Ô] + [Hr ,Yn+Ô])U(r, s)
+U(t, r) ( ÇXn+Ô + ÇYn+Ô)U(r, s) =
= i

U(t, r) (( ÇXn)
odd + {ÇP+t , sgnHt Yn} + ( ÇYn)
even + [ÇP+t , sgnHt Xn])U(r, s)
+U(t, r) ( ÇXn + ÇYn) =
= i

U(t, r) ( ÇXn + ÇYn)U(r, s) +U(t, r) ( ÇXn+Ô + ÇYn+Ô)U(r, s)
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and therefore
 
t
s
U(t, r) ( ÇXn + ÇYn)U(r, s)dr = −i ((Xn+Ô + Yn+Ô)U(t, s) −U(t, s) (Xn+Ô + Yn+Ô))
+ i  
t
s
U(t, r) ( ÇXn+Ô + ÇYn+Ô)U(r, s)dr .
If we furthermore assume that there are some s and t such that Xn+Ô = Yn+Ô = ý at these times (this
is the case, i.e. if the external eld is being switched o at s and t) we have
 
t
s
U(t, r) ( ÇXn + ÇYn)U(r, s)dr = i  
t
s
U(t, r) ( ÇXn+Ô + ÇYn+Ô)U(r, s)dr .
By induction we can conclude that
 
t
s
U(t, r) ( ÇXÔ + ÇYÔ)U(r, s)dr = (i)n  
t
s
U(t, r) ( ÇXn+Ô + ÇYn+Ô)U(r, s)dr . (â.À)
Looking back at the rst order adiabatic theorem we see that XÔ is given by Xr and YÔ = ý. We can
now start to solve the commutator relations to any desired order in . For Xn, we can solve the
corresponding commutator equation by usingeorem  .ò as we did in the proof of the previous
theorem. For example, for Xò we get
Xò = SsgnHt( ÇXÔ)odd . (â.Ôý)
For Yò, we note that
[ÇP+t , sgnHt XÔ] = [[Ht , XÔ] , sgnHt XÔ] = [Ht ,− sgnHt (XÔ)
ò]
and therefore, we have
Yò = − sgnHt (XÔ)ò . (â.ÔÔ)
Hence, the transition elements in second order adiabatic theory are,
P±t U(t, s)P∓s =
= iP±t  
t
s
U(t, r) ÇXÔU(r, s)dr P∓s =
= ò P±t  
t
s
U(t, r) d
dr
(Xò + Yò)U(r, s)dr P∓s . (â.Ôò)
e derivative of Xò is due to Proposition  .¥ given by
ÇXò = [ÇP
+
r , sgnHr Xò] + S[sgnHt Xò , Ç/Ar]odd
+ S
sgnHr( ÈXÔ)
odd . (â.Ôç)
â.çe theorem Þç
e rst derivative of XÔ is given by eq. (â.¥). Its second derivative is therefore
( ÈXÔ)
odd = [(ÈP+r ) , sgnHr XÔ]
odd + ò [ÇP+r , ÇP
+
r XÔ]
odd + [ÇP+r , sgnHt ÇXÔ]
odd
+ ( d
dr
S
[sgnHr XÔ , Ç/Ar]
odd)
odd
+ ( d
dr
S
sgnHt(ÈP+r )
odd)
odd
=
= [(ÈP+r )
even
, sgnHr XÔ] + [ÇP
+
r , [ÇP
+
r , XÔ]]
+ ( d
dr
S
[sgnHr XÔ , Ç/Ar]
odd)
odd
+ ( d
dr
S
sgnHt(ÈP+r )
odd)
odd
=
= −{ÇP+r , {ÇP
+
r , XÔ}} + (
d
dr
S
[sgnHr XÔ , Ç/Ar]
odd)
odd
+ ( d
dr
S
sgnHt(ÈP+r )
odd)
odd
where we used [ÇP+r , sgnHt ÇXÔ]
odd = [ÇP+r , sgnHt ( ÇXÔ)
even] in the rst step and (ÈP+r )
even = −ò (ÇP+r )
ò
in the second step. To obtain the remaining derivatives we can again use Proposition  .¥ which
yields
( ÈXÔ)
odd = −{ÇP+r , {ÇP
+
r , XÔ}} + S
[S
[XÔ , Ç/Ar]
odd ,
Ç/Ar]
odd + S
[( ÇXÔ)
odd
, Ç/Ar]
odd + S
[XÔ , È/Ar]
odd
+ S
[S
(ÈP+r )
odd ,
Ç/Ar]
odd + S(...P +r )odd . (â.Ô¥)
Note that we actually mean (
...
P+t )
odd = ( d
dt
(ÈP+t )
odd)
odd
. For ÇYò we have
ÇYò = −òÇP
+
r (XÔ)
ò − sgnHr {XÔ, ÇXÔ} . (â.Ô )
All the terms which appear in the two derivatives are well known by the previous proofs except
for d
ç
dtç
P+t . It can again be computed by using Proposition  .¥ and we will do so in the next section.
In principle we could continue with this procedure to any arbitrary power in . For example for
the third and fourth order one nds
Xç = sgnHr (S( ÇXò)odd − S{ÇP+r ,(XÔ)ò})
Yç = − sgnHt {XÔ, Xò} ,
and
X¥ = sgnHr (S( ÇXç)odd − S{ÇP+r ,{XÔ ,Xò}})
Y¥ = − sgnHr ((XÔ)¥ + (Xò)ò + {XÔ, Xç}) .
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However, to able be to compute time-derivatives of the operators we need some regularity of the
external eld. Otherwise, the time-derivatives will not exist. For N-th order in  it certainly
suces if the rst to the (N + Ô)-th derivative of the external eld denes a bounded operator of
multiplication. en, all derivatives of operators in the expression above can be determined by
consecutive use of Proposition  .¥.
6.4. A Hilbert-Schmidt version
In the context of second quantization we will see that quite oen one does not only need the
operator norm of the o-diagonal elements of the time evolution but rather the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm. We will show in this section that our previous result can be strengthened to include also
this case. To this end we will need the following lemma.
Lemma â.ò. Let the vector potential be such that there exists a generalized Fourier transform ac-
cording to eorem ç.â and such that the generalized eigenfunctions are uniformly bounded. Let
T be a bounded operator on the Hilbert space and let B(x) ∈ Lò(Rç → Rç) such that it denes
a bounded multiplication operator. Denote the matrix-valued multiplication operator dened by
B(x) with B. It follows that the operator S(ò)TB ∶= SST B is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with
∥S(ò)TB∥
HS
≤ + sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^(x , k)∣ ∥B∥Lò ∥T∥ .
Proof. e generalized eigenfunctions are uniformly bounded. Hence, also B(⋅)^(⋅, k) ∈ Lò for
all k ∈ Rç.us, we can dene
h(k, k′) =
F T [B(⋅)^(⋅, k′)] (k)
(Ek + Ek′)ò
.
Using (Ek + Ek′)¥ ≥ E¥k′ we get
  ∣h(k, k′)∣
ò
dçk dçk′ =  
∣F T [B(⋅)^(⋅, k′)] (k)∣
ò
(Ek + Ek′)¥
dçk dçk′ ≤
≤  
Ô
E¥
k′
(   ∣F T [B(⋅)^(⋅, k′)] (k)∣
ò
dçk) dçk′ =
=  
Ô
E¥
k′
∥F T [B(⋅)^(⋅, k′)]∥
ò
Lò
dçk′ ≤  
Ô
E¥
k′
∥B(⋅)^(⋅, k′)∥
ò
Lò
dçk′ ∥T∥ò ≤
≤  
supx∈Rç ∣^(x , k
′)∣
ò
E¥
k′
dçk′ ∥B∥òLò ∥T∥
ò ≤ +ò sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^(x , k)∣
ò
∥B∥òLò ∥T∥
ò
â.¥ A Hilbert-Schmidt version Þ 
where we used the unitarity of the generalized Fourier transform in the fourth step. Hence,
h(k, k′) denes a Hilbert-Schmidt integral operator K ∶ Lò → Lò. By the denition of the gener-
alized Fourier transform ineorem ç.â and B(⋅)^(⋅, k) ∈ Lò for all k we get
F SòTBF−Ô[,̂] = K[,̂]
for all ,̂ ∈ LÔ ∩ Lò and thus, by the density of LÔ ∩ Lò, this equality extends to all ,̂ ∈ Lò. By the
unitarity of the generalized Fourier transform we get for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of SòTB,
∥SòTB∥HS = ∥F S
ò
TBF−Ô∥HS = ∥K∥HS = (   ∣h(k, k′)∣
ò
dçk dçk′)
Ô
ò
≤
≤ + sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^(x , k)∣ ∥B∥Lò ∥T∥ .
We can now prove the adiabatic theorem for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
eorem â.ç (Adiabatic theorem for Hilbert-Schmidt norm). Let the vector potential be such that
there exists a generalized Fourier transform according toeorem ç.â and such that the generalized
eigenfunctions are uniformly bounded. Let it furthermore be such that A(t, x) and its rst two time-
derivatives dene bounded operators of multiplication and let the rst and second time derivative
be square integrable.e Dirac time evolution has then the following property
∥P±t U(t, s)P∓s ∥HS ≤ + ( sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
s
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
s
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(s, ⋅)∥
Lò
+  
t
s
sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
r
(x , k)∣ (âC ∥ Ç/Ar∥ ∥ ÇA(r, ⋅)∥Lò + ∥ ÈA(r, ⋅)∥Lò) dr) (â.Ôâ)
where C is
C =
∞
∑
n=ý
Ô
(n + Ô)ò
( n
n + Ô
)
òn
.
Proof. Recalling the proof of the adiabatic theoremwe see that we only used the triangle inequal-
ity for the Bochner integral and unitarity of the time evolution to arrive at
∥P±t U(t, s)P∓s ∥ ≤  (∥Xt∥ + ∥Xs∥ +   
t
s
∥ d
dr
Xr∥ dr) .
It is easy to see that the triangle inequality for the Bochner integral also holds for the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm. Hence, we have
∥P±t U(t, s)P∓s ∥HS ≤  (∥Xt∥HS + ∥Xs∥HS +   
t
s
∥ d
dr
Xr∥
HS
dr)
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and are thus le to prove the Hilbert-Schmidt property for Xt and ÇXt . Remember that Xt is given
by eq. (â.ò)
Xt = Sò
sgnHt( Ç/At)
odd .
erefore, we have by Lemma â.ò that
∥Xt∥HS = ∥Sò
sgnHt( Ç/At)
odd∥
HS
≤ ∥SòÇ/At∥HS
≤ + sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
. (â.ÔÞ)
e operator ÇXt from eq. (â.¥) is given as
ÇXt = [ÇP
+
t , sgnHt Xt] + S[sgnHt Xt , Ç/A]odd + SsgnHt(ÈP+t )odd .
To determine its norm we note rst that
∥S(ÈP+t )odd∥HS
≤ ∥S(ò)
È/A
+−
t − È/A
−+
t
∥
HS
+ ∥S(ò)
[ÇP+t , Ç/At]
+−
+[ÇP+t , Ç/At]
−+∥
HS
≤
≤ ∥S(ò)È/At ∥HS
+ ∥S(ò)
[ÇP+t , Ç/At]
∥
HS
≤
≤ + sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ (∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ òC ∥ Ç/At∥ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥Lò) (â.Ô)
where we used
∥S(ò)Ç/At ÇP+t
∥
HS
= ∥(S(ò)
ÇP
+
t
Ç/At
)
²
∥
HS
= ∥S(ò)
ÇP
+
t
Ç/At
∥
HS
and Lemma â.ò in the last step.us, we nd
∥ ÇXt∥HS ≤ ò ∥ÇP
+
t ∥ ∥Xt∥HS + ∥S[Xt , Ç/A]odd∥
HS
+ ∥S
sgnHt(ÈP+t )
odd∥
HS
≤
≤ ò (∥ÇP+t ∥ + C ∥ Ç/A∥) ∥Xt∥HS + ∥S(ÈP+t )odd∥HS
≤ ¥C ∥ Ç/A∥ ∥Xt∥HS + ∥S(ÈP+t )odd∥HS
≤ + sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ (∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ âC ∥ Ç/At∥ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥Lò) . (â.ÔÀ)
â.¥ A Hilbert-Schmidt version ÞÞ
Of course, this theorem can now also be extended to higher orders in . e starting point
is again eq. (â.À). For example, to establish the second order we have to determine the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm of ÇXò + ÇYò. For ÇYò we get due to eq. (â.Ô )
∥ ÇYò∥HS ≤ ò (∥ÇP
+
r ∥ ∥XÔ∥ + ∥ ÇXÔ∥) ∥XÔ∥HS ≤ (Ô¥Cç ∥ Ç/At∥
ò
+ òCò ∥ È/At∥) ∥XÔ∥HS ≤
≤ + (Ô¥Cç ∥ Ç/At∥
ò
+ òCò ∥ È/At∥) sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
, (â.òý)
where we used eq. (â.ç) and eq. (â.â) in the rst step and eq. (â.ÔÞ) in the last step. For ÇXò we
have
∥ ÇXò∥HS ≤ ò ∥ÇP
+
r ∥ ∥Xò∥HS + ∥S[sgnHt Xò , Ç/Ar]odd
∥
HS
+ ∥S
sgnHr( ÈXÔ)
odd∥
HS
≤
≤ ò (∥ÇP+r ∥ + C ∥ Ç/Ar∥) ∥Xò∥HS + ∥S( ÈXÔ)odd∥
HS
≤
≤ ¥Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥ ∥( ÇXÔ)
odd∥
HS
+ ∥S( ÈXÔ)odd∥
HS
.
For the last term we nd with eq. (â.Ô¥) and Lemma â.ò that
∥S( ÈXÔ)odd∥
HS
≤ ¥C ∥ÇP+r ∥
ò ∥XÔ∥HS
+ ò+ (∥S[XÔ , Ç/Ar]∥ + ∥(
ÇXÔ)
odd∥ + ∥S(ÈP+r )odd∥) supx ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ò+ ∥XÔ∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ∥S(ò)
(
...
P +r )
odd∥
HS
≤
≤ ò+ (òCç ∥ Ç/Ar∥
ò
+ òC ∥ Ç/Ar∥ ∥XÔ∥ + ∥( ÇXÔ)
odd∥ + ∥S(ÈP+r )odd∥) supx ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ò+Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ∥S(ò)
(
...
P +r )
odd∥
HS
≤
≤ ò+ (âCç ∥ Ç/Ar∥
ò
+ ò∥S(ÈP+r )odd∥) supx ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ò+Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ∥S(ò)
(
...
P +r )
odd∥
HS
≤
≤ ò+ (ÔýCç ∥ Ç/Ar∥
ò
+ òCò ∥ È/Ar∥) sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ò+Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ∥S(ò)
(
...
P +r )
odd∥
HS
.
Þ â. Adiabatic theorem
Finally, we have to estimate the last term from above. e third derivative of the projection is
given by
( d
dr
(ÈP+r )
odd)
odd
= S
[S
[ÇP+r , Ç/Ar]
odd
Ç/Ar]
odd + S
[(ÈP+r )
odd
, Ç/Ar]
odd
+[ÇP+r , È/Ar]
odd + S d
dr
È/A
odd
r
.
Hence, we have
∥S(ò)
(
...
P +r )
odd∥
HS
≤ +C (∥S
[ÇP+r , Ç/Ar]
odd∥ + ∥(ÈP+r )
odd∥) sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ +C ∥ÇP+r ∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ +C sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ d
ç
dtç
A(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
≤
≤ +C (¥Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥
ò
+ C ∥ È/Ar∥) sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ +Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ +C sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ d
ç
dtç
A(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
.
Summing it all up, we nd
∥ ÇXò∥HS ≤ ¥+C
ò ∥ Ç/Ar∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ (∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ¥C ∥ Ç/At∥ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥Lò)
+ ò+ (ÔýCç ∥ Ç/Ar∥
ò
+ òCò ∥ È/Ar∥) sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ ò+Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ +C (¥Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥
ò
+ C ∥ È/Ar∥) sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ +Cò ∥ Ç/Ar∥ sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+ +C sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ ∥ d
ç
dtç
A(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
=
= +C sup
x ,k∈Rç
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ (¥ýCò ∥ Ç/Ar∥
ò
∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
+  C ∥ È/Ar∥ ∥ ÇA(t, ⋅)∥Lò
+ ÞC ∥ Ç/Ar∥ ∥ ÈA(t, ⋅)∥Lò + ∥
dç
dtç
A(t, ⋅)∥
Lò
) . (â.òÔ)
e next corollary is a trivial consequence of eorem â.ç. However, it is important in the
context of second quantization.us, we state it as a result of its own.
Corollary â.¥. Let A(t, x) ∈ C∞(R×Rç → Rç) be of order ∣x∣−ò−h at innity and such that its rst
partial derivatives with respect to position are of order ∣x∣−Ô−h. Furthermore, let its partial derivatives
with respect to position and up to second order be integrable and let the rst and second derivative
â.¥ A Hilbert-Schmidt version ÞÀ
with respect to time be square integrable. Finally, let the vector potential be such that there are no
eigenstates for zero kinetic energy of the extended Dirac operator to the space Lò
Ô/ò+(Rç → C¥) for
some  > ý. e o-diagonal parts of the time evolution, P±t U(t, s)P∓s , are then Hilbert-Schmidt
operators.
Proof. e assumptions fulll the prerequisites of eorem â.ç (see Chapter ç). e adiabatic
parameter might not be small for an arbitrary external eld but is always nite. us, the right-
hand-side of eq. (â.Ôâ) is an upper bound on the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.

Part II.
External field QED

7. Second quantization
7.1. Introduction
Quantum electrodynamics is the theory which describes the interaction between electromagnetic
elds and matter. In the following chapters we will discuss the so called external eld model of
QED which neglects the interaction between particles and assumes the presence of an electro-
magnetic eld generated by some external source.e reasons we restrict ourself to such amodel
are twofold. First, up to now it has not been possible to formulate a rigorous quantum mechani-
cal theory of electrodynamics and even external eld QED poses dicult problems.us, from a
fundamental perspective it is highly interesting to understand the structure and mathematics of
external eld QED as groundwork towards the fully interacting QED.e second interesting as-
pect of external eld QED is its application to strong eld physics.ere, the external elds reach
strengths where the particle interaction can be neglected to a good degree of approximation.is
drew our attention to external eld QED initially as we would like to describe the process of pair
creation in strong laser elds.
To set up the theory one usually starts by dening the necessary Hilbert space ± called Fock
space. A constructive approach can be found in [aÀò, Chapter Ôý]. is works generally well
for static external elds. However, as soon as one tries to incorporate a time-dependent vector
potential in the theory this approach breaks down. e time evolution operator ceases to exist
which was shown by Ruijsenaars [RuiÞÞ] using the results of Shale and Stinespring [SSâ ]. is
is commonly referred to as time evolution problem of external eld QED. A solution to this was
proposed byDeckert et al. [DDMSÔý].ere, the authors develop an extensive newmathematical
framework to rigorously establish the idea of theDirac sea and to solve the time evolution problem
by introducing innite wedge spaces.e key observation byDeckert et al. is that the change of the
external eld also changes what we perceive as ground state or vacuum. us, the Hilbert space
of the theory ± in their case the innite wedge space ± also has to be time-dependent instead
of being xed. We adopt this idea and will construct time-dependent Fock spaces in a similar
constructive way as in [aÀò, Chapter Ôý]. We then go on to dene the canonical time evolution
on this family of Hilbert spaces and prove a generalized version of the Shale-Stinespring criterion.
Together with the result from Corollary â.¥ this shows that the time evolution operator indeed
exists for a wide range of vector potentials.
We would now like to sketch the whole idea of Fock spaces, second quantization and its con-
nection to the Dirac sea. In Chapter Ô we encountered the negative energy solutions of the Dirac
equation and explained Dirac's idea of a ªseaº lled with innitely many electrons of negative
energy. is sea ought to be very homogeneous due to electromagnetic repulsion and the Pauli
exclusion principle.us, a free positive energy particle would not be able to feel the Dirac sea as
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the forces cancel out. Furthermore, it cannot fall down to a lower energy state by the emission of
radiation as all lower states are already occupied by other electrons. A test particle would there-
fore ªyº through all the sea electronswithout detecting themÔ.is lled sea is called the vacuum
state. Physically relevant objects (in the sense of being detectable) are thus not all the electrons in
the sea but rather deviations from it. Such deviations can either be electrons with positive energy
ormissing electrons of negative energy. We saw inChapter Ô that the latter behave like positive en-
ergy particles with positive charge by the mechanism of charge conjugation. Concentrating only
on the net deviations solves the problem of constructing a theory for innitely many particles.
But this theory has now to be capable of dealing with a varying amount of particles as transitions
from the negative to the positive part and vice versa can happen, which correspond to the creation
and annihilation of electrons and positrons.erefore, we need a Hilbert space which can handle
states with dierent numbers of particles and superpositions thereof.is space is called the Fock
space and is constructed out of the spectral subspaces for positive and negative energy. We will
do so in detail in the upcoming section. Furthermore, to jump between states of dierent particle
numbers we need to be able to create and annihilate particles. We call the operators for this task
creation and annihilation operators for electrons and positrons respectively.ey are denoted by
a², a and b², b. From the antisymmetry of fermionic states we conclude that the order matters in
which we create or annihilate particles. Assume that we add two electrons which are in the states
*,, ∈ H+ to an existing Fock space state . We get by the antisymmetry consideration
a²[*]a²[,] = −a²[,]a²[*] .
us, we have to impose an anticommutator condition on these operators
{a²[*], a²[,]} = ý {a[*], a[,]} = ý
and similarly for the antiparticle operators. Note that the creation and annihilation operators
for the electron are only valid for states * ∈ H+ and the ones for the positron only for * ∈ H−.
Especially in a time-dependent setting where the spectral subspaces change over time this leads
tomathematical troubles. Hence, from amathematical point of view it would be desirable to have
an operator which fullls the anticommutation rules and is dened on the whole Hilbert space
H. e most direct way is to take the sum of the particle and antiparticle operators. We will see
by the Propositions Þ.ò and Þ.ç in Section Þ.ç that one should take a and b² to form the Fock space
operator
[*] = a[P+ *] + b²[P− *]
for all states * ∈ H. It can then be shown (Proposition Þ.Þ) that this operator and its adjoint
indeed have similar properties as the creation and annihilation operators. But also from a physical
point of view this denition is very intuitive (at least in the Dirac sea picture). It annihilates a
ÔAlthough the mechanisms are dierent modern physics suggests similar behavior for neutrinos. As they interact
only weakly with matter, every second large numbers of neutrinos ow right through us without being notied.
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positive energy electron and creates a negative energy hole, i.e. also annihilates a negative energy
electron. us, it can be interpreted as the Fock space representation of the annihilation and
creation operators for electrons in the Dirac sea picture where we only have this one type of
particles. e operator [*] is usually called the eld operator and the mapping * ↦ [*], i.e.
the assignment of a Hilbert space state to an operator fullling the anticommutation rules, is
called second quantization. Although this term is oen accompanied with some mystery it is in
its fundaments not much more than a neat procedure to get rid of the innitely many particles in
the Dirac sea. Taking into account only the net deviations from theDirac sea turns it into a theory
with a varying amount of nitely many particles. Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that
many mathematical problems which stem from the innite amount of particles are still present
in the second quantized theory and are sometimes even harder to solve there as their origin is
blurred.
We now show this procedure explicitly using the example of the second quantizedDirac hamil-
tonian. Please note that this is a non-rigorous derivation which simply serves to demonstrate the
considerations above. We will see that one needs a simple form of renormalization to make sense
of the resulting expression. In many presentations this seems to be introduced arbitrarily and
might be hard to understand but it is indeed consequent if second quantization is understood in
the context we just described. Our idea is the following. As the electrons do not interact in the
free eld case (and also in the external eld model) each electron should evolve independently in
time due to the one-particle time evolution. We will thus take one electron out of the sea, evolve
it in time and put it back. If the electron has a negative energy this is similar to creating a hole,
evolve it in time and annihilate it aerwards. Let us start with N positive energy electrons and N
holes, described by the state (t) at time t. We can write (t) as a deviation from the vacuum
state  where all electrons have negative energy in the following way
(t) =
N
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
⋆iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jma
² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] b
² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm]
with {^±n} being an orthonormal basis of H±. According to the considerations above this state
evolves to
(t + t) = Û(t + t, t)(t) =
=
N
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
∏
i∈{iÔ ,...,in}
a² [U(t + t, t)^+i ] a [^+i ] ∏
j/∈{ jÔ ,..., jm}
b [U(t + t, t)^−j ] b² [^−j ]
⋅ ⋆iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jma
² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] b
² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm] =
=
N
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
∏
i∈{iÔ ,...,in}
a² [(Ô − itD)^+i ] a [^+i ] ∏
j/∈{ jÔ ,..., jm}
b [(Ô − itD)^−j ] b² [^−j ]
⋅ ⋆iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jma
² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] b
² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm] +O(t
ò)
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where U(t + t, t) = Ô − itD +O(tò) is the one-particle time evolution. Note that we have in
general
[a² [^+j ] a [^+j ] , a² [^+i ] a [^+i ]] = [b [^−j ] b² [^−j ] , b [^−i ] b² [^−i ]] = ý .
Furthermore, let k, i ∈ {iÔ, . . . , in} with k /= i. We then have
[a² [D^+k ] a [^+k ] , a² [^+i ] a [^+i ]] = −⟨^+i ,D^+k ⟩a [^+k ] a² [^+i ]
and thus
[a² [D^+k ] a [^+k ] , a² [^+i ] b [^+i ]] a² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] = ý .
Similarly, if l , j /∈ { jÔ, . . . , jm} with l /= j we nd
[b [D^−l ] b² [^−l ] , b [^−j ] b² [^−j ]] = −⟨^−j ,D^−l ⟩b² [^−l ] b [^−j ]
and therefore
[b [D^−l ] b² [^−l ] , b [^−j ] b² [^−j ]] b² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm] = ý
Hence, the order in the products above does not matter and we get by linearity of the creation
and annihilation operators
t+t =
N
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
⋆iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∏
i∈{iÔ ,...,in}
a² [^+i ] a [^+i ] ∏
j/∈{ jÔ ,..., jm}
b [^−j ] b² [^−j ]
⋅ a² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] b
² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm]
− it
N
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
⋆iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∑
k∈{iÔ ,...,in}
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
a² [D^+k ] a [^+k ] ∏
i∈{iÔ ,...,in}
i/=k
a² [^+i ] a [^+i ]
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
⋅ ∏
j/∈{ jÔ ,..., jm}
b [^−j ] b² [^−j ] a² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] b
² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm]
− it
N
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
⋆iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∑
l/∈{ jÔ ,..., jm}
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝
b [D^−l ] b² [^−l ] ∏
j/∈{ jÔ ,..., jm}
j/=l
b [^−j ] b² [^−j ]
⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
⋅ ∏
i∈{iÔ ,...,in}
a² [^+i ] a [^+i ] a² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] b
² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm] +O(t
ò) .
Adding a particle and substracting it again if it was not present or subtracting a particle and adding
it again it if was present does not change the state. us,∏i∈{iÔ ,...,in} a² [^+i ] a [^+i ] acts as a mere
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identity and the same holds for the hole analogon. Hence, the rst term is just (t) again and
the second and third term simplify a lot.e time derivative of the state is therefore
i
d
dt
(t) = lim
t→ý
(t + t) −(t)
t
=
=
N
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
∑
l
⎛
⎝ ∑k∈{iÔ ,...,in}
⟨^+l ,D^+k ⟩a² [^+l ] a [^+k ] + ∑
k/∈{ jÔ ,..., jm}
⟨^−l ,D^−k ⟩b [^−l ] b² [^−k ]
⎞
⎠
⋅ ⋆iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jma
² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] b
² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm]
where we expandedD^±
k
in terms of basis vectors. We can extend both inner sums to all basis vec-
tors ^±n as the extra factors are equal to zerowhen acting on a
² [^+iÔ] . . . a² [^
+
in
] b² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm].
is yields
i
d
dt
t =∑
l ,k
⟨^+l ,D^+k ⟩a² [^+l ] a [^+k ] + ⟨^−l ,D^−k ⟩b [^−l ] b² [^−k ]
⋅
N
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
⋆iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jma
² [^+iÔ] . . . a
² [^+in] b
² [^−jÔ] . . . b
² [^−jm] =
= (∑
l ,k
⟨^+l ,D^+k ⟩a² [^+l ] a [^+k ] + ⟨^−l ,D^−k ⟩b [^−l ] b² [^−k ])t =
= Ĥ′t .
We arrive at a partial dierential equation for the time evolution of a state (t), which has the
form of a SchrHdinger equation. Let us compute the expectation value of the operator Ĥ′ and a
state . For the vacuum we get
⟨, Ĥ′⟩ =∑
l ,k
⟨, (⟨^+l ,D^+k ⟩a² [^+l ] a [^+k ] + ⟨^−l ,D^−k ⟩b [^−l ] b² [^−k ])⟩ =
=∑
l
⟨^−l ,D^−l ⟩ = −∞
and as any state  can be built out of the vacuum by adding the corresponding amount of nitely
many particles the same holds true for any ⟨, Ĥ′⟩. is is of course bad news, so what went
wrong? Up to this point we have computed the dynamics of all electrons present. As there are
innitely many particles in the sea it is of no surprise that the energy operator Ĥ′ will always yield
an expectation value of −∞. In particular, the expectation value of the vacuum Evac = ⟨, Ĥ′⟩
is precisely the sum of the expectation values of all electron states in the Dirac sea. As we said
before we would like the theory to be only about the deviations from the sea as this is what we
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can observe. Note that due to the anticommutation rules we have
i
d
dt
t = (∑
l ,k
⟨^+l ,D^+k ⟩a² [^+l ] a [^+k ] + ⟨^−l ,D^−k ⟩b [^−l ] b² [^−k ])t =
= (∑
l ,k
⟨^+l ,D^+k ⟩a² [^+l ] a [^+k ] − ⟨^−l ,D^−k ⟩b² [^−k ] b [^−l ])t + Evact =
= Ĥt + Evact .
e operator Ĥ is now clearly positive as all of its summands are positive and for the vacuum we
get
⟨, Ĥ⟩ = ý ,
and therefore
ý ≤ ⟨, Ĥ⟩ <∞ .
is operator is called the second quantized Dirac operator which is nothing else than the hamil-
tonian for only the positive energy electrons and the holes. It is indeed simply derived by taking
the Hamiltonian for the innitely many particle system and subtracting the lled Dirac sea.
In the next chapter we will construct the Hilbert space for our theory of net deviations from
the Dirac sea ± the Fock space ± in amathematically rigorousmanner.e resulting Hamiltonian
in the free eld case, given as the generator of the time evolution, would then have automatically
the right form, and there is no need for the somewhat vague vacuum energy renormalization
we performed above. However, given a time-dependent eld there is no straightforward way to
construct a Hamiltonian as it is not possible to formulate the theory in one xed Fock space. We
rather have to take a family of Fock spaces to be able to construct a time evolution. erefore, it
is not a priori clear how to formulate a partial dierential equation on such a construction as we
are missing the necessary algebraic structure.us, we will focus on the construction of the time
evolution rather than the hamiltonian in the following.
7.2. Fock space
We now start with the general construction of Fock spaces. e results from this and the subse-
quent section will then be applied in the next chapter to dene the time-dependent Fock spaces.
e way we construct our Fock spaces is a generalization of the procedure in [aÀò]. We there-
fore follow a similar route to Fock spaces as described there. Let H be the Hilbert space of the
one-particle Dirac equation and let V ⊂ H be a closed subspace. We can then decompose the
Hilbert space into
H = V ⊕ V⊥
Þ.ò Fock space À
where V⊥ is the orthogonal complement to V . ese subspaces equipped with the usual scalar
product are againHilbert spaces. We callV a polarization.e standard choice of these subspaces
to construct a Fock space would be H+ and H−, but for now we will keep this freedom of the
splitting. Let C be the charge conjugation operator dened in Chapter ¥.ò. We dene the particle
and antiparticle sector to be
F (Ô)p ∶= V and F
(Ô)
a ∶= CV⊥ .
e n-particle Hilbert space is then the n-fold anti-symmetrized Hilbert space tensor product of
F (Ô)p , i.e.
F (n)p =⋀
n
V
which is constructed as follows. Let *Ô, . . . , *n ∈ V and dene the following map
*Ô ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ *n ∶ V × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × V → C ,
(*Ô ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ *n) [,Ô, . . . ,,n] =
Ô√
n!
∑
.∈Sn
sgn(.)⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩H . . . ⟨*n ,,.(n)⟩H .
It is by construction antisymmetric under permutation of any two *i and * j and antilinear in
each *i . e addition and scalar multiplication of two such maps is given by pointwise addition
and scalar multiplication. Let {^ j} j∈N be an orthonormal basis of V and dene B
(n)
p to be the
ordered set of all such maps with elements from this orthonormal basis, i.e.
B(n)p = {^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn ∣ jÔ < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < jn} .
e canonical inner product on the space of all nite linear combinations, spanB(n), is then sim-
ply a sesquilinear form ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ ∶ spanB(n)p × spanB
(n)
p → C dened by
⟨^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn , ^iÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^in⟩ =  jÔ iÔ . . .  jn in
with jÔ < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < jn and iÔ < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < in.
Proposition Þ.Ô. ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ is an inner product and B(n)p is an orthonormal basis of spanB
(n)
p .
Proof. Let , ∈ spanB(n)p be the null vector. As , is a nite linear combination of elements of B
(n)
p
we have for every * = (*Ô, . . . , *n) ∈ V ×⋯ × V
ý = ,[*] =
N
∑
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jn
, jÔ ,..., jn (^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn) [*Ô, . . . , *n] =
= Ô√
n!
∑
.∈Sn
sgn(.)
N
∑
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jn
, jÔ ,..., jn⟨^.( jÔ), *Ô⟩H . . . ⟨^ jn , *n⟩H .
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Now, set *Ô = ^iÔ , . . . , *n = ^in for a sequence iÔ < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < in. All terms vanish except where
.( jk) = ik for all Ô ≤ k ≤ n. is can only be fullled for jk = ik and the identity permutation as
the ik and jk are ordered.us, the only term surviving is ,iÔ ,...,in which is then identical to zero.
By choosing such sequences repetitively we end upwith,iÔ ,...,in = ý for every choice of iÔ < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < in.
Hence, the ^iÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^in are linearly independent and B
(n)
p is therefore a basis of spanB
(n)
p . e
sesquilinearity and denition of ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ give
⟨,, *⟩ = ∑
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jn
, jÔ ,..., jn * jÔ ,..., jn .
which shows positive deniteness. It is then obvious from the denition of ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ that B(n)p is in
particular an orthonormal basis.
e n-fold anti-symmetrized Hilbert space product of V is now given as the usual Hilbert
space completion(see e.g. [RSý]) of spanB(n)p with respect to this inner product. Note that
the resulting Hilbert space (and thus the inner product) does not depend on the choice of the
orthonormal basis used in the construction of B(n)p .us, any B
(n)
p constructed in the way above
is an orthonormal basis of the wedge product spaceò. e n-antiparticle sector is constructed in
the same way starting with the space CV⊥
F (n)a =⋀
n
CV⊥ .
e space where no particle or antiparticle is present is called the vacuum state. ere should
only be one physical state associated with the vacuum and the rules of quantummechanics teach
us that every physical state is represented by a ray of vectors in a Hilbert space.us the Hilbert
space for the vacuum is simply the complex numbers with the usual inner product
F (ý,ý) = C .
e vacuum state, denoted by , is then represented by a complex number with absolute value
one. A state with n-particles andm-antiparticles is an element of theHilbert space tensor product
of F (n)p and F
(n)
a
F (n,m) ∶= F (n)p ⊗F
(m)
a .
e canonical inner product of these spaces is
⟨*p ⊗ a ,,p ⊗ ^a⟩(n,m) = ⟨*p,,p⟩n⟨a , ^a⟩m .
e basis of this tensor product is simply (see e.g. [RSý])
B(n,m) = {^pi ⊗ ^aj ∣^
p
i ∈ B
(n)
p , ^
a
j ∈ B
(m)
a , i , j ∈ N} .
òIt is actually not B(n)p itself but B
(n)
p under an isometric embedding which serves as basis.
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To be able to handle states with a varying number of particles and antiparticles we dene the Fock
space with respect to the polarization V to be
FV =
∞
⊕
n,m=ý
F (n,m) ,
where ⊕ is the usual direct sum of countably many Hilbert spaces. us, elements of FV are
sequences (*n,m)n,m with *n,m ∈ F (n,m) which are square summable
∞
∑
n,m=Ô
∥*n,m∥ò(n,m) <∞ .
We name these elements with capital greek letters and write
 = (ý,ý) +(Ô,ý) +(ý,Ô) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≡ ((ý,ý), (Ô,ý), (ý,Ô), . . . ) .
For example, the vacuum state corresponds to the sequence  = (e i , ý, ý, . . . ) for any  ∈ R.
e canonical inner product is given by
⟨,⟩ =
∞
∑
n,m=ý
⟨(n,m), (n,m)⟩n,m .
Such a space is then again a Hilbert space (see e.g. [RSý]) and the union of the basissets B(n,m)
B = ⋃
n,m∈N
B(n,m) ,
is then an orthonormal basis of this Fock spaceç.
Remark. We began the construction of our Fock space in the dual space V⋆× ⋅ ⋅ ⋅×V⋆ rather than
in the space V × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × V of Lò-functions. However, the connection is clear. We associate to every
^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn the function Ô√n! ∑.∈Sn sgn(.)^.( jÔ)(xÔ) . . . ^ jn(xn). is is the unique association
according to the Riesz representation theorem and connects our abstract Fock space and its inner
product to the one used in [aÀò].
7.3. Creation and annihilation operators
To be able to jump between dierent particle sectors in the Fock space, we need operators which
add and remove particles and antiparticles to a given state. To this end we will now dene the
creation and annihilation operators. We remind ourselves that states in V are to be interpreted
as particles. Hence, a particle creation operator shall be able to add a state from V to an existing
çAgain, we actually mean the union over the canonical embeddings of the basissets B(n ,m) into the Fock space FV .
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(n,m)-particle state and turn it into an (n + Ô,m)-particle state. Let * ∈ V and let {^n}n∈N be an
orthonormal basis of V .e particle creation operator is then a linear operator
aV[*] ∶ FV → FV .
dened via its action on the basis vectors of the particle sector
a²V[*] (^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn) =
∞
∑
k=Ô
⟨^k , *⟩^k ∧ ^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn
and the particle annihilation operator is given by
aV[*] (^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn) =
n
∑
k=Ô
(−Ô)k−Ô⟨^ jk , *⟩^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jk−Ô ∧ ^ jk+Ô ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn
and
aV[*] = ý .
On the antiparticle sector they are dened to act as mere identity. It is also easy to see that the
denition above is independent of the choice of basis vectors. Similarly, we dene the antiparticle
creation and annihilation operators to be linear operators on the Fock space by their action on the
basis vectors of the antiparticle sector. Let {^⊥n}n∈N be an orthonormal basis of CV⊥ and * ∈ V⊥.
We dene
b²V[*] (^⊥jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^
⊥
jn
) = (−Ô)n
∞
∑
k=Ô
⟨^⊥k ,C *⟩^⊥k ∧ ^⊥jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^
⊥
jn ,t
bV[*] (^⊥jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^
⊥
jn
) = (−Ô)n
n
∑
k=Ô
(−Ô)k−Ô⟨^⊥jk ,C *⟩^
⊥
jÔ
∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^⊥jk−Ô ∧ ^
⊥
jk+Ô ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^
⊥
jn
and
bV[*] = ý .
Again, they shall act as the identity on the particle sector.e next two propositions summarize
the important properties of these operators.
Proposition Þ.ò. Let *, *Ô, *ò ∈ V.e operators a²V and aV have the following properties:
Ô. {aV[*Ô], aV[*ò]} = {a²V[*Ô], a
²
V[*ò]} = ý ,
ò. {aV[*Ô], a²V[*ò]} = ⟨*Ô, *ò⟩H ,
ç. a²V[*] = (aV[*])
²
,
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¥. ∥a²V[*]∥
ò + ∥aV[*]∥ò = ∥*∥òH ∥∥
ò
for any  ∈ FV ,
 . the mapping * ↦ aV[*] is antilinear whereas the mapping * ↦ a²V[*] is linear,
â. aV[*] = ý and a²V[*] = (ý, *, ý, ý, . . . ) ,
Þ. (aV[*])ò = (a²V[*])
ò
 = ý for any  ∈ FV .
Remark. e rst two points are called the canonical anticommutation relation or CAR and the
last point is the rigorous version of the Pauli exclusion principle.
Proof. Ô. is follows directly from the anti-symmetry of the wedge product under exchange
of any two functions.
ò. is follows from the completeness of the orthonormal basis used in the denition of a²V
and a sign dierence due to the alternating factor (−Ô)k−Ô in the denition of aV .
ç. We have
⟨aV[*] (^iÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^in+Ô) , ^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn⟩ =
=
n
∑
k=Ô
(−Ô)k−Ô⟨^ik , *⟩iÔ jÔ . . . ik−Ô jk−Ôik+Ô jk . . . in+Ô jn =
= ⟨^iÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^in+Ô , a²V[*] (^ jÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^ jn)⟩ .
¥. Use ò) with *Ô = *ò and ç).
 . See denition.
â. a²V[*] = ∑
∞
k=Ô⟨^k , *⟩^k = * as {^k}k is an orthonormal basis of V .
Þ. Use Ô) with *Ô = *ò.
Proposition Þ.ç. Let *, *Ô, *ò ∈ V⊥.e operators b²V and bV have the following properties:
Ô. {bV[*Ô], bV[*ò]} = {b²V[*Ô], b
²
V[*ò]} = ý ,
ò. {bV[*Ô], b²V[*ò]} = ⟨*Ô, *ò⟩H ,
ç. b²V[*] = (bV[*])
²
,
¥. ∥b²V[*]∥
ò + ∥bV[*]∥ò = ∥*∥òH ∥∥
ò
for any  ∈ F(V) ,
 . the mapping * ↦ bV[*] is linear whereas the mapping * ↦ b²V[*] is antilinear,
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â. bV[*] = ý and b²V[*] = (ý, ý,C*, ý, . . . ) ,
Þ. (bV[*])ò = (b²V[*])
ò
 = ý for any  ∈ FV .
Proof. Analogous to the previous one.
Proposition Þ.¥. Let *Ô ∈ V and *ò ∈ V⊥. We then have
{aV[*Ô], b²V[*ò]} = {a
²
V[*Ô], bV[*ò]} = ý .
Proof. Interchanging the particle and antiparticle operators yields aminus sign due to the particle
sector dependent minus sign in the denition of bV and b
²
V .
Now, as we are able to jump back and forth between states of dierent particle numbers one
might think that we should be able to create every thinkable state out of the vacuum by adding
the appropriate particle states and form superpositions thereof. is is the content of the next
proposition.
Proposition Þ. . Let {^n} and {^⊥n} be the orthonormal bases of V and V⊥ which were used in the
construction of B. We then have
B = {a²V [^iÔ] . . . a
²
V [^in] b
²
V [^⊥jÔ] . . . b
²
V [^⊥jm] ∣ n,m ∈ Ný
and iÔ < iò < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < in , jÔ < jò < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < jm} .
Proof. Note that for {^⊥n} being an orthonormal basis of V⊥, {C^⊥n} is an orthonormal basis of
CV⊥. Let jÔ < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < jn be an ordered sequence. If follows that
b²V[^⊥jÔ] (C^
⊥
jò
∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ C^⊥jn) = C^
⊥
jÔ
∧ C^⊥jò ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ C^
⊥
jn
,
is a basis vector of B and as b²V[^⊥jn] = C^
⊥
jn
we can represent any basis vector of B in the form
of the statement.e same holds true for a²V .
As we have explained in the introductory section it is useful from a mathematical and physical
point of view to introduce the eld operators.
Denition Þ.â. Let * ∈ H. e eld operators on Fock space with polarizations V, called V and
²V are dened as
²V[*] = a
²
V[PV *] + bV[P⊥V *] ,
V[*] = aV[PV *] + b²V[P⊥V *] .
eir properties are easily derived from those of aV and bV .
Proposition Þ.Þ. Let *, *Ô, *ò ∈ H.e eld operators have the following properties:
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Ô. {V[*Ô], V[*ò]} = {²V[*Ô], 
²
V[*ò]} = ý ,
ò. {V[*Ô], ²V[*ò]} = ⟨*Ô, *ò⟩H ,
ç. ²V[*] = (V[*])
²
,
¥. ∥²V[*]∥
ò + ∥V[*]∥ò = ∥*∥òH ∥∥
ò
for any  ∈ FV ,
 . e mapping * ↦ V[*] is antilinear whereas the mapping * ↦ ²V[*] is linear,
â. ∥²V[*]∥ = ∥V[*]∥ = ∥*∥H .
Proof. Use Propositions Þ.ò, Þ.ç and Þ.¥ in a straightforward way. For the last point we use ¥) to
conclude that ∥V[*]∥ ≤ ∥*∥. Furthermore, if P+V * /= ý choose  = a²V[P+ *] otherwise choose
 = . With ¥) we get ∥V[*]∥ = ∥*∥H ∥∥ and therefore ∥V[*]∥ ≥ ∥*∥H.e proof for 
²
V is
the same.
Finally, we would like to dene creation and annihilation operators of multiparticle states.
ese operators are crucial to derive the scattering amplitudes for pair creation in a second quan-
tized setting. Following Proposition Þ. , it is possible to write any state with n-particles and m-
antiparticles (n,m) ∈ FV as
(n,m) = ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
 iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jma
²
V [^iÔ] . . . a
²
V [^in] b
²
V [^⊥jÔ] . . . b
²
V [^⊥jm] =
=∑  iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm²V [^iÔ] . . . 
²
V [^in] V [^⊥jÔ] . . . V [^
⊥
jm
]
with ∥(n,m)∥F = (∑ ∣iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∣
ò)
Ô/ò
.is justies the following denition of the correspond-
ing annihilation and creation operator for an (n,m)-particle state.
Denition Þ.. Let(n,m) ∈ FV be an (n,m)- particle state. We can decompose this state according
to Proposition Þ. .e corresponding annihilation and creation operators on the Fock space for this
state are dened as
̂(n,m) = ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm
²
V [^⊥jm] . . . 
²
V [^⊥jÔ] V [^in] . . . V [^iÔ]
̂(n,m)
²
= ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
 iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm
²
t [^iÔ] . . . ²V [^in] V [^⊥jÔ] . . . V [^
⊥
jm
] .
We chose to give the denition with the eld operators instead of the particle creation and
annihilation operators. In time-independent eld theory there is no preferred choice but as we
remarked before this is dierent in time-dependent QED where the spectral subspaces are not
invariant anymore. Hence, one should use the eld operators to stay out of trouble. We nish this
section with expectable properties of the operator above.
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Proposition Þ.À. Let (n,m) ∈ FV be an (n,m)- particle state. We have
Ô. (n,m) = ̂(n,m)
²
 ,
ò. ̂(n,m) (n,m) = ∥(n,m)∥òF  ,
ç. ∥̂(n,m)∥ = ∥(n,m)∥F .
Proof. Ô. is is obvious by denition.
ò. Plugging in the denitions yields
̂(n,m) (n,m) = ∑
kÔ<kò<⋅⋅⋅<kn
lÔ<lò<⋅⋅⋅<lm
∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
kÔ ,...,kn ,lÔ ,...,lm iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm
⋅ ²V [^⊥lm] . . . 
²
V [^⊥lÔ] V [^kn] . . . V [^kÔ]
⋅ ²V [^iÔ] . . . 
²
V [^in] V [^⊥jÔ] . . . V [^
⊥
jm
] .
Let us look at each of the terms in the sum above where {kÔ, . . . , kn} /= {iÔ, . . . , in} or
{lÔ, . . . , lm} /= { jÔ, . . . , jm}. Assume the former is the case. en we can nd at least one
kr such that kr /= iq for all iq ∈ {iÔ, . . . , in}. erefore, V [^kr] anti-commutes with all the
other ²V to its right. Furthermore, we have V [^kr] = bV [^kr] = ý and thus all terms
in the sum where {kÔ, . . . , kn} /= {iÔ, . . . , in} vanish. As we also have kÔ < kò < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < kn and
iÔ < iò < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < in it follows kÔ = iÔ, . . . , kn = in.e same argument holds for the case where
{lÔ, . . . , lm} /= { jÔ, . . . , jm}. Hence, we get
̂(n,m) (n,m) = ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
∣iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∣
ò
²V [^⊥jm] . . . 
²
V [^⊥jÔ] V [^in] . . . V [^iÔ]
⋅ ²V [^iÔ] . . . 
²
V [^in] V [^⊥jÔ] . . . V [^
⊥
jm
] .
Now, we interchange V [^iÔ] ²V [^iÔ] = idF −
²
V [^iÔ ,t] V [^+iÔ]. As iÔ < iò, . . . in, we obtain
that V [^iÔ] commutes with all the ²'s to its right and again as V [^iÔ] = ý, this term
gives no contribution. Hence, we end up with
. . . V [^iò] V [^iÔ] ²V [^iÔ] 
²
V [^iò] . . .  =
= . . .  [^iç] V [^iò] ²V [^iò] 
²
V [^iç] . . .  =
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =  ,
and thus
̂(n,m) (n,m) = ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jm
∣iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∣
ò
 = ∥(n,m)∥òF  .
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ç. Let (q,r) ∈ F (q,r). We immediately see that ̂(n,m)(q,r) = ý if q < n or r < m. Otherwise
we get with the same argument as above that the rst n and m indices of the coecient
of (q,r) have to be the same as the indices of the coecient of (n,m). Furthermore, by
using the anticommutation rules* in the same fashion as before we see that only the eld
operators belonging to the indices in+Ô, . . . , iq and jm+Ô, . . . , jr are le over,
∥̂(n,m)(q,r)∥F = ∥ ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jn
iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm( ∑
in+Ô<in+ò<⋅⋅⋅<iq
jm+Ô< jm+ò<⋅⋅⋅< jr
 iÔ ,...,iq , jÔ ,..., jr
⋅ ²V [^in+Ô] . . . 
²
V [^iq] V [^⊥jm+Ô ,t] . . . V [^
⊥
jr
])∥F ≤
≤ ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jn
∣iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∣ ∥ ∑
in+Ô<in+ò<⋅⋅⋅<iq
jm+Ô< jm+ò<⋅⋅⋅< jr
 iÔ ,...,iq , jÔ ,..., jr
⋅ a²t [^in+Ô] . . . a²V [^iq] b
²
V [^⊥jm+Ô] . . . b
²
V [^⊥jr]∥F .
As we use an orthogonal basis ofH the states a²V [^in+Ô] . . . a
²
V [^iq] b
²
V [^⊥jm+Ô] . . . b
²
V [^⊥jr]
are also all orthogonal according to proposition Þ.  and have the norm one. Hence, the
second sum is just (∑ ∣iÔ ,...,iq , jÔ ,..., jr ∣
ò )
Ô
ò
and therefore
∥̂(n,m)(q,r)∥F ≤ ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jn
( ∣iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∣ ( ∑
in+Ô<in+ò<⋅⋅⋅<iq
jm+Ô< jm+ò<⋅⋅⋅< jr
∣iÔ ,...,iq , jÔ ,..., jr ∣
ò )
Ô
ò) ≤
≤ ( ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jn
∣iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∣
ò )
Ô
ò ( ∑
iÔ<iò<⋅⋅⋅<iq
jÔ< jò<⋅⋅⋅< jr
∣iÔ ,...,iq , jÔ ,..., jr ∣
ò )
Ô
ò = ∥(n,m)∥F ∥
(q,r)∥F .
For any  ∈ FV we thus get
∥̂(n,m) ∥F = (
∞
∑
k,l=ý
∥̂(n,m) (k,l)∥
ò
)
Ô
ò
≤ ∥(n,m)∥F (
∞
∑
k,l=ý
∥(k,l)∥ò)
Ô
ò
=
= ∥(n,m)∥F ∥∥F .
Together with part two this proves statement three.

8. Time evolution
8.1. Motivation and definition
At the beginning of this chapter a motivation of time evolution in QED will be given. Again, the
most intuitive way to approach this topic is via the Dirac sea picture. Assume we have a many-
body system consisting of n particles of one (fermionic) species. e wave function is then in
general a superposition of the n-fold wedge products dened in Chapter Þ.ò,
(n) =∑ iÔ ,...,in^iÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^in ,
in some suitable Hilbert space.e time evolution of the many body SchrHdinger or Dirac equa-
tion with an external eld and no particle interaction is simply the one-particle time evolution
applied to every ^i ,
Û (n) =∑ iÔ ,...,in (U^iÔ) ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ (U^in) .
is pattern stays the same for any n. QED is seen as an ªinnitely-many particle systemº in
the Dirac sea interpretation. us, we have to take the limit n → ∞ for (n) in some sense. Of
course, it is a priori not clear what this is supposed to mean. It is possible to proceed in such a
way and give a precise meaning to the so called innite wedge product as was done by Deckert et
al. [DDMSÔý]. In this setting, the second quantized time evolution is indeed the generalization
of the many-body time evolution sketched above. Some serious mathematical work is required to
set up the whole framework in which this theory can be formulated. It seems to be a little contrary
to the idea of only considering the net deviations from the Dirac sea.us, it is not the standard
way of dening the time evolution in external eld QED but it can be shown that both paths are
equivalent.
We would like to dene the time evolution in a way which is independent of the size of the
sea so that we can perform the limit n →∞. Assume we have a ªbareº vacuum with no particles
present at all ± an empty sea so to say ± and an operator A² which adds a particle to an existing
state with n electrons. It is then possible to create every n-particle state out of the bare vacuum
by subsequent application of A² to the vacuum. Now, let (n) be a product state. We then get
according to the Chapters Þ.ò and Þ.ç
A²[*](n) =
∞
∑
k=Ô
⟨^k , *⟩^k ∧ ^iÔ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ^in .
e time evolution of such an (n + Ô)-particle state is
Û A²[*](n) =
∞
∑
k=Ô
⟨^k , *⟩ (U^k) ∧ (U^iÔ) ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ (U^in)
Ôýý . Time evolution
due to the considerations above. We can repeat this procedure with the state Û(n) and add an
arbitrary particle *′
A²[*′]Û (n) =
∞
∑
k=Ô
⟨^k , *′⟩ (^k) ∧ (^iÔ) ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ (^in) =
=
∞
∑
k=Ô
⟨U^k , *′⟩ (U^k) ∧ (U^iÔ) ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ (U^in) .
We used the fact that the denition of a creation operator is independent of the choice of or-
thonormal basis and that {U^k}k∈N is an orthonormal basis if {^k}k∈N is one . Setting *′ = U*,
we get
A²[U*]Û (n) =
∞
∑
k=Ô
⟨U^k ,U*⟩ (U^k) ∧ (U^iÔ) ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ (U^in) = Û A²[*](n) .
We conclude that for any n-particle system with one fermionic particle species, the time evolu-
tion dened via the usual many- body SchrHdinger or Dirac equation is equivalentÔ to a unitary
operator Û fullling
A²[U*] = Û A²[*]Û² for all * ∈ H .
is expression does not explicitly depend on the particle number anymore and could thus serve
well as the denition of the time evolution on the innitely-many particle system (if we canmake
sense of A² on such a space). As we said before, the eld operator ² can be physically understood
as creation operator for aDirac electron.us, wewill use it in the denition of the time evolution
taking the place of A² from the heuristic argument above.
Now, before we state the precise denition of a time evolution we introduce the time-dependent
Fock spaces. e reason we are forced to do so is the time evolution problem in usual external
eld QED which we discuss briey in the next section. In usual QED the Fock space is built with
respect to the polarization V = H+. An external eld however changes these subspaces according
to Chapter ¥.Ô. Hence, we will dene the family of time-dependent polarizations (Vt)t∈R to be
the positive spectral subspace at time t, Vt = H+t . e time-dependent Fock space is then given as
the family of Fock spaces corresponding to this polarization Ft = FVt . Note that the physical im-
plications of this might be uncomfortable. What we call particles and antiparticles now depends
on the external eld and is not of universal objective nature anymore. Again, from the Dirac sea
perspective this surprising result has a rather simple explanation. What we can detect as a particle
and antiparticle depends on which electrons of the sea are visible or not to our detectors. And
the presence of an electromagnetic force might indeed be able to change this.
e time evolution on these families of Fock spaces is now given by the following denition.
ÔWe swept some subtleties under the rug here. First, we have to be able to embed (n) into a space where states with
lower particle numbers are also possible to be able to dene A².is is always possible in the external eld setting
via Fock spaces. Second, the time evolution operator Û is dened on this bigger space and thus the n-particle
SchrHdinger time evolution is not strictly equivalent to but rather the restriction of Û to the n-particle subspace.
.Ô Motivation and denition ÔýÔ
Denition .Ô. Let U(t, s) be a one-particle time evolution on a Hilbert spaceH. Let t be the eld
operator corresponding to the splittingH+t . e time evolution on the time-dependent Fock space is
a family of unitary operators Û(t, s) ∶ Fs → Ft which fulll
Ô. t[U(t, s)*] = Û(t, s) s[*] (Û(t, s))
²
for all * ∈ H ,
ò. Û(t, t) = idFt ,
ç. Û(t, s) = Û(t, r)Û(r, s) .
We need to add some remarks to this denition.e rst point in the denition is the standard
way of liing any unitary operator from the one-particle Hilbert space to Fock space. e only
dierence in the time-dependent setting is that now the eld operators are also time-dependent.
Properties ò) and ç) are well known in usual quantum mechanics. However, there one usually
starts with a wave equation and Stone's theorem guarantees these properties. Hence, there they
are a mathematical consequence. In time-dependent Fock space setting, as we mentioned earlier,
there is usually no generator of a time evolution and Stone's theorem is not valid. However, from
a physical point of view, those two properties seem to be immanent to the whole concept of a
time evolution.us, they should be included in the denition.
Proposition .ò. Let Û(t, s) be a unitary time evolution as stated in Denition .Ô. It has the
following properties:
Ô. (Û(t, s))² = Û(s, t) ,
ò. Û(t, s) is unique up to a phase e i*(t,s) ,
ç. the phase function fullls *(t, s) = *(t, r) + *(r, t) for any r and *(t, t) = ýmodulo ò+.
Proof. Ô. is follows directly from ò) and ç) in the Denition .Ô.
ò. Let Û(t, s) and Û ′(t, s) be two unitary time evolutions according to the denition above.
We immediately get that [s[*], Û(s, t)Û ′(t, s)] = ý for all * ∈ H and likewise for ²s [*].
is yields
as[*]Û(s, t)Û ′(t, s) = ý for all * ∈ H+s ,
which implies that Û(s, t)Û ′(t, s) is the vacuum state which is unique up to a phase.
us,
Û(s, t)Û ′(t, s) = e i*(t,s) .
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erefore, using Denition Þ. of the multi-particle creation operator we have for every
state s ∈ Fs
Û(t, s)Û ′(t, s)s =∑
n,m
n,m̂
(n,m)Û(t, s)Û ′(t, s) =
=∑
n,m
n,m̂
(n,m)e i*(t,s)s = e i*(t,s)s .
Hence,
Û ′(t, s) = e i*(t,s)Û(t, s) .
ç. is also follows directly from ò) and ç) in the Denition .Ô.
Hence, the time evolution given by Denition .Ô is not unique. One phase function which
fullls the conditions in ç) is e.g. a time integral over the external eld.is ambiguity in the time
evolution does not matter in the determination of event probabilities as only the absolute values
of the scattering matrix enter such quantities. And a phase function does not alter the absolute
value. However, the variation of the scattering amplitudes with respect to the external eld is
linked to the QED current (see [SchÔ¥]). e essence of this connection and possible further
conditions for the denition of the time evolution are content of ongoing research. Deckert and
Merkl have announced results to shed more light onto this.
8.2. Time evolution problem
e Denition .Ô of the time evolution raises the question wether such unitary operators exist at
all. In the usual formulation of external eld QED, i.e. with a xed Fock space constructed from
the negative and positive energy subspaces of the free Hamiltonian, this question has been an-
swered by Shale and Stinespring [SSâ ] and Ruijsenaars [RuiÞÞ]. Shale and Stinespring showed
that a unitary one-particle operator can be lied to Fock space in the sense of Denition .Ô if
and only if its o diagonal components, P+U(t, s)P− and P−U(t, s)P+ are Hilbert-Schmidt op-
erators (see also [aÀò, m Ôý.â, m Ôý.Þ]). e spectral projections refer to the free Dirac
hamiltonian. Ruijsenaars showed in ÔÀÞÞ that the o-diagonal components of the time evolution
are Hilbert-Schmidt if and only if the magnetic vector potential A is equal to zero. is result is
shattering as it is unclear what the non-existence of a time evolution is supposed tomean. Besides,
there exist external elds where the vector potential can be gauged away. Hence, the existence of
the time evolution could be explicitly gauge dependent in such a theory.
ere are basically two conclusions which can be drawn here. Either the concept of a time
evolution itself is not a proper one in the framework of QED anymore. Or the way it has been
dened is incorrect in the presence of time-dependent elds. e former one seems to be more
widespread and indeedmost of QED is dealing with scattering situations where any external eld
.ç Generalized Shale-Stinespring criterion Ôýç
is not active anymore. If one adopts this point of view on the fundamental level though, it has to
be made clear in a precise way what this means and especially how the explicit time-dependence
in classical physics and quantum mechanics can arise from such a theory. To the best of our
knowledge no such work is available and most textbooks seem to take a rather pragmatic view.
Experiments are close to ideal scattering situations and as we are able to deal with them there
is not much to worry about. is is rather unsatisfactory on a fundamental level though. us,
there have been several approaches to x this issue, one of them being time-dependent innite
wedge spaces of Deckert et al. (see e.g. [LazÔÔ] for an overview of other approaches).
We will show in the next section that a time evolution does exist on the time-dependent Fock
space as we constructed it.
8.3. Generalized Shale-Stinespring criterion
e next lemma gives us a nice characterization when and under which circumstances the canon-
ical li of a time evolution on the Hilbert spaceH to the time-dependent Fock spaces is possible.
Lemma .ç. Let s, t ∈ R and let U(t, s) ∶ H → H be a time evolution on the one-particle Hilbert
spaceH. Let  ∈ Fs be the vacuum state, i.e.
s[*] = ²s [^] = ý for all * ∈ H+s and all ^ ∈ H−s .
ere is a state  ∈ Ft other than the null vector such that
t[U(t, s)*] = ²t [U(t, s)^] = ý for all * ∈ H+s and all ^ ∈ H−s (.Ô)
if and only if there is a unitary operator Û(t, s) ∶ Fs → Ft such that
t[U(t, s),] = Û(t, s) s[,] (Û(t, s))
²
for all , ∈ H . (.ò)
Proof. If there exists a unitary operator fullling eq. (.ò) then it is easy to see that  = Û(t, s)
is the required state.
On the other hand, if there exists a state  such that eq. (.Ô) holds then we can construct an
operator acting on the linear hull of basis vectors in Fs
Ũ(t, s) ∶ span (Bs)→ Ft ,
²s [^+iÔ] . . . 
²
s [^+in]s[^
−
jÔ
] . . . s[^−jm] ↦
²t [U(t, s)^+iÔ] . . . 
²
t [U(t, s)^+in]t[U(t, s)^
−
jÔ
] . . . t[U(t, s)^−jm]
where {^+n}n∈N and {^−n}n∈N are ONB of H+s and H−s . Using the CAR and eq. (.Ô) we can easily
infer that eq. (.ò) holds for Ũ(t, s) and the orthonormal bases {^+n}n∈N and {^−n}n∈N. Due to
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property â) of Proposition Þ.Þ, eq. (.ò) then also holds for any , ∈ H.us, it is also true for the
unique linear extension
Û(t, s) ∶ Fs → Ft , Û(t, s)∣span(Bs) = Ũ(t, s) .
To prove unitarity we note that eq. (.Ô), the CAR and the orthogonality of the Hilbert space basis
vectors can be used to show that Ũ(t, s) leaves the norm of all basis vectors in Bs invariant and
is thus norm preserving on span (Bs). e same is then also true for the linear extension. e
action of Û(t, s) on
M ∶= {²s [U(s, t)^in]s[U(s, t)^⊥jÔ] . . . s[U(s, t)^
⊥
jm
s ∣ for all iÔ < . . . , in , jÔ < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < jm]}
is Û(t, s)M = Bt . us, spanBt = span Û(t, s)M = Û(t, s) spanM by linearity and therefore,
spanBt ⊆ ran Û(t, s) ⊆ Ft .e range of Û(t, s) is therefore dense and the operator is unitary.
Remark. e state  is in general not the vacuum state of Ft . is is the crucial dierence be-
tween the time-independent Fock space setting and the family of time-dependent Fock spaces
and allows e.g. for the process of pair creation.
Denition .¥. If the state  from Lemma .ç exists, we call the one-particle operator U(t, s)
unitarily implementable.
Before we go on to prove the two main results of this section, we need some relations between
the spectral subspaces under the time evolution. Note that for the sake of notation we abbreviate
P+t U(t, s)P−s = U+−t,s and similarly.
Lemma . . Ô. We have U+−t,s kerU
−−
t,s = P+t kerU++s,t and U−+t,s kerU++t,s = P−t kerU−−s,t .
ò. We have U−+t,s (kerU++t,s )
⊥ ⊥ kerU−−s,t and U+−t,s (kerU−−t,s )
⊥ ⊥ kerU++s,t .
ç. We have U++t,s (kerU++t,s )
⊥ ⊥ kerU++s,t and U−−t,s (kerU−−t,s )
⊥ ⊥ kerU−−s,t .
¥. If U+−t,s +U−+t,s is compact than kerU++t,s and kerU−−t,s are nite dimensional subspaces.
Proof. e proof of Ô) and ¥) can be found in [aÀò], Chapter Ôý.ç.ò, by noting that U even =
U++t,s +U−−t,s and Uodd = U+−t,s +U−+t,s and kerU even(t, s) = P+s kerU++t,s ⊕ P−s kerU−−t,s .
To prove ò) we start with (kerU++t,s )
⊥ ⊥ P+t kerU++t,s which is by Ô) equivalent to (kerU++t,s )
⊥ ⊥
U+−s,t kerU
−−
s,t and thus (U+−s,t )
² (kerU++t,s )
⊥ ⊥ kerU−−s,t and similarly for the second part.
e third statement is easy to see as we have trivially (kerU++t,s )
⊥ ⊥ ý which can be written as
(kerU++t,s )
⊥ ⊥ U++s,t kerU++s,t and thus (U++s,t )
² (kerU++t,s )
⊥ ⊥ kerU++s,t .e second part is analogous.
For the last statement we note that the unitarity of the time evolution yields
(U++s,t +U−−s,t ) (U++t,s +U−−t,s ) = idH − (U+−s,t +U−+s,t ) (U−+t,s +U+−t,s ) .
.ç Generalized Shale-Stinespring criterion Ôý 
erefore, we have
ker (U++t,s +U−−t,s ) ⊂ ker (U++s,t +U−−s,t ) (U++t,s +U−−t,s ) =
= ker (idH − (U+−s,t +U−+s,t ) (U−+t,s +U+−t,s )) .
If U−+t,s + U+−t,s is compact then the eigenvalues of (U+−s,t +U−+s,t ) (U−+t,s +U+−t,s ) are isolated and of
nite multiplicity, in particular if one is an eigenvalue then
dimker (idH − (U+−s,t +U−+s,t ) (U−+t,s +U+−t,s )) <∞ .
To prove the rst part of the Shale-Stinespring criterion we need to construct a state according
to Lemma .ç. To do so, we dene the rather abstract operator exp [A a²t b²t ] for some operator A,
where A+− ∶ H−t ↦ H+t is Hilbert-Schmidt, in the following way. For n ∈ N we dene
(A a²t b²t )
n = ∑
iÔ ,...,in
jÔ ,..., jn
⟨^+iÔ , A^
−
jÔ
⟩ . . . ⟨^+in , A^
−
jn
⟩a²t [^+iÔ] . . . a
²
t [^+in]b
²
t [^−jÔ] . . . b
²
t [^−jn] (.ç)
with {^+n}n and {^−n}n being the orthonormal bases ofH±t . A straightforward computation using
the CAR shows that
∥(A a²t b²t )
n
∥ = ∥A+−∥nHS .
erefore, as (A a²t b²t )
n
commutes with every creation operator, the action of it on every  ∈
spanB, where B is the Fock space basis from Proposition Þ. , is well dened. e exponential is
then given by
exp [A a²t b²t ] =∑
n
(A a²t b²t )
n
n!
.
With the previous considerations at hand we nd that
∥exp [A a²t b²t ]∥ ≤ exp [∥A+−∥HS] ,
and by the same reasoning as before it is clear that exp [A a²t b²t ] is well dened on spanB. Using
the CAR it is now easy to see that for *Ô ∈ H+t
[exp [A a²t b²t ] , at[*Ô]] = −b²t [P−t A² *Ô] exp [A a²t b²t ] (.¥)
and for *ò ∈ H−t
[exp [A a²t b²t ] , bt[*ò]] = a²t [P+t A*ò] exp [A a²t b²t ] . (. )
e next two theorems state that P±t U(t, s)P∓s being a Hilbert-Schmidt operator is necessary
and sucient forU(t, s) being unitarily implementable. Again, the proofs follow closely the ones
of [aÀò,m Ôý.â,mÔý.Þ], generalizing and elaborating where necessary.
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eorem .â. Let s, t ∈ R and let U(t, s) be a unitary operator onH. If P±t U(t, s)P∓s are Hilbert-
Schmidt operators then there exits a unitary operator Û(t, s) ∶ Fs → Ft which fullls eq. (.ò) and
we have
 = Û(t, s) = k
N
∏
i=Ô
a²t [^+i ]
M
∏
j=Ô
b²t [^−j ] exp [U+−t,s (U−−t,s )
−Ô
a²tb
²
t ] (.â)
where {^+i }i=Ô,...,N and{^−j } j=Ô,...,M are orthonormal bases of the nite dimensional subspaces kerU
++
s,t
and kerU−−s,t and where k is normalization constant.
Proof. By Lemma .ç we have to show that the state dened in eq. (.â) fullls eq. (.Ô). We rst
prove that
t[U(t, s)*] = ý for all * ∈ kerU++t,s ∩H+s .
For such a state * we have t[U(t, s)*] = b²t [P−t U(t, s)P+s *] = ∑Mj=Ô  jb²t [^−j ]. e expansion is
possible becauseU−+t,s kerU
++
t,s ⊂ kerU−−s,t which is nite dimensional due to Lemma . . For every
part in the expansion there is a matching counter part in the state  such that we get b²t [^−j ] = ý
for all j.
Now, let * ∈ (kerU++t,s )
⊥ ∩H+s . Lemma .  shows that U++t,s * ⊥ kerU++s,t and U−+t,s * ⊥ kerU−−s,t
and hence
t[U(t, s)*] = at[P+t U(t, s)P+s *] + b²t [P−t U(t, s)P+s *]
can be pulled through the product in the state .us, we have
(at[U++t,s *] + b²t [U−+t,s *]) exp [U+−t,s (U−−t,s ) a²t b²t ] =
= (b²t [P−t (U−−s,t )
−Ô
U−+s,t U
++
t,s *] + b²t [U−+t,s *]) exp [U+−t,s (U−−t,s ) a²t b²t ]
where we used eq. (.¥). By the same reasoning as in [aÀò,m Ôý.â] we nd that
P−t (U−−s,t )
−Ô
U−+s,t U
++
t,s * = −U−+t,s *
which completes the proof.e proof for ²t [U(t, s)*] is completely analogous.
eorem .Þ. Let s, t ∈ R and let U(t, s) be a unitary operator onH. e operators P±t U(t, s)P∓s
are Hilbert-Schmidt if U(t, s) is unitarily implementable.
Proof. Note that if P+t kerU
++
s,t is nite dimensional so is U
+−
t,s kerU
−−
t,s due to Lemma . . us,
U+−t,s would be a nite rank operator and as such also Hilbert-Schmidt on kerU
−−
t,s . Hence, we
will rst show that P+t kerU
++
s,t is nite dimensional and then go on to prove the Hilbert-Schmidt
property on (kerU−−t,s )
⊥
.
.ç Generalized Shale-Stinespring criterion ÔýÞ
We observe that for  = Û(t, s) being the evolved vacuum state according to Lemma .ç and
for any * ∈ P+t kerU++s,t we have
a²t [*] = ²t [*] = Û(t, s)²s [U(s, t)*] (Û(t, s))
²
 = Û(t, s)²s [U(s, t)*] =
= Û(t, s)a²s [P+s U(s, t)*] = Û(t, s)a²s [ý] = ý
and in a similar way we get b²t [*] = ý for any * ∈ P−t kerU−−s,t . Now, let {^+n}n∈N and {^−n}n∈N
be orthonormal bases ofH±t which contain orthonormal bases of P+t kerU++s,t and P−t kerU−−s,t , re-
spectively. Using these bases in the construction of the Fock space we can expand the state 
into
 =∑
n,m
(n,m)
where
(n,m) = ∑
iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
 iÔ ...in , jÔ ... jma
²
t [^+iÔ] . . . a
²
t [^+in]b
²
t [^−jÔ] . . . b
²
t [^−jm] (.Þ)
and the coecients are given by
 iÔ ...in , jÔ ... jm = ⟨a²t [^+iÔ] . . . a
²
t [^+in]b
²
t [^−jÔ] . . . b
²
t [^−jn], ⟩ .
Let ^+
l
be a basis vector which is in P+t kerU
++
s,t . If l /∈ {iÔ . . . in} for a particular coecient we have
 iÔ ...in , jÔ ... jm = ⟨a²t [^+iÔ] . . . a
²
t [^+in]b
²
t [^−jÔ] . . . b
²
t [^−jn], ⟩ =
= ⟨a²t [^+iÔ] . . . a
²
t [^+in]b
²
t [^−jÔ] . . . b
²
t [^−jn], {at[^
+
l ], a²t [^+l ]}⟩ = ý
due to a²t [^+l ] = ý and at[^+l ] = ý. We can always nd such a basis vector for n < dimP
+
t kerU
++
s,t .
e same argument applies for m < dimP−t kerU−−s,t and in this case we nd
(n,m) = ý .
We conclude that P+t kerU
++
s,t and P
−
t kerU
−−
s,t have to be nite dimensional. Otherwise we would
have
ý = ∥∑
n,m
(n,m)∥ = ∥∥ = ∥Û(t, s)∥ = ∥∥ = Ô .
is proves the Hilbert-Schmidt property on kerU−−t,s .
For the remaining part we reorder the basis vectors such that the rst N and M elements of
{^+n}n∈N and {^−n}n∈N are the basis vectors of P
+
t kerU
++
s,t and P
−
t kerU
−−
s,t . Using the argument of
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the vanishing coecients from above we nd that all the rst N and M basis vectors must be
present in the expansion of eq. (.Þ). As the indices are ordered we have
(n,m) = ∑
N<iN+Ô<⋅⋅⋅<in
M< jM+Ô<⋅⋅⋅< jm
Ô,...,N ,iN+Ô ...in ,Ô,...,M , jM+Ô ... jma
²
t [^Ô] . . . a²t [^+N]a²t [^i+N+Ô] . . . a
²
t [^+in]
b²t [^−Ô ] . . . b²t [^−M]b²t [^−jM+Ô] . . . b
²
t [^−jm]
for n ≥ N and m ≥ M. Otherwise, (n,m) is identical to zero. e state (N ,M) is thus a product
state
(N ,M) = 
N
∏
n=Ô
a²t [^+n]
M
∏
m=Ô
b²t [^−m]
with  = Ô,...,N ,Ô,...,M . To see that  cannot be zerowe note that from (t [U(t, s)*])(N+i ,M+ j) = ý
it follows
at [U++t,s *](N+i+Ô,M+ j) = −b²t [U−+t,s *](N+i ,M+ j−Ô)
for all * ∈ H+s . As the dimension of P+t kerU++s,t is equal to N there must be at least one state of
P+t (kerU++s,t )
⊥
present in(N+i+Ô,M+ j) for i ≥ ý.is, in turn,means that if at [U++t,s *](N+i+Ô,M+ j) =
ý for all* ∈ P+t (kerU++s,t )
⊥
wehave(N+i+Ô,M+ j) = ý (remember thatU++t,s is invertible on (kerU++s,t )
⊥
).
Hence, we can conclude that if (N+i ,M+ j−Ô) = ý then also (N+i+Ô,M+ j) = ý for all i , j ≥ ý. In partic-
ular if (N ,M) = ý it follows that (N+l ,M+k) = ý for all l = k. For k /= l we use that (N+l ,M−Ô) = ý
for every l ≥ ý which we have shown above. From there we get with our relations that
(N+k+l ,M+l) = ý
for all k > ý and l ≥ ý.e same conclusion can be drawn for
(N+l ,M+k+l) = ý
if we start with (²t [U(t, s)*])
(N+i ,M+ j) = ý. Both together yield (N+l ,M+k) = ý if k /= l . us,
if  = ý it follows that (N ,M) = ý.is results in  = ý which is a contradiction.
Using the CAR we can now build every other non-zero (n,m)-sector out of (N ,M). For ex-
ample for N + Ô and M + Ô we get
(N+Ô,M+Ô) = ∑
i=N+Ô
j=M+Ô
 i , j a
²
t [^i]b²t [^⊥j ](N ,M) (.)
with  i , j = (−Ô)M
Ô, . . . ,N , i ,Ô, . . . ,M , j

and
∑
i , j
∣i , j∣
ò ≤ Ô
.ç Generalized Shale-Stinespring criterion ÔýÀ
as the norm of  is one. Because of this we can we can dene the following Hilbert-Schmidt
operator
A [*] = ∑
i=N+Ô
j=M+Ô
i , j⟨^−j , *⟩^+i
and using the denition from eq. (.ç) we can write
(N+Ô,M+Ô) = A a²t b²t (N ,M) .
Now, as ²t [U(t, s)*] = ý for all * ∈ H−s we have in particular
ý = (²t [U(t, s)*])
(N+Ô,M) = (a²t [P+t U(t, s)*] + bt [P−t U(t, s)*])
(N+Ô,M) =
= a²t [P+t U(t, s)*](N ,M) + bt [P−t U(t, s)*](N+Ô,M+Ô) =
= a²t [P+t U(t, s)*](N ,M) + bt [P−t U(t, s)*]A a²t b²t (N ,M) .
Using the denition of A a²t b
²
t we compute
bt [P−t U(t, s)*]A a²t b²t =∑
i , j
⟨^+i , A^−j ⟩bt [P−t U(t, s)*] a²t [^+i ]b²t [^−j ] =
=∑
i , j
⟨A² ^+i , ^−j ⟩a²t [^+i ] (b²t [^−j ]bt [P−t U(t, s)*] − ⟨^−j , P−t U(t, s)*⟩) =
=∑
i , j
⟨A² ^+i , ^−j ⟩a²t [^+i ]b²t [^−j ]bt [P−t U(t, s)*] − a²t [P+t AP−t U(t, s)*]
and as bt [P−t U(t, s)*](N ,M) = ²t [P−t U(t, s)*](N ,M) = ý we conclude that
a²t [P+t U(t, s)*](N ,M) = a²t [P+t AP−t U(t, s)*](N ,M)
for all * ∈ H−s . For * ∈ P−s (kerU−−t,s )
⊥
in particular we have U+−t,s * ⊥ P+t kerU++s,t by Lemma . 
and P+t AU
−−
t,s * ⊥ P+t kerU++s,t by the denition of A. Hence, plugging in the product formula for
(N ,M) we can pull a²t [P+t U(t, s)*] and a²t [P+t AP−t U(t, s)*] all the way through to the vacuum
state and as the creation operators in the product are all invertible we conclude
a²t [P+t U(t, s)*] = a²t [P+t AP−t U(t, s)*] .
erefore, we have
P+t U(t, s)P−s * = P+t AP−t U(t, s)* ,
for all * ∈ P−s (kerU−−t,s )
⊥
.e proof for P−t U(t, s)P+s being Hilbert-Schmidt is analogous.

9. Vacuum transition amplitudes for finite times
Aer we have set up the whole framework of external eld QEDwe can now use it to derive upper
and lower bounds on the transition amplitudes from the vacuum into some (n,m)-particle state.
We will see that these bounds depend solely on the transition properties of the one-particle Dirac
equation. is can then be used to establish some sort of ªsecond quantized adiabatic theoremº
which we will do in Chapter Ôò. We put this into quotation marks as the question to answer
will not be wether a state tunnels to another spectral subspace but rather to give an estimate on
the transition amplitudes from one specic particle subspace to another if the external eld is
changing adiabatically. However, the results below are not only valid for adiabatic perturbation
theory but can be applied whenever the transition amplitudes of the one-particle theory can be
controlled.
We derive two formulas for an upper as well as for a lower bound. If the one-particle tran-
sition probability is high we can use the lower bound to conclude that the same is true in the
second quantized context. Vice versa, if the one-particle amplitude is low we make use of the
upper bound to show that the vacuum state will evolve into the vacuum again. However, there
is important distinction between the two results. For the lower bound it suces to control only
the usual operator norm of the one-particle transitions whereas for the upper bound the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm is needed. From the Dirac sea interpretation this result is absolutely meaningful
as transitions to other particle sectors in Fock space correspond to transitions from the Dirac sea
to the positive energies. And as there are innitely many particles in the sea we have to sum over
all transition amplitudes which is precisely the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Nevertheless, we stress
that the results below are achieved completely in the framework of time-dependent external eld
QED and no reference to theDirac sea is necessary for the proof. Our rst theorem in this chapter
is given by the following.
eorem À.Ô. Let the external potential be such that there exists a unitarily implementable one-
particle time evolution according to Denition .Ô and let s < t. We then have for the transition
amplitude from the vacuum to the (n,m)-particle sector
∣n,m∣ ≤
min{n,m}
∑
k=ý
√
n!
√
m!
k!(n − k)!(m − k)!
∥P−t U(t, s)P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
k
HS
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥
m−k
HS ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
n−k
HS .
for n +m ≥ Ô.
Before we can give the proof of the theoremwe need two technical lemmata involving products
of creation and annihilation operators. To this end let V be a polarization as in the Chapters
before.e rst lemma is the binomial theorem for the creation and annihilation operators.
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Lemma À.ò (Binomial theorem). Let *i ∈ H for i = Ô, . . . , n. We then have
n
∏
i=Ô
(aV [PV *i] + b²V [P⊥V *i]) =
=
n
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)] b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n)] .
and similarly for the adjoint.
Proof. e proof is by induction and similar to the usual binomial theorem. We have
n+Ô
∏
i=Ô
(aV [PV *i] + b²V [P⊥V *i]) =
=
n
∏
i=Ô
(aV [PV *i] + b²V [PV *i]) ⋅ (aV [PV *n+Ô] + b
²
V [P⊥V *n+Ô]) =
=
n
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n)] (aV [PV *n+Ô] + b
²
V [P⊥V *n+Ô]) =
=
n
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n+Ô)=n+Ô
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n)] (aV [PV *.(n+Ô)] + b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)]) .
ÔÔç
For the rst term we nd
n
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n+Ô)=n+Ô
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n)] aV [PV *.(n+Ô)] =
=
n
∑
k=ý
(−Ô)k ∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n+Ô)=n+Ô
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)] aV [PV *.(n+Ô)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n)] =
=
n
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n−k+Ô)=n+Ô
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)] aV [PV *.(n−k+Ô)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+ò)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)] =
= ∑
.∈Sn+Ô
sgn . aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n+Ô)]
+
n−Ô
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n−k)=n+Ô
sgn .
(k + Ô)!(n − k − Ô)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)]
and similarly for the second one
n
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n+Ô)=n+Ô
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n)] b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)] =
=
n−Ô
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n+Ô)=n+Ô
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)]
+ ∑
.∈Sn+Ô
sgn . b²V [P⊥V *.(Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)] .
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Finally, we observe that
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n−k)=n+Ô
sgn .
(k + Ô)!(n − k − Ô)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)]
+ ∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n+Ô)=n+Ô
sgn .
k!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)] =
= Ô
(k + Ô)!(n − k)!
⎛
⎝ ∑.∈Sn+Ô
.(n−k)=n+Ô
(n − k) sgn . aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)]
+ ∑
.∈Sn+Ô
.(n+Ô)=n+Ô
(k + Ô) sgn . aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)]
⎞
⎠
=
= ∑
.∈Sn+Ô
sgn .
(k + Ô)!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)] .
Putting it all together we end up with
n+Ô
∏
i=Ô
(aV [PV *i] + b²V [P⊥V *i]) =
= ∑
.∈Sn+Ô
sgn . aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n+Ô)]
+
n−Ô
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
sgn .
(k + Ô)!(n − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)] + ∑
.∈Sn+Ô
sgn . b²V [P⊥V *.(Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)] =
=
n+Ô
∑
k=ý
∑
.∈Sn+Ô
sgn .
k!(n + Ô − k)!
aV [PV *.(Ô)] . . . aV [PV *.(n+Ô−k)]
⋅ b²V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô−k+Ô)] . . . b
²
V [P⊥V *.(n+Ô)] .
e next lemma is a statement about the product of arbitrary many creation and annihilation
operators acting on the vacuum.
ÔÔ 
Lemma À.ç. Let *i ∈ V for i = Ô, . . . , n and , j ∈ V for j = Ô, . . . ,m. We then have
aV [*n] . . . aV [*Ô] a²V [,Ô] . . . a
²
V [,m] =
= Ô
(m − n)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩ . . . ⟨*n ,,.(n)⟩a²V [,.(n+Ô)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] ,
if m ≥ n, and similar for bV and b²V . Otherwise it is zero.
Proof. Let n = Ô. We then have for m = Ô
aV [*Ô] a²V [,Ô] = −a
²
V [,Ô] aV [*Ô] + ⟨*Ô,,Ô⟩ =
Ô
ý!
∑
.∈SÔ
⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩ ,
and thus by induction for all m ≥ n
aV [*Ô] a²V [,Ô] . . . a
²
V [,m+Ô] =
= (−Ô)maV [*Ô] a²V [,m+Ô] a
²
V [,Ô] . . . a
²
V [,m] =
= (−Ô)m( − a²V [,m+Ô] aV [*Ô] + ⟨*Ô,,m+Ô⟩)a
²
V [,Ô] . . . a
²
V [,m] =
= Ô
(m − Ô)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩a²V [,.(ò)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] a
²
V [,m+Ô]
+ (−Ô)m⟨*Ô,,m+Ô⟩a²V [,Ô] . . . a
²
V [,m] .
e rst term is equivalent to
Ô
(m − Ô)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩a²V [,.(ò)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] a
²
V [,m+Ô] =
= Ô
(m − Ô)! ∑.∈Sm+Ô
.(m+Ô)=m+Ô
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩a²V [,.(ò)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] a
²
V [,.(m+Ô)] =
= Ô
m(m − Ô)! ∑.∈Sm+Ô
.(Ô)/=m+Ô
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩a²V [,.(ò)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] a
²
V [,.(m+Ô)] .
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e second term above can be written as
(−Ô)m⟨*Ô, P+,m+Ô⟩a² [P+,Ô] . . . a² [P+,m] =
= (−Ô)
m
m!
∑
.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô, P+,m+Ô⟩a² [P+,.(Ô)] . . . a² [P+,.(m)] =
= −Ô
m!
∑
.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô, P+,m+Ô⟩a² [P+,.(ò)] . . . a² [P+,.(m)] a² [P+,.(Ô)] =
= −Ô
m!
∑
.∈Sm+Ô
.(m+Ô)=m+Ô
sgn .⟨*Ô, P+,.(m+Ô)⟩a² [P+,.(ò)] . . . a² [P+,.(Ô)] =
= Ô
m!
∑
.∈Sm+Ô
.(Ô)=m+Ô
sgn .⟨*Ô, P+,.(Ô)⟩a² [P+,.(ò)] . . . a² [P+,.(m+Ô)]
which proves the statement for n = Ô and any m. If n > m we have more annihilation- than
creation operators and this yields simply zero. For any n < m we get by induction
aV [*n+Ô] . . . aV [*Ô] a²V [,Ô] . . . a
²
V [,m] =
= Ô
(m − n)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩ . . . ⟨*n ,,.(n)⟩aV [*n+Ô] a²V [,.(n+Ô)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] =
=
m
∑
k=n+Ô
(−Ô)k−n−Ô Ô
(m − n)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩ . . . ⟨*n ,,.(n)⟩⟨*n+Ô, .(k)⟩
⋅ a²V [,.(n+Ô)] . . . a
²
V [,.(k−Ô)] a
²
V [,.(k+Ô)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] =
=
m
∑
k=n+Ô
−Ô
(m − n)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩ . . . ⟨*n ,,.(k)⟩⟨*n+Ô, .(n+Ô)⟩
⋅ a²V [,.(n+ò)] . . . a
²
V [,.(k−Ô)] a
²
V [,.(n+Ô)] a
²
V [,.(k+Ô)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] =
=
m
∑
k=n+Ô
Ô
(m − n)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩ . . . ⟨*n ,,.(n)⟩⟨*n+Ô, .(n+Ô)⟩
⋅ a²V [,.(n+ò)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] =
= Ô
(m − n − Ô)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .⟨*Ô,,.(Ô)⟩ . . . ⟨*n+Ô, .(n+Ô)⟩a²V [,.(n+ò)] . . . a
²
V [,.(m)] .
ese results now enable us to give the proof of the theorem.
Proof ofeorem À.Ô. We start by splitting the time-evolved state into the vacuum state and the
orthogonal rest
Û(t, s) =  + ⊥t .
ÔÔÞ
We can furthermore decompose ⊥t into the particle and antiparticle sectors which gives
⊥t = ∑
n+m≥Ô
n,m
(n,m)
t ,
with (n,m)t normalized to one and ∣∣
ò = ∑n+m≥Ô ∣n,m∣
ò. By comparing these two equations we
see that for n +m ≥ Ô
n,m
(n,m)
t = (Û(t, s))
(n,m)
.
Using Proposition Þ.À and ∥(n,m)t ∥
ò
= Ô we nd
n,m = ⟨, ̂(n,m)t (Û(t, s))
(n,m)⟩Ft = ⟨, ̂
(n,m)
t Û(t, s)⟩Ft
where ̂(n,m)t is the multi-particle annihilation operator according to Denition Þ. and the last
equality is due to the orthogonality of dierent particle sectors from where it follows that
⟨, ̂(n,m)t (Û(t, s))
(k,l)⟩ = ý
if n /= k or m /= l . Using the unitarity of the time evolution this is equivalent to
⟨, ̂(n,m)t Û(t, s)⟩Ft = ⟨Û(s, t), Û(s, t)̂
(n,m)
t Û(t, s)⟩Fs =
= ∑
iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm
⋅ ⟨Û(s, t), Û(s, t)²t [^−jm] . . . 
²
t [^−jÔ] t [^
+
in
] . . . t [^+iÔ] Û(t, s)⟩Fs =
= ∑
iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm
⋅ ⟨Û(s, t), ²s [U(s, t)^−jm] . . . 
²
s [U(s, t)^−jÔ] s [U(s, t)^
+
in
] . . . s [U(s, t)^+iÔ]⟩Fs .
e second equality is simply the expansion of the multi-particle annihilation operator and for
the third equality we used idF = Û(t, s)Û(s, t) which we plugged in repeatedly and then used
the dening property of the second quantized time evolution stated in Denition .Ô. Using that
s [*] = (as [P+ *] + b²s [P− *]) = b²s [P− *] for any * ∈ H as well as the CAR for the
particle and antiparticle operators we get
⟨, ̂(n,m)t Û(t, s)⟩Ft = ∑
iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm⟨Û(s, t), ²s [U(s, t)^−jm] . . . 
²
s [U(s, t)^−jÔ]
⋅ b²s [P−s U(s, t)^+in] . . . b
²
s [P−s U(s, t)^+iÔ]⟩Fs .
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We rewrite the remaining product of 's with the help of the Lemma À.ò and obtain
⟨, ̂(n,m)t Û(t, s)⟩Ft = ∑
iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm
m
∑
k=ý
(−Ô)
m(m−Ô)
ò
k!(m − k)! ∑.∈Sm
sgn .
⋅ ⟨Û(s, t), a²s [P+s U(s, t)^−j.(Ô)] . . . a
²
s [P+s U(s, t)^−j.(m−k)]
⋅ bs [P−s U(s, t)^−j.(m−k+Ô)] . . . bs [P
−
s U(s, t)^−j.(m)]
⋅ b²s [P−s U(s, t)^+in] . . . b
²
s [P−s U(s, t)^+iÔ]⟩Fs .
With the help of Lemma À.ç we can pull all the remaining annihilation operators to the right,
annihilating the vacuum.is results in the following expression, containing only creation oper-
ators
⟨, ̂(n,m)t Û(t, s)⟩Ft = ∑
iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm
min{n,m}
∑
k=ý
Ô
k!(n − k)!(m − k)!
⋅ ∑
.∈Sm
0∈Sn
sgn . sgn 0 ⟨U−−s,t ^−j.(m) ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
i0(n)⟩ . . . ⟨U
−−
s,t ^
−
j.(m−k+Ô) ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
i0(n−k+Ô)⟩
⋅ ⟨Û(s, t), a²s [P+s U(s, t)^−j.(Ô)] . . . a
²
s [P+s U(s, t)^−j.(m−k)]
⋅ b²s [P−s U(s, t)^+i0(n−k)] . . . b
²
s [P−s U(s, t)^+i0(Ô)]⟩Fs .
Using Cauchy-Schwarz, the unitarity of the time evolution and the operator norm of the creation
operators we nd that
∣⟨, ̂(n,m)t Û(t, s)⟩Ft ∣
ò
=
⎛
⎝ ∑iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
∣iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∣
min{n,m}
∑
k=ý
Ô
k!(n − k)!(m − k)!
⋅ ∑
.∈Sm
0∈Sn
∣⟨U−−s,t ^−j.(m) ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
i0(n)⟩∣ . . . ∣⟨U
−−
s,t ^
−
j.(m−k+Ô) ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
i0(n−k+Ô)⟩∣
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)^−j.(Ô)∥H . . . ∥P
+
s U(s, t)^−j.(m−k)∥H
⋅ ∥P−s U(s, t)^+i0(n−k)∥H . . . ∥P
−
s U(s, t)^+i0(Ô)∥H
⎞
⎠
ò
.
Pulling the two nite sums in front of all (which is possible as all the summands are positive) and
ÔÔÀ
then using Cauchy-Schwarz in sequence space we obtain
∣⟨, ̂(n,m)t Û(t, s)⟩Ft ∣ ≤
≤ ∑
.∈Sm
0∈Sn
min{n,m}
∑
k=ý
Ô
k!(n − k)!(m − k)!
⎛
⎝ ∑iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
∣iÔ ,...,in , jÔ ,..., jm ∣
ò
⋅ ∑
iÔ<⋅⋅⋅<in
jÔ<⋅⋅⋅< jm
∣⟨U−−s,t ^−j.(m) ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
i0(n)⟩∣
ò
. . . ∣⟨U−−s,t ^−j.(m−k+Ô) ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
i0(n−k+Ô)⟩∣
ò
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)^−j.(Ô)∥
ò
H
. . . ∥P+s U(s, t)^−j.(m−k)∥
ò
H
⋅ ∥P−s U(s, t)^+i0(n−k)∥
ò
H
. . . ∥P−s U(s, t)^+i0(Ô)∥
ò
H
⎞
⎠
Ô
ò
.
e series containing the 's is equal to one due to the normalization of (n,m)t . For the other
sum we note that in general, if we choose a set of n integers which are pair-wise dierent, then
there are n! possibilities to arrange these numbers but only one if we require an order, i.e. where
iÔ < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < in. Hence, we can extend the sum over the ordered indices to all indices and correct it
by the faculty of n and m,
∣⟨, ̂(n,m)t Û(t, s)⟩Ft ∣ ≤
≤ ∑
.∈Sm
0∈Sn
min{n,m}
∑
k=ý
Ô
k!(n − k)!(m − k)!
√
n!
√
m!
⋅
⎛
⎝ ∑iÔ ,...,in
jÔ ,..., jm
∣⟨U−−s,t ^−j.(m) ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
i0(n)⟩∣
ò
. . . ∣⟨U−−s,t ^−j.(m−k+Ô) ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
i0(n−k+Ô)⟩∣
ò
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)^−j.(Ô)∥
ò
H
. . . ∥P+s U(s, t)^−j.(m−k)∥
ò
H
⋅ ∥P−s U(s, t)^+i0(n−k)∥
ò
H
. . . ∥P−s U(s, t)^+i0(Ô)∥
ò
H
⎞
⎠
Ô
ò
.
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Because we sum over all indices, every permutation yields the same term and therefore
∣⟨, ̂(n,m)t Û(t, s)⟩Ft ∣ ≤
≤
min{n,m}
∑
k=ý
√
n!
√
m!
k!(n − k)!(m − k)!
⋅
⎛
⎝ ∑iÔ ,...,in
jÔ ,..., jm
∣⟨U−−s,t ^−jm ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
in⟩∣
ò
. . . ∣⟨U−−s,t ^−jm−k+Ô ,U
−+
s,t ^
+
in−k+Ô⟩∣
ò
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)^−jÔ∥
ò
H . . . ∥P
+
s U(s, t)^−jm−k∥
ò
H
⋅ ∥P−s U(s, t)^+in−k∥
ò
H . . . ∥P
−
s U(s, t)^+iÔ∥
ò
H
⎞
⎠
Ô
ò
=
=
min{n,m}
∑
k=ý
√
n!
√
m!
k!(n − k)!(m − k)!
⎛
⎝ ∑i=Ô, j=Ô
∣⟨U−−s,t ^−j ,U−+s,t ^+i ⟩∣
ò⎞
⎠
k
ò
⋅ (∑
i=Ô
∥P+s U(s, t)^−i ∥
ò
H)
m−k
ò
(∑
i=Ô
∥P−s U(s, t)^+i ∥
ò
H)
n−k
ò
=
=
min{n,m}
∑
k=ý
√
n!
√
m!
k!(n − k)!(m − k)!
∥P−t U(t, s)P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
k
HS
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥
m−k
HS ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
n−k
HS .
e second theorem of this chapter is the counterpart of the one above. It gives a characteri-
zation of when transitions from the vacuum state to higher particle sectors in Fock space happen
due to the one-particle time evolution. Note that in this case it is sucient to control the behavior
of a single one-particle state only. Again, in the view of the Dirac sea this is clear because if we
can nd a state which performs a transition from the negative energy part of the Hilbert space to
the positive energy one we have created a pair and have thus le the vacuum. Also, in this case
the proof is given solely on the framework of external eld QED and no reference to the Dirac
sea besides the interpretation is necessary.e theorem was inspired by a result in [PDý] where
it was shown that if there exists a * ∈ H such that limt→∞ lims→−∞ ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥
ò
H = ý then we
have
lim
t→∞
lim
s→−∞
∣⟨, Û(t, s)⟩∣ = ý ,
with  being the usual free-eld vacuum. We generalize the statement to nite times using our
time-dependent Fock space formalism and realistic settings where ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥
ò
H is close but
not equal to zero.
ÔòÔ
eorem À.¥. Let the external potential be such that there exists a unitarily implementable one-
particle time evolution and let s < t. We then have
∣⟨, Û(t, s)⟩∣ ≤ inf
*∈H−s
∥*∥=Ô
ò ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥H
Ô + ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥
ò
H
.
Proof. Let * ∈ H−s be normalized to one. We then have
∥s[*]s∥Fs = ∥b
²
s [P−s *]∥Fs = ∥P
−
s *∥H = Ô . (À.Ô)
We decompose the time-evolved state into the vacuum fraction at time t and the orthogonal part
to it
Û(t, s) =  + ⊥t .
e time evolution is unitary and  normalized to one. Hence, we can always choose ⊥t to be
normalized to one together with ∣∣ò + ∣∣ò = Ô. Furthermore, we have
∥s[*]∥Fs = ∥Û(t, s)s[*]∥Ft .
Using the denition of the time evolution (Denition .Ô) yields
∥s[*]∥Fs = ∥Û(t, s)s[*]∥Ft = ∥Û(t, s)s[*]Û(s, t)Û(t, s)∥Ft =
= ∥t[U(t, s)*]Û(t, s)∥Ft = ∥t[U(t, s)*] ( + 
⊥
t )∥Ft =
= ∥ (at[P+t U(t, s)*] + b²t [P−t U(t, s)*]) +  t[U(t, s)*]⊥t ∥Ft =
= ∥ b²t [P−t U(t, s)*] +  t[U(t, s)*]⊥t ∥Ft ≤
≤ ∣∣ ∥b²t [P−t U(t, s)*]∥Ft + ∣∣ ∥t[U(t, s)*]
⊥
t ∥Ft ≤
≤ ∣∣ ∥P−t U(t, s)*∥H + ∣∣ ∥U(t, s)*∥H = ∣∣ ∥P
−
t U(t, s)P−s *∥H + ∣∣
where we used part ¥) of Proposition Þ.ç and Þ.Þ in the rst step of the last line. Together with eq.
(À.Ô) and the normalization condition we get
Ô − ∣∣ ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥H ≤
√
Ô − ∣∣ò .
As both sides are positive we can take the square and obtain
Ô − ò ∣∣ ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥H + ∣∣
ò ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥
ò
H ≤ Ô − ∣∣
ò
which is equivalent to
∣∣ ≤
ò ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥H
Ô + ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s *∥
ò
H
.
is expression holds for all * ∈ H−s with ∥*∥H = Ô which proves the theorem.

Part III.
Pair creation by strong laser fields

10. Overview
e discovery of the Dirac equation soon led physicists to one of the most intriguing features of
quantum electrodynamics ± pair creation. In Dirac's famous paper [Dirçý] where he introduced
the hole picture he already explained the possibility of pair creation and annihilation by the ab-
sorption and emission of radiation. For a single photon to be able to do so, its energy needs to
be above the threshold of òmcò. is is nowadays experimentally very well conrmed and daily
routine to any high energy physicist. Nevertheless, there is another extreme region of QEDwhere
we should expect pair creation to happen ± strong electromagnetic elds.
is part of QED has not been veried very well because of the necessary high eld strengths.
us, this area might be fruitful in future for experimental physicists with further technological
development. But also from a theoretical point of view this is a highly interesting eld of QED
as one cannot simply apply the usual perturbative methods anymore due to the strong elds and
new approaches have to be developed.
e rst hint that pair creationmight take place in strong potentials is due to a computation by
Klein [KleòÀ]. Briey summarized, it states that for a constant step-potential in the one-particle
Dirac equation the transmission coecient for an incoming wave is not zero as in non-relativistic
quantum mechanics but stays high even if the potential is increased without limit. is unex-
pected behavior is called Klein's paradox. Sauter [SauçÔ] showed that the sharp jump in the po-
tential is not necessary for this eect and can indeed be smoothed if the full potential height of
at least more than two electron masses is reached within the Compton wave length. From this
one can infer that the eld strength responsible for the potential has to be at least of order ÔýÔ V
m
.
Other important contributions to this side of QED where made by Heisenberg and Euler [HEçâ]
and Schwinger [Sch Ô]. We will discuss these results more in depth in the subsequent chapters
but the predicted threshold of the critical eld strength always stays the same as the one computed
by Sauter.
e use of high intensity lasers has been one proposal to create strong electrical elds to test
the aforementioned eects. e theoretical work (see e.g. [MPÞÞ], [AHR+ýÔ], [PopýÔ], [RinýÔ],
[NBMPý¥], [BPR+ýâ], [BET+Ôý]) done on this eld is mainly based on Schwinger's computation
or on a slight generalization thereof by Brezin and Itzykson [BIÞý]. Schwinger computes the
pair creation rate for a plane wave and a static electrical eld, both extended innitely. He nds
that the pair creation rate for a plane wave is identical to zero. For the static external eld pair
creation should take place if the electrical eld exceeds the same critical eld strength which
Sauter found. As a laser beam is close to a plane wave no one expects pair creation to take place
in such a situation.e proposed experiments should rather superpose two laser beams to form
a standing wave. e argument is then as follows. At the antinodes the electromagnetic eld
is almost spatially homogeneous on the scale of the Compton wave length. erefore, it seems
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legitimate to use Schwinger's result on a static, homogeneous electrical eld to compute the mean
number of created electron-positron pairs.
However, the same argument also applies to a single plane wave but we already know that
the pair-creation rate of such a eld is identical to zero. Furthermore, we note that all spatially
homogeneous, i.e. innitely extended elds ought to be limits of very wide but nitely extended
elds in reality. Now, assumewe have a static eld which yields an asymptotic complete scattering
system, i.e. which can be handled by scattering theory.en, the one-particle scattering matrix S
is dened andunitary (see [aÀò,m. .ç]). Furthermore, the scatteringmatrix commuteswith
the free Dirac hamiltonian. erefore, P+ S P− = P− S P+ = ý. e one-particle scattering matrix
is therefore unitarily implementable due toeorem .â and we have Ŝ  = . But this implies
we do not have any pair creationÔ.is is certainly puzzling as physicists usually assume that the
elds behave nicely at innity such that these mathematical technicalities are always fullled. Of
course, we do not have a mathematical contradiction as a eld or potential which is innitely
extended does not yield an asymptotic complete scattering system. However, we cannot expect
that any mathematical tricks will lead the way out of this seemingly paradoxic situation. For
example, take a nice bounded, smooth barrier-potential which increases to its full strength at the
length of the Compton wave length. Such a static potential can not produce any pairs. However,
if we take the limit such that it becomes a smoothed step-potential we suddenly have a constant
ux of pairs which was shown by Klein, Sauter and nally Hansen and Ravndal [HRÔ].
We therefore believe that a careful analysis of the physics andmathematics is necessary to treat
the process of pair creation in strong laser elds.is is the goal of the next two chapters.
ÔSee also [aÀò,m. Ôý.Ôý] and the surrounding chapter for a more detailed discussion.
11. Pair creation in constant fields and potentials
11.1. Klein’s paradox
e so called Klein paradox is tightly knotted to the possibility of creating electron-positron pairs
out of the vacuum. Hence, we will give a quick summary of what it is about and then go on to
explain its connection to pair creation.
It was soon aer Dirac published his famous equation that Klein [KleòÀ] applied the Dirac
equation to a common problem of non-relativistic quantum mechanics ± the scattering of an
incoming particle on a potential step,
V(x) = V for x ≥ ý
and
V(x) = ý for x < ý .
As in non-relativistic quantum mechanics, Klein was interested in the reection and transmis-
sion coecient for an incoming plane wave from the le side. He found for the reection and
transmission coecient that
R = òVm
V
cò
− (p + p′)ò
= (Ô − r
Ô + r
)
ò
, T = Ô − R = ¥r
(Ô + r)ò
.
e parameter r is given by
r = p
′
p
E +mcò
E − V +mcò
,
where p and p′ are themomentum of the incoming wave and the penetrating one. In some papers
and textbooks(see e.g. [BDâ¥]) it is said that for V > E +mcò the parameter r becomes negative
and the reection coecient is therefore greater than one, i.e. there are more reected particles
than incoming ones. However, this was not Klein's intention as he notedÔ that for an incoming
wave from the le side the group velocity always has to be positive otherwise we also would have
an incoming wave from the right side.
ÔAccording to Klein it was actually Pauli who noted the necessary condition.
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−mcò
mcò
−mcò + V
mcò + V
Figure ÔÔ.Ô.: A plane wave coming from the le side to the Klein step.
e group velocity for a wave inside the potential is given by the general formula
v = c
ò
E − V
p′ .
In the interesting region V > E + mcò we see that the momentum p′ is opposite to the veloc-
ity. Hence, p′ becomes negative if the velocity is positive. erefore, r is always positive and
R < Ô. e original paradoxic notion is rather that for an incoming wave in the energy band
mcò < E < V − mcò the reection coecient is not equal to one as we would expect. ere is a
substantial percentage of particles for which this step is transparent and this behavior persists for
any potential strength. In the limit V →∞ we have
lim
V→∞
R = E/c − p
E/c + p
.
Klein also noted that a steep but nite increase of the potential would suce to produce this eect.
Sauter [SauçÔ] then showed that this behavior indeed persists if the potential increases linearly
to its full strength at least within the Compton wave length of the electron. e necessary eld
strengths for this eect can thus be estimated with òmcò < V and V
"C
to be at least approximately
ÔýÔ V
m
.
So how can one interpret this result? Hansen and Ravndal [HRÔ] were the rst to show
that for the Klein step there is a connection between the transmission coecient T of the one-
particle Dirac equation and the average rate of produced positron-electron pairs in QED. Fol-
lowing Calogeracos and Dombey [CDÀÀ] the vacuum expectation value of the electric current is
given by the following formula
⟨, j⟩ = − Ô
ò+   T(E)dE ,
ÔÔ.Ô Klein's paradox ÔòÀ
where the energy integral is over the Klein-zone mcò < E < V −mcò.e resolution of the Klein
paradox is the following (see e.g. [HRÔ], [GMR ]). e potential produces electron-positron
pairs at the step.is is due to the fact that the potential lis the negative energy continuum. For
V > òmcò the positive energy continuum to the le side of the step overlaps with the lower energy
continuum inside the potential.
−mcò
mcò
−mcò + V
mcò + V
Figure ÔÔ.ò.:e upper continuum to the le side overlaps with the lower continuum to the right side if the
potential is stronger than òmcò.
Assuming a lled Dirac sea this results in electrons from the right side of the step scattering to
the le side, leaving a positive energy electronmoving to the le and a hole, i.e. a positronmoving
to the right. If we have an additional electron coming from the le side it cannot scatter back into
energies occupied by created electrons due to the Pauli principle. erefore, such a plane wave
has to be transmitted through the barrier (where the corresponding energy is now unoccupied!)
resulting in a reection coecient smaller than one for an incoming electron from the le.
Hence, Klein's paradox was actually the rst hint that electron-pair production out of the vac-
uum should be possible in strong external elds. However, there are no innitely extended po-
tentials in reality. us, to switch to a more realistic setting we assume the potential to be very
wide but still nite,
V(x) = V for ∣x∣ ≤ a ,
and
V(x) = ý for ∣x∣ > a .
But in this case we already know that there is no pair creation as we have explained in the
previous chapter.
So how can this contradiction be reconciled? is is possible by the following careful obser-
vation. ere are no real time-independent potentials, hence also the nite barrier has to be
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switched on sometime. Furthermore, it contains bound states. When such a potential is grad-
ually tuned up these bound states ± which subsequently appear at the lower continuum edge ±
wander through themass gap until they reach the upper continuum (see [DCÀÀ]). It is well known
that such a behavior causes pair creation which was shown by Pickl [PDý].e argument is that
an electron from the sea occupies the bound state while it is at the lower continuum leaving a
hole and this electron scatters into a free electron once the bound state reaches the upper contin-
uum.e wider the potential is the more bound states there are in the potential and their energy
spectrum is closer together. It takes time for the electrons to leave the barrier due to their nite
velocity. is results in a current of electrons owing from inside the potential. Of course, this
ow is nite as there is only a nite amount of bound states inside the potential. But if one now
takes the limit a →∞ we have more and more electrons in the potential and the time-dependent
current becomes a steady time-independent current. One can now show that the vacuum expec-
tation value of this current is connected to the transmission amplitude in the same way as for the
Klein step(see [DCÀÀ]).
11.2. Schwinger mechanism
Schwinger [Sch Ô] computed the probability of positron-electron pair creation for a plane wave
and a homogeneous, static electric eld within the fully developed QED framework. Whereas
the probability to create pairs with a plane wave is identical to zero for all eld strengths the pair
creation rate per unit volume and unit time is for a constant electric eld of the order
w = exp [−m
òcç
e<E
] = exp [−Ecr
E
] ,
where E is the electric eld strength and Ecr ≈ ÔýÔ Vm is the critical eld strength. Of course, an
innitely extended electric eld is not realistic. Wang and Wong [WW] computed what they
called the nite-size Schwinger mechanism, which corresponds to a constant electric eld inside
a plate capacitor and a vanishing eld outside. ey used numerical evaluations to analyze their
derivations and found that pair creation is again lead by a term proportional tow if the plates are
not too close together.
is result is not very surprising as such a eld corresponds precisely to the potential consid-
ered by Sauter which we discussed in the previous chapter. In fact, the potential for the Schwinger
eld can be written as
^(x) = −E ⋅ x =
∞
∑
n=−∞
^n(x) ,
with
^n(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ý x < d ⋅ n
E ⋅ (x − n ⋅ d) d ⋅ n < x < d ⋅ (n + Ô)
òmcò
e
d ⋅ (n + Ô) < x
,
ÔÔ.ò Schwinger mechanism ÔçÔ
with the electrical eld strength E and the width d = òmcò
eE
. If E exceeds critical eld strength
Ecr we nd that d becomes smaller than the Compton wave length. erefore, each ^n now
acts as a Sauter potential being capable of creating pairs. e Schwinger mechanism can thus
be understood as repeated versions of the Klein-Sauter eect with the same physical origin.
Our conclusion is that the pair-production mechanism in reality is always a result of the time-
dependency of a particular external eld. To investigate the possibility of pair-creation one there-
fore has to analyze if an external eld is capable of liing electrons through the mass gap.

12. Pair creation by strong laser fields
We explained how pair creation by strong elds always originates from the time-dependency of
a particular eld. If the external eld is capable of creating bound states which cross the spectral
gap we know that these bound states scatter once they dive into the positive energy continuum.
is results in an electron-positron pair as was rst proved by Pickl [Picý ].
How is the situation for intense laser? As we have already mentioned almost all work on that
topic relies on the computation by Schwinger and its generalization byBrezin and Itzykson [BIÞý].
Although Brezin and Itzykson already had the application to intense lasers in mind their work
should not be interpreted as a conjecture for pair creation by lasers. On the contrary, it was rather
meant to discourage the hope for an early verication at that time. We nd in their paper:
Instead of estimating the eect for an arbitrary electromagnetic eld varying in space
and time, we will content ourselves with a pure electric eld oscillating with a fre-
quency $. In spite of the slightly unrealistic character of this assumption, we expect
that it retains the main features of a more general situation. It is, of course, well
known that specic anomalies can occur; for instance, there is no pair creation in a
plane-wave eld. erefore, if the rate predicted by the theory were more favorable,
one should pay more attention to the particular geometrical characterization.
Unfortunately, it seems that this precaution got lost in the course of time. As we explained in the
previous chapter, the Schwinger mechanism is rooted in the capability of liing bound states to
the positive energy continuum. And such a behavior is certainly not a local eect but requires a
ªparticular geometrical characterizationº of a potential. While it is true that a standing wave can
locally be approximated by a constant eld it is nevertheless not able to li bound states through
the gap.is can be seen as follows. In Coulomb gauge the electromagnetic wave in the vacuum
is described by a pure vector potential. And fromeorem ç.â we know that the spectrum of such
a potential is absolutely continuous. In particular, there are no bound states in the gap at any time
and no liing can occur. We conclude that any treatment of pair creation by strong lasers which
only focuses on a locally achievable peak eld strength is misleading and highly questionable in
general.
To analyze the situation for lasers we have to combine the results and methods which we have
developed in the rst two parts into a statement about pair creation probability of certain external
elds. To be able to use all previous results we have to impose the following regularity condition
on the vector potential. However, this is more of technical nature and can most likely be further
relaxed.
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Condition E (Regularity condition). Let A(t, x) ∈ C∞(R × Rç → Rç) such that it fullls the
following:
· let d
j
d j t
A(t, x) ∈ L∞ ∩ Lò for j = Ô, ò, ç
· let K
j
K jx
A(t, x) ∈ LÔ for j = Ô, ò
· let ∣A(t, x)∣ ≤ C ∣x∣−ò−h and ∣Kx iA(t, x)∣ ≤ C ∣x∣
−Ô−h
for suciently large ∣x∣.
· let the vector potential be such that there are s, t ∈ R such that A(r, x) = ý for all r /∈ (s, t).
We denote with E = − K
Kt
A the electric eld and with Eý = sup(t,x)∈R×Rç ∣E(t, x)∣ the maximal
eld strength. With ÇEý and ÈEý we mean the maximal amplitude of the time-derivatives of the
electric eld. Under these conditions we can formulate the following theoremÔ.
eorem Ôò.Ô. Let A½ = (^,−A) be a four-vector potential with ^ = ý and A(t, x) ∈ Cç(R ×
Rç → Rç) such that it fullls the regularity condition. Furthermore, let it be such that there are no
eigenvalues for " ∈ {−Ô, Ô} of the extended Dirac operator in the weighted space Lò(Rç → C¥) for
some  > Ô
ò
. We then have for the pair creation probability pe−e+ and the mean value ½e−e+ during
the time interval [s, t] that
pe−e+ ≤ ∥P+U(t, s)P−∥òHS
(Ô + ∥P−U(t, s)P+∥HS)
Ô − ∥P+U(t, s)P−∥HS (Ô + ∥P−U(t, s)P+∥HS)
and
½e−e+ ≤ ∥P+U(t, s)P−∥òHS
Ô
(Ô − ∥P+U(t, s)P−∥HS (Ô + ∥P−U(t, s)P+∥HS))
ò
with
∥P±U(t, s)P∓∥HS ≤ C+ò ∣t − s∣ sup
x ,k∈Rç
t∈R
∣^
t
(x , k)∣
⋅ sup
t∈R
( ¥Cò Eçý ∥
E(t, ⋅)
Eý
∥
Lò
+ ÞC Eý ÇEý (∥
E(t, ⋅)
Eý
∥
Lò
+ ∥
ÇE(t, ⋅)
ÇEý
∥
Lò
) + ÈEý ∥
ÈE(r, ⋅)
ÈEý
∥
Lò
)
and
C =
∞
∑
n=ý
Ô
(n + Ô)ò
( n
n + Ô
)
òn
.
ÔRemember that, in our system of units, position is measured in terms of the Compton wave length of the electron
and time is measured in terms ofmacroscopic time, i.e. 0

with the natural time 0.
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Proof. e probability of creating exactly n-pairs from the vacuum during the time-interval [s, t]
is given by the square of the amplitude ineorem À.Ô with n = m
p
(n)
e−e+ = ∣n,n∣
ò .
Using the result ofeorem À.Ô we get
p
(n)
e−e+ ≤ (
n
∑
k=ý
n!
k!(n − k)!(n − k)!
∥P−t U(t, s)P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
k
HS
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥
n−k
HS ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
n−k
HS )
ò
.
e total probability that some pairs are created by the action of the external eld is then simply
the sum
pe−e+ =
∞
∑
n=Ô
p
(n)
e−e+ ≤
∞
∑
n=Ô
(
n
∑
k=ý
n!
k!(n − k)!(n − k)!
∥P−t U(t, s)P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
k
HS
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥
n−k
HS ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
n−k
HS )
ò
.
Furthermore, the expected value of pairs in an experiment is given by
½e−e+ =
∞
∑
n=Ô
n ⋅ p(n)e−e+ =
∞
∑
n=Ô
n(
n
∑
k=ý
n!
k!(n − k)!(n − k)!
∥P−t U(t, s)P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
k
HS
⋅ ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥
n−k
HS ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
n−k
HS )
ò
.
To evaluate these expressions we abbreviate
A ∶= ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS ,
and
B ∶= ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS .
We then have for p(n)e−e+
p
(n)
e−e+ ≤ (
n
∑
k=ý
n!
k!(n − k)!(n − k)!
AkBn−k)
ò
≤ (
n
∑
k=ý
n!
k!(n − k)!
AkBn−k)
ò
=
= (A+ B)òn .
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For A+ B < Ô we can employ the geometric series to give a bound on the total probability
pe−e+ ≤
∞
∑
n=Ô
(A+ B)òn = (A+ B)
ò
Ô − (A+ B)ò
and similarly for the mean value
½e−e+ ≤
∞
∑
n=Ô
n (A+ B)òn = (A+ B)
ò
(Ô − (A+ B)ò)ò
.
Using P−s = (P−s )
ò we can determine a bound on A+ B by
A+ B = ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS ≤
≤ ∥P−t U(t, s)P−s ∥ ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS ≤
≤ ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS (∥P−t U(t, s)P−s ∥ + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS) ≤
≤ ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS (Ô + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS) .
If ∥P±s U(s, t)P∓t ∥HS < Ôò we have that A+ B < Ô and therefore
pe−e+ ≤ ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
ò
HS
(Ô + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS)
ò
Ô − ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
ò
HS (Ô + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS)
ò
≤
≤ ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
ò
HS
(Ô + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS)
Ô − ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS (Ô + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS)
,
where we used the third binomial identity. Similarly, we obtain for the mean value
½e−e+ ≤ ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
ò
HS
Ô
(Ô − ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS (Ô + ∥P+s U(s, t)P−t ∥HS))
ò
.
Taking the adjoint of the operators yields the formula used in the statement of the theorem.
To estimate the Hilbert-Schmidt norm above we now useeorem â.ç and the remarks aer-
wards together with eq. (â.òý) and eq. (â.òÔ). Note, that the boundary terms vanish as the vector
potential is assumed to be zero at the boundary of the interval. Also, the projections at s and t
are then the spectral projections corresponding to the free Dirac operator. e electric eld is
given as the time-derivative of the vector potential (as we only have a vector potential) and the
operator norm is just the innity norm of the electric eld and its time-derivatives. We denote
themaximal eld strength in the time interval [s, t]with Eý.us, we have the following estimate
on the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
∥P±U(t, s)P∓∥HS ≤ C+ò ∣t − s∣ sup
x ,k∈Rç
t∈R
∣^
t
(x , k)∣
⋅ sup
t∈R
( ¥Cò Eçý ∥
E(t, ⋅)
Eý
∥
Lò
+ ÞC Eý ÇEý (∥
E(t, ⋅)
Eý
∥
Lò
+ ∥
ÇE(t, ⋅)
ÇEý
∥
Lò
) + ÈEý ∥
ÈE(r, ⋅)
ÈEý
∥
Lò
)
under the conditions we have imposed here.
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Wenowuse these considerations to look further into the possibility of creating electron-positron
pairs with ultra intense lasers. Plane waves do not produce any pairs as we have explained earlier.
Hence, we assume to have two focused laser beams which are opposite to each other such that
they form a standing wave. e interesting region where the maximal eld strength is obtained
is the focused spot with a radius roughly the size of the wave length.ese are the two common
assumption in the literature (see e.g. [AHR+ýÔ], [PopýÔ], [RinýÔ], [BPR+ýâ], [BET+Ôý]). e
electromagnetic eld outside of the focused spot is of no big relevance to pair production. Hence,
we can require the necessary decay of the eld far away from the spot region. Furthermore, we
assume the vector potential to be innitely oen dierentiable which is certainly the case for a
standing wave.erefore, we see byeorem ç.â that the spectral gap is free of any bound states
and no liing can occur.
However, to nally applyeorem Ôò.Ô we also have to show that there are no eigenvalues at the
gap.is condition is more subtle and it enters the previous discussion in two ways.e rst one
is explicit through the prerequisite in Proposition ç. . Generalized eigenfunctions will usually
become singular at the spectral edge if there are eigenstates or resonances (see [TeuÀÀ], [PicýÞ]).
And as the bound of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator in Lemma â.ò depends on the absolute value
of the generalized eigenfunctions we have to exclude such a behavior. However, the generalized
eigenfunctions appear in the context of generalized Fourier transform and it could very well be
that this bound can be improved with a better incorporation of certain properties of the Fourier
transform.
But this is where we demanded the absence of eigenstates at the edge implicitly a second time.
e spectral projections as we dened them are strictly speaking the spectral projections onto
the absolutely continuous part of the positive and negative subspaces. We have shown in the
proof ofeorem ç.â that the spectrum is only absolutely continuous if there are no eigenvalues
and resonances at the gap and thererfore the absolutely continuous subspace is identical to the
whole space. If there are eigenvalues at the edge then our proof of the adiabatic theorem is only
valid for the absolutely continuous subspace and we have to distinguish two cases. In the rst
one, the eigenspace is nite dimensional. e transition operator onto this subspace is then a
nite rank operator and hence Hilbert-Schmidt. e same also holds for transitions from this
subspace by using the adjoint. Hence, we expect that our proof of the adiabatic theorem can
be easily generalized to include also this case. However, the eigenspace can very well be innite
dimensional. In this case the Hilbert-Schmidt property is not obvious. One important property
to establish niteness of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm was that transitions are suppressed by the
square of the inverse energy of a specic mode.is does not work for eigenstates at the gap edge
anymore. Hence, there is no good heuristic argumentwhy theHilbert-Schmidt adiabatic theorem
should also hold in the case of innitely degenerated eigenvalues at the gap. Investigating this case
is a near term future research goal. Furthermore, it should be claried if this is connected to the
possible singularity of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm in Lemma â.ò.
So how is the situation with lasers? Unfortunately, the question regarding eigenvalues at the
gap is dicult. ere are no general results concerned with the geometry of potentials which
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would exclude such a behavior. However, we observe that eigenstates which have been explicitly
constructed seem to be rather special (see [AMNÀÀ], [AMNýý]). Furthermore, we also nd in
the paper of Saito and Umeda ([SUÔÔ]) that vector potentials which create eigenvalues at the gap
edge are rather sparse.e precise statement is the following. If the vector potential is Lç (which
is true for our assumptions on the vector potential), then the set of vector potentials which do not
have eigenvalues at the edge is dense in Lç and a possible non-empty eigenspace is always nite
dimensional.
Hence, we are lead to believe that a generic laser eld does not possess this special and rather
sparse ability to create electron-positron pairs by edge eigenvalues.erefore, we strongly conjec-
ture that the assumption ofeorem Ôò.Ô regarding this point are fullled by a laser eld. However,
the rigoros analysis of this is certainly an interesting task for future research.
Generally, a laser puls or the focused spot of a laser beam is at least of order of the wave length.
us, the volume of the interesting region, where possible pair creation can take place, scales in-
versely with the frequency. One has to take this behavior into account, otherwise the results of the
adiabatic limit, where the frequency vanishes, would be physically misleading. e normalized
Lò-norm in the theorem precisely serves the purpose to measure the volume where pair-creation
could happen and to take it into account. For a standing wave in the spot region we have
∣E(t, x)∣∝ Eý sin(
ò+
"
x) = Eý sin(x)
for x in natural units. For the Lò-norm to be  independent we can rescale and substitute x′ = x.
is yields
∥E(t, ⋅)
Eý
∥
Lò
= (   ∣
E(t, x)
Eý
∣
ò
dçx′)
Ô
ò
= Ô

ç
ò
(   ∣
E(t, x′)
Eý
∣
ò
dçx′)
Ô
ò
where the latter integral is now a frequency independent constant.is is the reason why we used
second order adiabatic perturbation theory ineorem Ôò.Ô. Remember that we are on the time
scale of the external eld. Hence, the time derivative of the electromagnetic wave has also the
amplitude Eý.e Hilbert-Schmidt norm simplies to
∥P±U(t, s)P∓∥HS ≤ 
Ô
ò ∣t − s∣ sup
x ,k∈Rç
t∈R
∣^
t
(x , k)∣ (Cç Eçý + Cò EýEòý + CÔEý)
where we absorbed all -independent quantities into the constants. e eigenfunctions depend
on the adiabatic parameter. erefore, the absolute value could also scale inversely to  like the
support of the external eld. However, in the Lippmann-Schwinger equationwe also have a phase
which oscillates proportional to −Ô if we rescale the integral like we did with the Lò-norm. Fur-
thermore, we see that the generalized eigenfunctions enter the inequality above through the es-
timate carried out ineorem â.ç. First, we note that the estimate there is a rough one and most
likely not sharp. Secondly, possible singular behavior up to any arbitrary power in −Ô could easily
ÔçÀ
be canceled by using higher order adiabatic perturbation theory as the generalized eigenfunctions
will always be of linear order in the estimate of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. In this case, we can
take the adiabatic limit and see that for  → ý no pair creation occurs no matter how strong the
external eld is. e resulting electric eld, corresponding to the adiabatic limit, is innitely ex-
tended, homogeneous and constant in time. In other words, it is precisely the Schwinger eld.
e completely dierent results come from dierent limiting procedures. Schwingers eld can be
thought of as Klein-Sauter potentials added up ad innitum whereas we started with an electro-
magnetic wave. However, it exemplies that the ªgeometric characterisationº of the eld under
investigationmust be taken into account as Brezin and Itzykson already presumed. Furthermore,
our limit seems to be better suited in the context of ultra intense lasers which in turn means that
results for laser elds derived by use of Schwingers computations are highly questionable.
Furthermore, there is nothing which prevents us from going to ever higher orders in  if the
external eld is innitely oen dierentiable. It is just a matter of handling the corresponding
estimates as we did in Chapter â.ç. From the way Xn and Yn are dened in eq. (â.Þ) and eq. (â.)
we can already infer that ÇXn+ò + ÇYn+ò scale in leading order with
∥ ÇXn+ò∥ + ∥ ÇYn+ò∥∝ En+çý ∥
E(t, ⋅)
Eý
∥
Lò
.
In particular the Lò-norm enters always linearly. us, the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is in leading
order of the peak eld strength proportional to
∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥HS ∝ 
Ô
ò Eçý Cn (Eý)
n
where n = ý corresponds to the second order adiabatic perturbation which we have performed
above. We note that in our choice of units we have
E = e<
mòcç
ESI =
ESI
Ecr
with E = ∣E∣, ESI being the eld strength in SI units and Ecr being the critical eld strength. Hence,
to have the estimate in a form independent of the unit system we have to write
pe−e+ ∝ ∥P−s U(s, t)P+t ∥
ò
HS ⪅  (
Eý
Ecr
)
â
Cn (
Eý
Ecr
)
òn
in leading order of the peak eld strength. is result is contrary to what can be found in the
literature so far (e.g. see [MPÞÞ], [AHR+ýÔ], [PopýÔ], [RinýÔ], [NBMPý¥], [BPR+ýâ], [BET+Ôý]).
ere, the probability of creating electron-positron pairs is believed to be suppressed for
pe−e+ ∝
Eý
Ecr
≪ Ô ,
which is obtained by using the Schwinger computation. However, we have already argued against
the validity of using Schwingers result in the context of electromagnetic waves. Our result now
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suggests that the adiabatic parameter has been missing in the computations so far and possible
transitions are suppressed if

Eý
Ecr
≪ Ô .
To demonstrate the drastic consequences we assume that
Eý
Ecr
≈ Ô.
is is the region where up to now it has been believed that pair creation should become observ-
able. For common lasers with "Ô = Ô ½m or "ò = Ô nm we have
Ô =
"C
"Ô
≈ ò ⋅ Ôý−â and ò =
"C
"ò
≈ ò ⋅ Ôý−ç ,
where "C is the Compton wave length of the electron. Hence, the mean value and probability to
observe pair creation with intense lasers is at least a thousand to a million times lower than what
has been assumed.
Finally, we also feel the need to stress that the computations above establish only an upper
bound on the pair creation probability. All the estimates carried out in our derivations are most
likely not the best ones. Hence, it could well be that the actual probability to observe pair creation
with laser is well below our estimate. For example, note that if one could obtain a good grab on
the constants Cn, i.e. if it could be shown that
n
√
Cn is bounded by some constant C uniformly for
all n then we have
( n
√
CnEý)
n
< (CEý)n for all n .
is in turn would show that pair creation probability and mean number of created pairs are
identical to zero if  < (CEý)−Ô as the right hand side vanishes for n →∞.
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